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I am privileged to present *China’s Military Decision-making in Times of Crisis and Conflict*, a superb set of papers that draws from the proceedings of the 2022 People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Conference cohosted by the National Bureau of Asian Research (NBR), the China Strategic Focus Group at U.S. Indo-Pacific Command, and the Department of Foreign Languages at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point.

The military capabilities of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) have expanded exponentially over the past two decades, and its leaders have demonstrated an increasing appetite to use these capabilities as coercive tools against the United States and its maritime neighbors in the western Pacific. Much has been written about the tactical and operational consequences of these developments. Understudied, however, is China’s crisis response decision-making and behavior. This volume addresses this critical knowledge gap.

There are three potential triggers of a crisis between Washington and Beijing that might include military forces and lead to dangerous escalation. First, the armed forces of the United States and its allies and partners routinely operate in close proximity to those of the PLA Navy and Air Force with the ever-present possibility of an accident exciting nationalistic sentiments. Second, both sides conduct robust operations in space and cyberspace, including with uncrewed and unmanned vehicles. This creates important domains and modes of warfare for which there are inadequate agreed-to rules of the road and increases the likelihood of one side misperceiving the intention of the opposite side. The third potential trigger is the possibility that President Xi Jinping might decide to employ the PLA preemptively to realize goals associated with his vision of “the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation,” including actions to achieve control of the South China Sea or, even more worrisome, efforts to assert PRC sovereignty over Taiwan.

Chinese and U.S. civilian and military leaders, of course, understand that it is better to anticipate the inevitability of a bilateral crisis and put into place and practice communications protocols designed to contain and de-escalate before an unexpected day of reckoning. But for reasons brilliantly explained in this volume, efforts to do so have largely failed up to this point.
Thus, in the absence of substantive official Sino-U.S. dialogue on crisis avoidance and crisis management, one of the many merits of *China’s Military Decision-making in Times of Crisis and Conflict* is the contributing authors’ use of historical case studies, empirical evidence, and inductive reasoning, often grounded in primary PRC sources, to make persuasive arguments about how Beijing might approach and act at a time when the stakes verge on existential.

Although, as mentioned, this superb compendium of papers authored by some of the best global analysts of PRC security and military strategy draws from the 2022 PLA Conference, its implications are intragovernmental, international, and academic in nature. I highly commend this volume to an eclectic group of readers, including those in the U.S. Departments of State and Defense, Armed Forces, and intelligence agencies; academics, students, and media analysts trying to better understand Chinese crisis management doctrine; and international officials and academics focused on PRC foreign policy goals and Beijing’s relevant playbooks.

Showing my experience (or age), I first traveled to the then Republic of China—now in official parlance Taiwan—in 1971 while a member of the U.S. Military Academy Chinese Language Club. In my opinion, *China’s Military Decision-making in Times of Crisis and Conflict* is one of the most insightful and useful policy-relevant publications written over the five decades since that very different time and era.

Karl Eikenberry
Former U.S. Ambassador and Lieutenant General, retired, U.S. Army
September 2023
Introduction: The Differences and Risks in U.S.-China Military Crisis Management and Response

Roy D. Kamphausen and Jeremy Rausch

The July 2022 People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Conference, cohosted by the National Bureau of Asian Research (NBR), the China Strategic Focus Group at U.S. Indo-Pacific Command, and the Department of Foreign Languages at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, evaluated the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and PLA’s crisis response decision-making and behavior. Key questions the conference sought to address included:

- How is the PRC’s crisis decision-making and behavior today different from the past?
- What impact has Xi Jinping had on the PRC and PLA’s crisis decision-making and behavior?
- In what domains may the PRC be inclined to escalate or de-escalate a crisis?
- Against which actors may the PRC be inclined to escalate or de-escalate a crisis?
- What do past crises involving the PLA reveal about the PRC’s crisis response?

Key findings included:

- The PLA may be increasingly comfortable in an environment that is characterized by more frequent crises and heightened tensions with the United States.

Roy D. Kamphausen is President of the National Bureau of Asian Research.

Jeremy Rausch is a Project Manager with the Political and Security Affairs group at the National Bureau of Asian Research.
- The PRC likely sees crises as opportunities to change the status quo in its favor by advancing territorial claims, testing the commitment of the United States to its allies and partners, and signaling displeasure with the actions of other countries to compel policy change.

- The PRC and the United States have fundamentally different understandings and approaches to crisis management and response, meaning that it may be difficult to swiftly address and resolve crises.

- The PRC may experiment more frequently with the employment of a wide range of capabilities—from conventional to asymmetric to nuclear—to test the resolve of the United States and other Indo-Pacific states without appreciation for possible escalation risks.

- The PRC may be willing to risk sharper escalation dynamics in situations where the United States is not directly involved.

Resolving crises between the U.S. military and the PLA has never been a straightforward task for Washington and Beijing. Beijing still believes that the accidental bombing in May 1999 of the PRC embassy in Belgrade was a deliberate act by Washington and that the blame for the collision between a U.S. EP-3 aircraft and a PLA J-8 fighter jet over Hainan Island in April 2001 lies with the United States. Although the resolution of previous crises was not without difficulty, crisis resolution with the PRC today and in the future will be exceedingly difficult and complex due to perceptions of a shifting balance of power in conjunction with a sharp deterioration in the bilateral relationship. As diplomatic, economic, and military competition between the two countries intensifies while unplanned and risky encounters between their militaries become more frequent, the United States must review and update its understanding of the PRC’s crisis response behavior. This PLA Conference volume offers an in-depth analysis of why the PRC undertakes actions in crises with the United States and other Indo-Pacific actors, the institutional structures under which the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) leadership makes decisions in military crises, and the implications of PRC crisis response behavior for the United States and its allies and partners. It builds on the findings from the 2021 PLA Conference volume *Modernizing Deterrence: How China Coerces, Compels, and Deters*, which examined both China’s evolving approach to deterrence and its possible responses when deterrence fails.
Escalation Pressures in U.S.-China Crisis Management

Unplanned and potentially dangerous encounters involving the PLA and regional militaries as well as the U.S. military have occurred with increasing frequency, while opportunities for dialogue and crisis management have shrunk. In response to then Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan in August 2022, the PLA undertook live-fire exercises around the island, dispatched warships, and increased already frequent incursions into Taiwan’s air defense identification zone and across the median line of the Taiwan Strait. At the same time, Beijing announced the suspension of several defense dialogue mechanisms with the United States, including the China-U.S. Theater Commanders Talk, Defense Policy Coordination Talks, and Military Maritime Consultative Agreement meetings, among others. Since then, additional unplanned encounters involving the PLA and the U.S. military have occurred. In December 2022 a PLA Navy J-11 fighter jet operated dangerously close to a U.S. Air Force RC-135 reconnaissance plane, and in June 2023 a PLA Navy guided-missile destroyer nearly collided with a U.S. Navy destroyer and a Canadian frigate during a joint transit through the Taiwan Strait. Later in June, a visit to the PRC by Secretary of State Antony Blinken intended to stabilize the U.S.-China relationship and re-establish dialogue at the highest level resulted in the PRC explicitly rejecting an offer to set up a direct military line of communication between Washington and Beijing.

In addition to the United States, several other countries in the Indo-Pacific region have been subject to unplanned encounters with and unprofessional maneuvers by PLA operators. These often dangerous incidents have taken place despite the promulgation of the Code for Unplanned Encounters at Sea (CUES), signed by more than twenty countries, including the PRC, in 2014. The agreement is intended to both reduce the likelihood of incidents at sea and prevent escalation when unplanned encounters occur between the signatories, but Beijing has continued to flout the standards and

---


undertake aggressive behaviors against other countries. In February 2023, for example, a China Coast Guard ship used a laser against a Philippine patrol vessel in disputed waters in the South China Sea, temporarily blinding some of the crew aboard. Incidents have occurred in other domains as well. In June 2022, PLA Air Force planes intercepted and harassed Australian and Canadian military aircraft operating in international airspace. And since the deadly skirmish in June 2020 in the disputed Sino-Indian border region, subsequent confrontations have taken place between the PLA and Indian Army at the Line of Actual Control.

An exacerbating factor in these incidents is the fundamentally different approach to crisis management and response by China and other countries. Despite efforts by the United States to re-establish and normalize communication channels and confidence-building measures to reduce the likelihood of miscalculation and crisis, the PRC remains fundamentally disinterested in adopting such frameworks. As this volume finds, Beijing is suspicious of efforts by the United States and its partners to establish crisis management mechanisms—or “guardrails”—because it interprets such measures as legitimizing the very operations the PRC wants to bring to an end. Chinese perspectives have a long history. Beijing continues to promote the narrative that if the U.S. military were not operating within the first island chain, there would not be an issue.

This lack of common understanding concerning the role of crisis management further reduces the space for such mechanisms. PRC scholars believe that “crisis escalation is often the only way to resolve a crisis.” In other words, while the United States may desire to de-escalate a situation through crisis mechanisms, the PRC often seeks to further its interests without triggering a military conflict by manipulating a crisis scenario to its advantage. As subsequent chapters in this volume argue, the PRC may be more comfortable than the United States with elevated levels of tension.

---


Whereas Washington seeks a return to the status quo ante through dialogue and crisis management mechanisms, Beijing may prefer to leverage instability in crises to alter the status quo and thus advance its strategic objectives.

The PLA’s modernization of its strategic and asymmetric forces also gives rise to novel escalation risks and pressures. In particular, the PLA’s nuclear expansion raises questions about how the PRC may seek to incorporate its increasingly sophisticated nuclear arsenal into both its conventional operational planning and crisis behavior. Russia’s nuclear threats against Ukraine, as well as the United States and NATO, have effectively deterred direct third-party intervention. The efficacy of such nuclear brinksmanship raises the possibility of the PRC leveraging its nuclear arsenal in a potential conflict with the United States to challenge Washington’s commitment to the defense of U.S. allies and partners in the Indo-Pacific. Furthermore, the asymmetric capabilities of the PLA afford it a more diverse range of coercive and kinetic options to employ against an adversary—a particularly concerning prospect given the lack of mutually accepted rules and norms governing the cyber and information warfare domains.

Xi Jinping’s consolidation of authority, especially in the military decision-making domain, also holds profound implications for China’s crisis behavior and crisis management. Through the 2015–16 organizational reforms to the PLA, Xi consolidated his control over the party-military apparatus, including by reinvigorating the Chairman Responsibility System within the Central Military Commission (CMC) under his sole leadership, purging rival and potentially disloyal officers through a widespread anticorruption campaign, and placing the CMC under his direction at the pinnacle of national security decision-making. The 2018 PLA Conference volume People in the PLA 2.0 explored these institutional changes and found that Xi has assumed a degree of influence over military affairs unmatched by recent PRC leaders. The consequences of his preeminent influence in military decision-making, the growing frequency of unplanned encounters between the PLA and the U.S. military, and a lack of common understanding on crisis management heighten the risk of crisis and even conflict between the world’s most advanced military powers.

Taken together, these developments require a comprehensive and nuanced understanding of why the PLA takes certain actions and exhibits certain behaviors in a crisis, how Chinese leadership approaches crisis response decision-making, and the collective implications of these trends for the United States and its allies and partners. Moreover, it is vital to better understand how the PRC integrates and operationalizes conventional,
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strategic, and asymmetric capabilities with other sources of national power in peacetime and in preparation for crisis. To these ends, this volume examines doctrinal and theoretical guidance concerning military decision-making, institutional control structures, and decision-making procedures, as well as relevant case studies, to understand Chinese behavior in various crises, including China’s ongoing border dispute with India and territorial disputes with the Philippines over Scarborough Shoal, and in emerging domains, including the cyber and strategic nuclear realms. This introduction briefly reviews the scope and arguments of each chapter and summarizes key findings.

The Doctrine and Theory Behind China’s Crisis Behavior

The opening section evaluates the doctrinal concepts that frame the PRC’s approach to crisis response and decision-making. In recent years, several crises have tested the ability of the United States, as well as its Indo-Pacific allies and partners, to engage responsibly with the PLA in an increasingly contested regional environment. As the PRC continues to resist efforts to establish and regularize crisis management mechanisms and dialogue with the United States, understanding how, when, and under what conditions Beijing may decide to escalate or de-escalate during a crisis is critical to preventing miscalculation and possible conflict. David Santoro of Pacific Forum and Balazs Szanto of Chulalongkorn University open the volume with chapters that examine the doctrinal guidance that informs decisions by PRC leadership in a crisis scenario.

In the first chapter, Santoro examines China’s views of and approach to military crises and discusses the implications for crisis avoidance and management options, especially with the United States. He argues that in crisis situations China’s primary objective is to advance its interests and “win” and that reducing escalation risks is, at best, a secondary consideration. Moreover, he argues that Beijing’s confidence that it can readily control military crises, conflicts, and even wars means that it often believes that it can benefit from escalation. The one exception to this proclivity to escalate a crisis is the potential use of nuclear weapons. Beijing does not think that nuclear escalation would be controlled in a crisis or armed conflict between the United States and China. Yet certain behaviors, such as the commingling of nuclear and conventional variants of the same missile system using the same launchers and co-located at the same missile base, call into question whether the PLA is aware of how such risky behavior might result in the
very escalation the PRC seeks to avoid. Santoro concludes that Beijing’s mindset leads it to assume that Washington pushes for crisis avoidance and management mechanisms less to deal with problems as they emerge and more to undermine China and, in the end, increase U.S. power and influence. Thus, understanding China’s views of and approaches to crises in general and military crises in particular is paramount to manage expectations about the prospects for crisis avoidance and crisis management mechanisms. Moreover, focusing these mechanisms less on managing or resolving emerging military problems and more on communicating positions and intentions may yield better results. Finally, Santoro recommends that investing in unofficial U.S.-China dialogues about crisis escalation and management should be a priority, given the wide conceptual gap that exists between the U.S. and Chinese approaches as well as the misperceptions and misunderstandings that each side has about the other.

In the second chapter, Szanto presents a typology of China’s crisis behavior through an examination of ten representative crisis scenarios. He argues that to successfully manage a conflict with China, it is essential to understand crisis scenarios as an interplay of complex factors, both purposive and expressive. Through his analysis, Szanto demonstrates that China depicts a strong capacity for expressive (nonrational) behaviors, which require that crisis management policies balance deterrence with reassurance in order to be successful. As such, he states that over-reliance on either deterrence or reassurance would lead to suboptimal results: too heavy deterrence plays into the insecurities of China, while pure engagement is likely to fail due to the expressive considerations of Chinese policy. The expressive component will make it difficult to engage with or counter China’s behavior based on purely rational political calculations. Moreover, Szanto claims that to successfully counter escalatory behavior, one must distinguish between offensive and defensive behavior. Whereas successfully countering offensive behavior requires deterrence, defensive behavior is exacerbated by deterrence and requires reassurance while signaling resolve. China has shown a general reluctance to respond to a crisis with de-escalation, instead demonstrating a preference for an initial escalatory response. As such, he concludes that de-escalation can only be effectively pursued if this escalation is countered; otherwise, China will seek to use it as a coercive tool.
Institutional Control and Decision-making under Xi Jinping

This volume’s second section examines the changing nature of crisis decision-making in the PRC within an institutional and technological framework. Given Xi Jinping’s high degree of involvement in national security matters, his personal role in crisis decision-making must be considered as a discrete factor in the PRC’s decision-making apparatus, especially as the PLA vies for greater bureaucratic influence. Moreover, the “New Generation Artificial Intelligence Development Plan” released by the PRC State Council in 2017 clarifies China’s ambitions to become a world leader in artificial intelligence (AI) by 2030. As the PLA continues pursuing “intelligentization,” the role of AI in command and control will become an increasingly central feature of its modernization objectives and milestones. Drew Holliday of the U.S. Department of Defense and Zi Yang of the S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies (RSIS) assess, respectively, the human-centric decision-making procedures within the PRC bureaucracy and the role that AI-enabled technologies could play in future military decision-making.

In the section’s opening chapter, Holliday examines a set of baseline institutional and cultural crisis-response behaviors exhibited by the PRC within a context of changes in how the Xi administration views the PRC’s relationship with the United States, the Asia-Pacific region, and the world. He finds that the CCP considers the political aspects of a crisis to be of central importance and thus that institutional structures and processes for responding to crises are designed to manage and shape their political ramifications. The Xi administration perceives an external security environment characterized by very broad and complex challenges, to which PRC leaders believe they must respond in a proactive, shaping manner. Holliday argues that the Xi administration’s inverted foreign policy model is inherently less stable, and its emphasis on legal warfare in contested areas increases the risk of unintended confrontation and potential conflict. This analysis may explain why PRC leaders appear to believe that the previous, stable framework of the U.S.-PRC relationship may be losing—or may have already lost—its political viability. Holliday concludes with three key findings. First, the Xi administration’s perceptions of the need to employ greater national power to proactively shape the PRC’s security environment will increase the likelihood of crisis eventuation and exacerbate crisis resolution. Second, shifts in the U.S.-PRC relationship may have reduced the confidence of PRC leaders that a future military-crisis trigger event could
be managed within a stable, bilateral framework. Finally, their belief that the previous framework with the United States has lost political viability and that the relationship has entered a longer-term period of strategic crisis may result in calls for greater emphasis on shaping behaviors rather than stabilizing behaviors.

Yang investigates how the Chinese state and its military experts theorize, experiment, and apply AI to military decision-making and explores what positive and negative factors might affect its future use in this particular area. China has designated AI development as a national priority, and the use of AI has benefited the regime in various capacities that are increasingly prominent in the defense and security sectors. Looking ahead, Yang claims that AI will be a force multiplier for the PLA, pointing to the role of AI in military decision-making and recent gains in developing this technology for military use. Nonetheless, he finds that the progress of China’s AI development in this domain has so far been limited and argues that the widespread adoption of AI technology to enhance military decision-making is more likely to be realized in the medium term than the short term. Xi’s policy missteps and his adverse influence on state and military institutions present the greatest encumbrance to the PRC’s AI ambitions. In particular, domestic difficulties under enduring despotism may become detrimental to the PLA’s modernization and preparations for future AI-enabled warfare. Yet, even though the PRC’s current progress in developing AI for military decision-making is limited, advancements in the coming years can be expected to bolster civilian and military leaders’ confidence in undertaking military action.

The PLA in Action: Case Studies and Domain Analysis

The volume’s final section uses case studies and domain analysis to understand how PRC and PLA decision-making takes place. From the 2012 Scarborough Shoal standoff and the repeated confrontations with the Indian military at the disputed Line of Actual Control to heightened escalation pressures brought about by the PRC’s activities in cyberspace and its modernizing nuclear arsenal, these chapters analyze how and why the PRC makes certain decisions in these domains. Shuxian Luo of the University of Hawaii, Mānoa, and Jagannath Panda of the Institute for Security and Development Policy evaluate the drivers behind China’s decisions to escalate the 2012 Scarborough Shoal standoff with the Philippines and the border dispute with India at the Line of Actual Control, respectively. Adam Segal,
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of the Bureau of Cyberspace and Digital Policy at the U.S. Department of State, explores Beijing’s approach to crisis management and response in the emerging domain of cyberspace. Phillip Saunders of the U.S. National Defense University and David Logan of Tufts University assess the potential interactions between the PLA’s expanding nuclear arsenal and increasingly sophisticated suite of non-nuclear strategic capabilities and consider the implications for crisis management.

Luo examines the PRC’s decision to escalate the 2012 Scarborough Shoal standoff and the role of the PLA in shaping the decision during the incident. She argues that China’s crisis decisions in the South China Sea disputes should be understood as the result of Beijing weighing and making a tradeoff between anticipated domestic and international costs. The potential for a domestic backlash creates an incentive for escalation, whereas the potential for international pushback and reputational damage creates pressure on Beijing to de-escalate. Luo finds that the Scarborough Shoal standoff represents a case in which perceived low international costs and surging domestic costs led China to opt for escalation. She concludes that although China has demonstrated a growing level of assertiveness when handling maritime disputes in the South China Sea, its management of these disputes is shaped by competing expectations and costs generated by multiple audiences that include, but are not limited to, the PLA. Moreover, Luo finds that during a crisis such as the Scarborough Shoal standoff, the PLA is not necessarily as openly vocal as other hawkish actors in the PRC’s maritime affairs system, but it can shape the broader context in its push to harden the Chinese approach toward sovereignty disputes. To the extent that China strives to credibly signal its resolve while maintaining an image of nonbelligerency among its smaller neighbors, stakeholders in the region still have the leverage to shape the country’s crisis behavior in the South China Sea by tipping its cost-benefit calculation toward the international end.

Panda examines Beijing’s decision-making process regarding the border conflict with India and considers the outlook for the bilateral relationship. He argues that the boundary dispute is a significant factor in Xi’s decision-making calculus because it is critical to the PRC’s regional posturing. Panda finds that early on in Xi’s tenure Beijing’s decision-making regarding the boundary dispute was shaped by the goal of cultivating cooperation with India to encourage its participation in the Belt and Road Initiative as well as to hedge against the United States’ regional strategy. Nevertheless, this goal has largely been overshadowed by the PRC’s perception of India and the boundary dispute through the lens of the historically complicated Tibet issue. Panda further argues that most of China’s policies toward India have been
influenced by mistrust of the U.S.-India partnership and the belief that New Delhi’s foreign policy choices vis-à-vis China are influenced by the United States. In other words, the PRC may see the disputed border issue through a broader strategic framework not centered exclusively on India but rather encompassing the larger geopolitical dynamics at play. Panda suggests that more recently the conflict in Ukraine has led to China pointing to India’s posture of independence to emphasize the importance of the two countries strengthening cooperation based on mutual interests rather than weakening each other or letting border disputes dominate bilateral ties. Ultimately, he finds that Beijing appears to be increasing its efforts to encourage tactical cooperation with New Delhi in the economic and multilateral spheres while simultaneously employing intimidation tactics to deter India from coalescing with the U.S.-led security architecture.

Segal defines three types of cyber crisis that pose risks to China and assesses the tools that Chinese policymakers have developed to manage such crises. First, like all modern states, the PRC must defend, detect, contain, and respond to a domestic cyberattack that could have widespread destructive or disruptive effects on its economy and society. Second, it must prepare and respond to a potential diplomatic and foreign policy crisis created by reactions to Chinese cyberoperations that fall below the threshold for the use of force or armed attack. Third, during any border or maritime crisis, cyberoperations will be conducted to collect intelligence and possibly to signal, coerce, and deter adversaries. Segal argues that Chinese policymakers will need to manage the use of cyber tools during any military or diplomatic crisis and ensure that they do not inadvertently lead to escalation or loss of control. He finds that China has been developing institutions, regulations, and processes that should improve its ability to manage these three types of crisis. Yet, while China has many new tools for the management of a domestic cyber crisis, the effectiveness of the system during a national cyber crisis remains unknown. Further, the worsening of the Sino-U.S. relationship makes the management of a political crisis provoked by Chinese cyber industrial espionage significantly more difficult to control. China can be expected to conduct cyber intelligence operations during a crisis and may use more disruptive or destructive attacks for signaling, coercion, or deterrence. Segal cautions that the nature of cyberspace and Chinese approaches to it complicate signaling and heighten the risk that cyberoperations could cross a threshold, exacerbate a crisis, and possibly provoke a kinetic response.

In the volume’s concluding chapter, Saunders and Logan assess the potential drivers for the PRC’s nuclear expansion and modernization,
examine Chinese views of nuclear weapons and their utility in peacetime and crises, and explore the role of non-nuclear strategic capabilities. They find that China is presently undergoing the most significant nuclear weapons expansion in its history, which appears to be driven by the perceived need to maintain a secure second-strike capability and bolster the country's great-power status. With a larger and more secure nuclear deterrent, the PRC will likely be less susceptible to U.S. nuclear threats and intimidation and more willing to initiate conventional conflict due to the perceived reduced risk of nuclear escalation. As a result, Saunders and Logan caution that deterring conflict will therefore be more influenced by the conventional balance of power at the local level. To this end, China may use its expanded nuclear arsenal to bolster its prestige, challenge U.S. extended deterrence commitments, and dissuade U.S. intervention in a crisis or conflict. Furthermore, China's growing space and cyber capabilities, which are viewed as more usable weapons in a conflict, may interact with its nuclear capabilities in ways that heighten the risk of escalation. If U.S. decision-makers conclude that maintaining nuclear superiority is both valuable and achievable, then the United States might forgo strategic nuclear arms control in pursuit of a quantitative advantage. However, if U.S. policymakers conclude that China's quest for a robust second-strike capability cannot be stopped and that mutual assured destruction would maintain strategic stability, then the United States should work to manage nuclear competition with China instead of attempting to offset its buildup. In either case, given that China's nuclear buildup lowers the escalation risk of conventional military conflict and increases the importance of the local conventional balance, the United States may need to invest more in regional conventional forces. U.S. recognition of mutual nuclear vulnerability with China might decrease the risks of nuclear escalation in a crisis or conventional conflict as well as the incentives for a nuclear arms race.

Conclusion

The eight chapters collected in this volume from the 2022 PLA Conference provide a comprehensive picture of how the PRC undertakes the process of decision-making in both peacetime and crisis. The first two chapters reveal Beijing's confidence in its ability to control escalation of a crisis to advance its objectives and change the status quo in its favor. The next two chapters then offer a methodological analysis of how the PRC's decision-making procedures and structures have evolved under Xi
Jinping and of how the PLA is conceptualizing the role of next-generation technologies in command and control and military decision-making. The remaining four chapters provide case studies and domain analysis. The case studies of the 2012 Scarborough Shoal standoff and the Sino-Indian border dispute illuminate the drivers and implications of the PRC’s decision-making in crisis scenarios. The final two chapters consider the potential impact of decision-making in the cyber domain and the PRC’s ongoing nuclear modernization and expansion on the country’s future crisis behavior. As a whole, the volume reveals important shifts in the PRC’s approach to crisis decision-making through considering a combination of doctrinal guidance, evolving institutional mechanisms and control structures, technological innovation, and real-world case studies. The contributors have shared valuable insights, and their findings will inform ongoing and future studies of the PLA and PRC foreign policy writ large.

NBR is grateful for its sponsors and partners at the China Strategic Focus Group at U.S. Indo-Pacific Command and the Department of Foreign Languages at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point. Without their support, the research published in this volume would not have been possible. Conference discussants, panel chairs, attendees, and keynote speakers, as well as NBR staff, including Alison Szalwinski, Audrey Mossberger, Rachel Bernstein, and Daniel Schoolenberg, also deserve special thanks and acknowledgment for their contributions to the 2022 conference and accompanying volume.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter examines China’s views of and approach to military crises and discusses the implications for crisis avoidance and management options, especially for the U.S.

MAIN ARGUMENT
In crisis situations, China’s primary objective is to advance its interests and “win.” Reducing escalation risks is, at best, a secondary consideration. Moreover, Beijing believes that it can benefit from escalation, due to a deep-seated belief that it can readily control military crises, conflicts, and even wars. The one exception is the use of nuclear weapons. Beijing does not think that nuclear escalation would be controlled in a crisis or armed conflict between the U.S. and China, or any other powers. Whether its ongoing nuclear buildup will change this long-standing approach is not yet clear. Regardless, Beijing’s mindset leads it to assume that Washington pushes for crisis avoidance and management mechanisms less to deal with problems as they emerge than to undermine China and, in the end, increase its power and influence. Under these conditions, the prospects for successful U.S.-China cooperation on improving such mechanisms appear bleak.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

- Understanding China’s views of and approaches to crises in general and military crises in particular is paramount to manage expectations about the prospects for new U.S.-China crisis avoidance and crisis management mechanisms.

- Adapting the goals of these mechanisms by focusing them less on managing or resolving emerging military problems and more on communicating positions and intentions may yield better results and prove useful.

- Investing in unofficial U.S.-China dialogues about crisis escalation and management should be a priority given the wide conceptual gap that exists between the U.S. and Chinese approaches as well as the misperceptions and misunderstandings that each side has about the other.
Chapter 1

How China Approaches Military Crises and the Implications for Crisis Management

David Santoro

The United States has sought to engage China on security and strategic issues for years. These efforts, however, have been largely unsuccessful. Beijing has long resisted U.S. pressure to join arms control agreements, for instance—a few years ago rejecting Washington’s request to join the United States and Russia in a trilateral arms control arrangement.1 China has even systematically declined to engage in strategic nuclear dialogue.2

Of late, while remaining committed to bringing China into the arms control fold, the United States has managed its expectations, accepting that progress in this area is not currently in the cards. Instead, the United States has prioritized engagement of China in crisis avoidance and crisis management by proposing “guardrails” that build on previous arrangements set up in the 2000s and 2010s.3 The idea is that progress in this area, in addition to being important in and of itself, could help pave the way for

David Santoro is President and CEO of the Honolulu-based Pacific Forum, where he specializes in strategic deterrence, nonproliferation, and the geopolitics of Asia and Europe.

China’s Views on Military Crises

China has a long-standing interest in studying military crises, but that interest has risen considerably in recent years and is now a major focus of the Chinese national security community. This section surveys the evolution of China’s views and considers its current understanding of military crises.

---

4 Washington and Moscow concluded a hotline in 1963 and finalized arms control agreements less than ten years later.

5 The Pacific Forum ran the Track 1.5 China-U.S. Strategic Nuclear Dynamics Dialogue in partnership with the China Foundation for International and Strategic Studies, and with the support of the U.S. Defense Threat Reduction Agency, between 2004 and 2019. The dialogue has since morphed into a Track 2 process. See Santoro and Gromoll, “On the Value of Nuclear Dialogue with China.”
A New but Established Topic

China has always paid attention to crises, particularly military crises. Lin Yi says as much in her historical review, pointing out that the earliest piece of scholarship was Pan Fei’s *Military Crisis of American Imperialism* in 1951.\(^6\) That said, Lin also stresses that “systematic research” on this topic took time to emerge in China and has gradually grown since the early 1990s. Still, according to a 2008 study from the RAND Corporation, Chinese writings on crisis and escalation management through 2005 remained “undertheorized and still under development.”\(^7\) An earlier study from 2006 authored by Lonnie Henley had arrived at the same conclusion.\(^8\)

A decade later, two studies reviewing more recent Chinese writings reached similar conclusions. A 2016 study by Alison Kaufman and Daniel Hartnett explains that “PLA views on these issues are evolving,” but that there are still “many critical unknowns.”\(^9\) In a 2017 study, Burgess Laird, for his part, argues that “the substantive aspects of the treatment of escalation have changed very little over the years,” adding that his review shows that Chinese views “continue to be characterized by the same or similar omissions and silences that led the authors of the 2008 RAND study to conclude that [these] writings…were ‘undertheorized and still under development.’”\(^10\) To be sure, these two studies make clear that crisis and escalation management had emerged as a topic of major importance in Chinese writings and in unofficial dialogues. Significantly, once considered unworthy of discussion by the Chinese side, starting in the mid to late 2010s, this issue became a central focus of the Track 1.5 U.S.-China Strategic Nuclear Dynamics Dialogue and subsequent Track 2 initiatives.\(^11\)

Chinese writings have continued to increase in both quantity and quality. The 2020 *Science of Military Strategy* devotes a full chapter to crisis and escalation titled “Prevention and Handling of Military Crisis.”


\(^7\) Forrest E. Morgan et al., *Dangerous Thresholds: Managing Escalation in the 21st Century* (Santa Monica: RAND Corporation, 2008).


justification for this focus is twofold: first, “crisis has gradually become the normal state of national security”; and second, “military crises have also shown an increasing trend.” The argument, in other words, is that the deterioration of the security environment demands that China “thoroughly study” the topic. Not doing so would be dangerous because crises could otherwise escalate and lead to wars, which would affect China’s national development. This point is of utmost importance to Beijing. For example, the 2020 Science of Military Strategy underscores that the outbreak of a war would have “a major impact and interference on the peaceful development of our country, and even destroy the hard-won achievements of reform and opening up.”

Chinese writings, as well as discussions in unofficial dialogues, leave little doubt that Beijing is primarily concerned by the potential for the outbreak of a crisis between China and the United States, be it over Taiwan, the Korean Peninsula, or the East or South China Sea. At a recent Track 2 dialogue, for instance, Chinese participants accused the United States of launching a “multidimensional assault” meant to “suppress China at all levels,” adding that the odds of a U.S.-China crisis emerging were thus increasing rapidly. The 2020 Science of Military Strategy makes the same assessment, stating that the “intensified strategic competition between major powers is the main cause of frequent military crises.” The Taiwan question is by far the center of attention for Beijing, with Chinese scholars such as Cao Qun writing long essays accusing the United States of “playing the ‘Taiwan card.’” Still, past discussions have suggested that China is also increasingly concerned about the emergence of crises with a few other countries, notably India.

Current Views

How does China today view and think about crises, notably military crises? In its chapter on the topic, the 2020 Science of Military Strategy provides specific language about key terms and concepts. It defines a military
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13 These comments were made at the U.S.-China Arms Control and Strategic Dialogue, December 19–20, 2022.
14 Xiao, 战略学, 125.
crisis as “a special phenomenon and form of struggle in international relations,” stressing that such crises “are the crossroads of war and peace.” The white paper also points to the 2011 edition of “Military Language,” which defines a military crisis as “a dangerous state that may lead to armed conflict or war between countries or political groups.” It further argues that military crises are composed of three factors: first, “the major strategic interests” of the involved parties must be threatened; second, uncertainty about the course of events and “the time for decision-making, response, and communication is urgent”; and third, a “relatively major risk that the crisis is out of control and escalates to war” is present. In other words, the 2020 Science of Military Strategy defines military crises as situations that the involved parties cannot ignore, that are highly volatile, and that present a significant danger of escalation, with the real possibility of war.

Chinese scholars echo this characterization. Lin Yi, for instance, writes that military crises refer to “emergencies and states of emergency that occur between specific countries or political groups, threaten one or both parties, and may lead to war or military conflict.” Quoting the Modern Chinese Dictionary, Xu Zhou stresses that a crisis is “a critical moment of serious difficulties” and a military crisis is “a special social phenomenon between peace and war.”

The 2020 Science of Military Strategy goes beyond simple definitions, distinguishing between “main types” of military crises and identifying their “main features.” In describing the main types, it differentiates between traditional and nontraditional military crises, with the former being caused by territorial/maritime, resource, ethnic/religious, or geopolitical disputes or conflicts and the latter by terrorism, pirate attacks, or proliferation; accidental and deliberate crises; low-, medium-, and high-intensity crises, with the first two defined as “quasi-crises” and the last as “quasi-wars”; sudden and gradual crises; and those that involve the major powers, other countries, or groups. In describing the main features, the document argues that military crises often combine chance and inevitability, progressiveness and suddenness, confrontation and controllability, and risks and opportunities.

All in all, the idea is that military crises are “struggles,” distinct but not completely removed from the normal course of events. Significantly,

17 Xiao, 战略学, 111–12.
20 Xiao, 战略学, 112–14.
as mentioned earlier, the 2020 *Science of Military Strategy* deems the status quo to be increasingly characterized by crises. So, if the new normal is now a crisis-prone environment—or worse, an environment in crisis—then military crises are the first stage along a continuum of conflict, with the last stage being total war. The suggestion, then, is that China now more than ever believes that it will likely be confronted with military crises and that it should actively prepare for them.

**China’s Approach to Military Crises**

Chinese writings discuss a two-phased approach to military crises: prevention and management (“handling”). The actions China contemplates in the former are different from those in the latter. This section assesses China’s approach to both phases.

**Crisis Prevention**

The 2020 *Science of Military Strategy* defines crisis prevention as “the targeted preparations taken in advance to prevent the occurrence of military crises.” It lays out a sophisticated breakdown of requirements to prevent such crises: the need to “plan from the overall perspective” (i.e., shape dynamics while remaining focused on Chinese core interests) and monitor developments to “prevent potential crises from approaching or reaching the ignition point.” The prevention phase, plainly, is active, so much so that it talks about the need to “pre-manage crises.” Pre-management involves conducting good foreign policy, notably with other major powers. It also involves implementing measures and mechanisms to enhance interagency coordination to ensure “quick and effective” handling and calls for mechanisms “with countries with potential and actual conflicts of interest.” Finally, Chinese writings talk about “action measures” or “targeted preventive dynamic measures,” such as forecasting or early warning, to “reduce the suddenness and unexpectedness of crises,” formulate “multiple plans for flexible response,” and even conduct “actual combat drills.”

---


22 Xiao, 战略学, 117–18.
The goal of prevention is both to stop crises from developing and to prepare if they do develop—hence, the call for China to “seize the opportunity and strive for strategic initiative” during that phase.\textsuperscript{23} Relatedly, central to Chinese thinking (and in line with the highly organized sequence of recommended actions) is the idea of controllability—i.e., that military crises, conflicts, and even wars can and should be controlled. This is the crux of China’s “war control” strategy, which the 2015 *Science of Military Strategy* explains as follows: “The objective of war control is to prevent the occurrence of war and, once war is inevitable, it is necessary to control its horizontal and vertical escalation and do the most to reduce the negative consequences or to gain a major victory at minor cost.”\textsuperscript{24}

Chinese scholars echo this idea. Lin Yi, for example, states that the “generation and development of a military crisis is controllable; it can be prevented through prediction and monitoring.”\textsuperscript{25} Xu Zhou concurs, stressing that the “occurrence and development of a military crisis is controllable, and the escalation of the crisis can be avoided as long as it is handled properly.”\textsuperscript{26} Controllability is thus central to both prevention and handling.

**Crisis Handling**

According to the 2020 *Science of Military Strategy*, the goal of crisis handling is to “control and guide” the developments of a crisis “in a direction that is beneficial.”\textsuperscript{27} The white paper states that handling requires “active management” and generally a quick and effective response (i.e., the ability to make quick decisions, take quick actions, and quickly prepare for emergencies).

While stressing that political and diplomatic means are preferred to manage crises, the 2020 *Science of Military Strategy* stresses that military forces are essential “to make substantive achievements,” especially “in actual struggles.” It highlights that deterrence is front and center when dealing with military crises, and if this proves ineffective, combat operations are in order to “further deter” and prevent escalation or stop a developing war.\textsuperscript{28} This is consistent with Xi Jinping’s concept of the “peaceful employment of military

\textsuperscript{23} Xiao, 战略学, 115–18.


\textsuperscript{25} Lin, “中外军事危机管理研究的历史回顾,” 17.

\textsuperscript{26} Xu, “军事危机管理及媒体应对,” 370.

\textsuperscript{27} Xiao, 战略学, 118.

\textsuperscript{28} Ibid., 120.
forces” (i.e., the use of force to prevent escalation). Thus, while China envisions combat drills in the prevention phase, it contemplates combat operations—military engagement—in the handling phase.

To make good on the role it wants the military to play, China has of late strengthened its deterrence posture considerably by pressing on with modernization, integrating military and nonmilitary capabilities, and enhancing and consolidating its nonconventional capabilities in cyberspace, outer space, and electronic warfare within the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Strategic Support Force. It has also built the world’s “most active and diverse ballistic missile development program” and adopted what some have labeled a “projectile-centric strategy,” which is based on the delivery of precision-strike munitions via individual projectiles (taking advantage of China’s geography) rather than platform-based strike forces. Significantly, the U.S. Department of Defense’s 2021 China Military Power Report described China’s military strategy as one that “entails seizing the initiative, paralyzing the adversary’s operational system, and laying the groundwork for war termination.” Unsurprisingly, then, some analysts have characterized China’s strategy as one of “first strike,” which may include preemptive use. The PLA is now much more capable of carrying out a preemptive first strike thanks to its modernization.

This position, too, reflects China’s view that military crises and escalation can be controlled if proper principles and guidelines are followed. China does not seem to see a need to “know its enemies.” Laird’s characterization in his 2017 study that Chinese analysts think of crises and escalation as an “engineering problem” is still valid. Chinese writings now even suggest that technology may enhance the potential for control. As Kaufman explains in

30 Of note, in a recent paper, Elsa Kania argues that China’s capacity to implement a truly integrated and innovative approach to strategic deterrence remains uncertain and will likely not take place in the short term. See Elsa B. Kania, “Designing Deterrence: The PLA’s Outlook on Disruptive Technologies and Emerging Capabilities,” in Kamphausen, Modernizing Deterrence, 121–38.
her chapter for the previous PLA Conference volume, the “heavy emphasis on technology…suggests that as the PLA’s technological prowess improves, its planners may become increasingly confident in their ability to control escalation.”35

That said, Chinese analysts (and leaders) also highlight the virtues of restraint and recommend caution with military power. The 2020 Science of Military Strategy, for instance, identifies four “handling methods” for military crises.36 Two of the methods describe an assertive Chinese role: one where Beijing should “lead the crisis” by “seizing the opportunities and conditions created by the crisis situation” and turning them to China’s advantage, and another, less ambitious method where Beijing should “affect the crisis” by influencing its development while preventing escalation. The other two methods emphasize restraint. One discusses “stopping the crisis” to “leave greater leeway and opportunities for crisis management,” and the other mentions “setting aside the crisis” because resolution is not within reach or could endanger core interests. Relatedly, Chinese writings underscore the importance of domestic and international support for a chosen course of action, suggesting that without support for assertive action, China should opt for restraint.

Besides, the 2020 Science of Military Strategy talks about an “appropriate use of military power” (emphasis added) and insists that the military “must always obey and serve political needs.” This is evidence that Beijing also worries about and wants to avoid unwanted escalation.37 Chinese scholars concur that strategic interests must always guide military objectives. As Du Yang notes, “the crisis cannot be guided only from a purely military point of view but must obey the political purpose and the overall strategic situation.”38

There is one important military dimension where China has long exercised caution: nuclear weapons. China does not believe—and never has believed—that nuclear escalation would be controlled in a crisis or armed conflict.39 In this spirit, its nuclear tradition has been based on the limited utility of nuclear weapons, which supports a strategy of assured retaliation, and not on integrating nuclear strategy with conventional strategy or

36 Xiao, 战略学, 123–25.
37 Ibid., 120.
38 Du Yang, “中国南海危机管理的战略探析” [Strategic Analysis of Crisis Management in the South China Sea], Contemporary World, no. 9 (2015).
pursuing nuclear warfighting. China's thinking has been that these weapons
serve only to prevent nuclear coercion and deter nuclear attack. This is why
Beijing has claimed that it has a “self-defense nuclear strategy” and why it
has maintained tight control over its arsenal, never delegating authority over
nuclear strategy to the PLA.40 Moreover, China has only developed a small
nuclear force (“minimum deterrence”) and refused to engage in arms races
while pledging to never be the first to use nuclear weapons (“no first use”).

Whether China’s recent rapid nuclear modernization (which the United
States has called a “crash build-up”) will bring about change is an open
question.41 Beijing has remained silent, and in unofficial dialogues Chinese
scholars argue that China’s nuclear policy and posture have not changed
and will not change.42 They say that Beijing’s no-first-use policy is alive and
well, and that modernization is, and always has been, exclusively focused
on ensuring the survivability, safety, security, and reliability of the Chinese
arsenal, which, according to them, needs to keep pace with U.S. military
developments and deployments. They add that China does not seek nuclear
parity with the United States (or Russia).

Yet even before the recent buildup, there were mounting questions about
a possible change in Chinese nuclear policy and posture. In 2015, Beijing
renamed the unit in control of Chinese nuclear forces (from the PLA Second
Artillery Corps to the PLA Rocket Force) and upgraded it to full-service
status. At the inauguration ceremony, Xi explained that the force should
“possess both nuclear and conventional [capabilities]” and be prepared to
conduct “comprehensive deterrence and warfighting” operations.43 While
the requirement to possess nuclear and conventional capabilities is not new,
the emphasis on “comprehensive deterrence and warfighting” suggests a
more expansive nuclear role, especially given Xi’s expectation that the force
should enhance its ability for “strategic balancing.”

Speculation abounds about what that new role will be, with analysts
suggesting that China might mate its nuclear warheads with its missiles,
increase the PLA Rocket Force’s alert status, or adopt a launch-on-warning

40 For a long time, China’s nuclear strategy was based on statements made by Chinese leaders and
internal doctrinal publications. References to China’s “self-defense nuclear strategy” first appeared in
the 2006 defense white paper. See State Council Information Office (PRC), China’s National Defense
content_771191.htm.
41 The United States began saying that China was engaged in a “crash nuclear build-up” in 2020. See, for
instance, Marshall Billingslea, “Behind the Great Wall of Secrecy: China’s Nuclear Build-Up,” Heritage
43 Bates Gill and Adam Ni, “The People’s Liberation Army Rocket Force: Reshaping China’s Approach
posture. Some also say that Beijing might want to use its growing nuclear arsenal to prevent third-party intervention in a regional conflict, such as over Taiwan.

Regardless, what transpires is that crisis handling, from China’s perspective, is both about managing a bad situation (i.e., preventing its evolution from bad to worse) and strategizing to secure or even advance Chinese national interests whenever possible, notably with military deterrence and, if necessary, the use of force.

There is evidence that Beijing equates crisis handling with crisis management and even crisis resolution. The 2020 *Science of Military Strategy* stresses the importance of maintaining communication between all parties involved, despite the difficulty of pinpointing each party’s actual intentions, and insists that “military crisis handling is essentially the art of compromise,” adding that “without compromise, there is no resolution of military crises.”

But the document is also quick to argue—in the very next sentence—that the best compromise is found through “fierce gaming.” It further highlights that “in handling military crises, attention must be paid to fighting machines in crisis, gaining profit from harm, and striving to create more favorable national interests on the basis of compromise.”

This approach permeates Chinese thinking. Xu Zhou, for instance, argues that a crisis contains both “the roots of failure” (because a bad situation has emerged and needs to be managed) and “the seeds of success” (because managing that situation involves avoiding the worst and, if possible, coming out on top). Zhai Kun echoes this, saying that China “should not only deal with crises but also look for opportunities in crises and chaos to turn crises into opportunities.”

In sum, China is interested in preventing and managing crises, but it is also as much, if not more, focused on gaining the upper hand over its competitors in the process.

---

46 Xiao, 战略学, 123.
48 Zhai Kun, “‘转危为机’: 中国国际战略危机管理之道” [“Turn Crisis into Opportunity”: The Way of China’s International Strategic Crisis Management], China Social Sciences Online, March 26, 2022.
Implications for Crisis Avoidance and Crisis Management

Based on this analysis, what are the implications of Chinese views and approaches for crisis avoidance and crisis management? What, in particular, are the prospects for the establishment and success of the new mechanisms that the United States has recently pushed for to better manage the increasingly tense U.S.-China relationship?

*Worlds Apart*

The starting point is to realize that the United States and China have fundamentally different views of and approaches to crises in general and military crises in particular—and by extension, to crisis avoidance and crisis management mechanisms. As the dominant power, the United States generally sees crises as problems that need to be managed or resolved, whereas China views them both as problems to manage or resolve and as opportunities to advance its own interests. The latter goal appears to be significantly more important than the former. In other words, China is more interested in “winning” crises than in managing or resolving them, likely because it is a rising power unsatisfied with the regional and global orders. Furthermore, China views military escalation as a potentially useful way to deal with crises. Thus, while the United States tends to think of crisis avoidance and crisis management mechanisms as tools to help maintain communication between the parties involved in a crisis (notably their military forces) and de-escalate tensions, China is in practice highly suspicious of such mechanisms, even if it is not in theory opposed to them, because it assumes that U.S. officials will want to use them to prevail in a crisis.

These suspicions are rooted in the belief that the United States, as the dominant power, is committed to containing and even undermining China and its rise. This belief is entrenched now more deeply than ever, given references by U.S. officials to “the pacing challenge” and the bipartisan support in Washington to “take on” China.49 Chinese observers are even convinced that the United States is intentionally creating crises in and around China. When in unofficial dialogues U.S. participants talk about the merits of crisis avoidance and crisis management mechanisms, Chinese participants insist that Washington cannot have it both ways (i.e., create
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49 The United States began talking about China as “the pacing challenge” in 2021. It appears, for instance, in Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin’s memorandum of March 4, 2021, that outlines the Defense Department’s priorities.
crises and dangers for Beijing and then turn around and request Chinese help to address them). Zhou Bo states as much in a recent essay: “Both China and the United States do not want military conflict, but the United States continues to provoke China’s sovereignty and security in the South China Sea and the Taiwan Strait. In other words, the United States wants China to ensure their so-called ‘security’ when they challenge China.”

Chinese participants at the U.S.-China Arms Control and Strategic Dialogue have been especially vocal about Taiwan, accusing the United States of “reckless words and actions” and stressing that “nuclear escalation is in the cards” over the island because Washington would likely not be able to win a conventional war against Beijing. They assess, plainly, that the United States would now have to use nuclear weapons first to “win” against China in a conflict over Taiwan. They also continue to claim that Beijing would not use nuclear weapons first, including in a contingency over Taiwan, or any other contingency, and appear genuinely shocked when they hear that Washington questions that claim.

To China, therefore, the idea is that avoiding or managing crises and escalation is the responsibility of the United States. Again, in unofficial dialogues, Chinese participants stress that the United States should “downplay the Taiwan issue” and even “manage the Congress factor” (the latter comment having been made in the context of then speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives Nancy Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan in August 2022). The message is clear: Chinese participants think that the United States is the troublemaker, and if it only behaved, the problem would go away. There would be no crisis.

To a lesser extent, this is also Beijing’s assessment of the “root causes” of the problems with North Korea and Russia. When in unofficial dialogues U.S. participants stress that the United States now faces increasingly difficult relations with China and outrightly confrontational dealings with North Korea and Russia, Chinese participants recommend that Washington “self-reflect” about the reasons, suggesting that the United States brought these problems upon itself and should receive full blame. To the Chinese participants, then, China and others are just reacting to issues created by the

53 Ibid.
54 Ibid.
United States. This is how, for instance, Chinese participants have explained China’s nuclear buildup. They blame the United States for pressing on with a “big and growing nuclear force” and “the ability to conduct a disarming first strike against us,” forcing China to “take action to ensure the survivability of its nuclear arsenal.”

The bottom line is that, as earlier studies showed, there is little, if anything, to suggest that China considers that its decisions or actions can create problems, including triggering escalation in a crisis. Furthermore, perhaps due to the worsening of U.S.-China relations and the assertive turn of the Chinese leadership, there is a palpable sense that China today genuinely believes that it is under attack from the United States and that all Chinese decisions and actions are—and would be—purely reactive and defensive. Put differently, China’s growing military strength and apparent willingness to wield it have not been accompanied by considerations that Chinese behavior, too, could contribute to creating military crises or making them worse.

The Poor Record of Crisis Management

Given the differences between the two sides, it should come as no surprise that the record of U.S.-China engagement on crisis avoidance and crisis management has been poor. The United States and China have two hotline agreements in place. Dating back to 1997, the first is a hotline at the presidential level to allow for communication in the event of a serious crisis. At the time, President Bill Clinton said that the establishment of this channel would “make it easier to confer at a moment’s notice.” The hotline, however, was not used during the 2001 EP-3 incident, when a Chinese fighter jet crashed into a U.S. aircraft and forced it to land on Hainan Island with U.S. service members on board.

The second hotline, called the Defense Telephone Link, was established in 2008 at the secretary-of-defense level and is utilized for routine bilateral communications on a regular basis. During incidents, however, the hotline has seldom been used. It appears, for example, that the hotline was not utilized during the PLA seizure of an unmanned underwater vehicle in

the South China Sea in 2016. More recently, during the balloon incident this year, Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin attempted to reach out to his counterpart, Defense Minister Wei Fenghe, who refused to take the call because the United States had “not created the proper atmosphere” for dialogue and exchange.59 It is no wonder that Kurt Campbell, the National Security Council coordinator for the Indo-Pacific, has discussed the merits of hotlines but has also said that a major problem is that they tend to “ring endlessly in empty rooms” when crises emerge.60

Still, in recent years, the United States and China have communicated and worked through some issues. At the end of 2020, and in an unprecedented move proving that China does sometimes seek to avoid or manage crises, Chinese officials took the initiative of using communication channels to seek reassurance that President Donald Trump would not create a crisis in the Taiwan Strait to increase his chances of re-election.61 Various U.S.-China consultation agreements, despite their limitations, have also worked as expected.

At the end of 2021, however, Beijing used the Military Maritime Consultative Agreement to argue that more rules would not facilitate U.S.-China interactions, but that, at root, the solution to crises is for the U.S. military to stop operating within the first island chain.62 This suggestion shows that Beijing fundamentally sees little use for crisis avoidance and crisis management mechanisms between countries that do not have a sound political relationship based on trust. As one Chinese observer put it, “with no mutual or political trust, China finds it impossible to use a military hotline to avoid possible conflict.”63 Accordingly, if there is virtually no chance of a U.S.-China breakthrough on arms control in the foreseeable future, the

---


prospects for progress on crisis avoidance and crisis management are not great either.

Conclusion

“There is no longer any such thing as strategy, only crisis management,” former U.S. secretary of defense Robert McNamara famously stated in summarizing the lessons he and his colleagues drew from the Cuban Missile Crisis. While this view is understandable given the severity of the crisis and the real risks of escalation to the nuclear level, the turn of phrase obscures the reality that even in high-risk situations, including those where the use of nuclear weapons is possible, the parties involved are often pursuing two seemingly incompatible goals: avoiding escalation and prevailing over their adversaries.

This review of the Chinese conceptualization of and approach to military crises makes clear that Beijing is motivated by the pursuit of both goals but is first and foremost interested in advancing its interests and “winning” crises, possibly because it finds itself unsatisfied in the current regional and global orders. Reducing the military escalation risks is, at best, a secondary consideration. Worse still, Beijing thinks that escalation can be useful due to its deep-seated belief that military crises, conflicts, and wars can be controlled, with the notable exception of those involving nuclear weapons. Although China’s rapid nuclear modernization may change this long-standing Chinese position, the prospects for successful U.S.-China work on crisis avoidance and crisis management remain dim. One reason is that China and the United States approach them in fundamentally different ways, with the United States, as the dominant power, having a greater proclivity to try to manage, and even resolve, crises. A second reason is that, deep down, Beijing assumes that Washington will try to use these mechanisms to enhance its power and influence, especially in the current context where U.S.-China relations are deteriorating at all levels.

What should the United States do in these circumstances? To begin with, it should not give up on cooperation with China on crisis avoidance and crisis management. It should continue to push such an agenda but be clear-eyed about what these mechanisms can and cannot achieve. Increasing crisis communication at the operational level would be helpful, given that there are currently no such mechanisms at that level. It would not be a panacea, however, because leaders in Beijing, not PLA officers, make decisions. Still, there is evidence that these mechanisms can work in
some circumstances. At the very least, these mechanisms could help support deterrence by providing a platform for the United States to use to convey its decisions or resolve in crisis situations.64 This is important—even essential—because recent research has shown that China’s default response in a crisis has been “to de-escalate once it perceives an acute risk of confrontation with the United States, a U.S. ally, or a country showing a strong will to resist.”65 Finally, the United States should invest in Track 2 forums so that U.S. and Chinese scholars can unpack, analyze, and discuss key questions together. Focusing on nuclear crisis avoidance and management is particularly critical, given the uncertainties surrounding Beijing’s evolving approach to nuclear weapons.


EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter examines China’s crisis behavior from a theoretical perspective and presents a typology of its behavior through an examination of ten representative crisis scenarios.

MAIN ARGUMENT
To successfully manage a conflict with China it is essential to understand crisis scenarios as an interplay of complex factors, both purposive and expressive. China demonstrates a strong capacity for expressive (nonrational) behavior. Accordingly, crisis management policies need to balance deterrence with reassurance to be successful. Overreliance on either would lead to suboptimal results: too heavy deterrence would play into the insecurities of China, while pure engagement would likely fail due to the expressive considerations of Chinese policy. Successful policy should deter China from rapid escalation but also seek to address ideational considerations beyond purposive strategic logic.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
- To successfully counter escalatory behavior, one must distinguish between offensive and defensive behavior. Whereas successfully countering offensive behavior requires deterrence, defensive behavior is exacerbated by deterrence and requires reassurance while signaling resolve.
- There is an expressive component to China’s behavior that predisposes China to escalate in a crisis. Expressive considerations exert different influences at different levels. In a nonunitary actor, lower-level agents may pursue officially unintended escalation motivated by expressive considerations.
- China has shown a general reluctance to respond to a crisis with de-escalation, demonstrating a preference for an initial escalatory response. De-escalation can only be pursued if this escalation is countered, given that China will seek to use it as a coercive tool.
- There is a strong expressive component to China’s behavior that can make it difficult to engage with the country or counter its behavior based on purely rational political calculations. Ideational factors have to be incorporated into conflict management to successfully engage China.
Managing a Crisis with China: Crisis Behavior and De-escalation

Balazs Szanto

This chapter conceptualizes China's crisis behavior through ten case studies selected from the East and South China Seas. This sampling is in no way comprehensive but provides a good indication of China's behavior in a crisis and capacity for de-escalation. The case studies were selected as notable examples of confrontation beyond the day-to-day incidents observable in the South China Sea. Most case studies also offer a longer time frame where crisis management could take place as part of a multilevel game. Essentially, the selection focuses on incidents where behavior is indicative of state policy at large rather than limited to the individual actions of various captains, which would be a concern in a nonunitary state model. Geographically, the case studies are limited to the East and South China Seas specifically. Even though Taiwan is an important crisis scenario, because of its special nature it merits a study of its own and is beyond the scope of this chapter.

The chapter is divided into three sections: (1) a theoretical conceptualization of crisis behavior, (2) a case study analysis of ten maritime crises between 2000 and 2019, and (3) an overview of the implications of China's behavioral characteristics for crisis management and de-escalation. The main focus is to determine how to successfully engage China in a crisis. This chapter finds that to do so one needs to (1) recognize the different motives behind various crises and tailor policy to counter different escalatory motives, (2) balance deterrence and engagement/reassurance, and (3) recognize the expressive component of Chinese behavior that can deviate from purely rational logic. Accordingly, to successfully manage a crisis with China one would need to (1) deter China's initial escalatory response, (2) show restraint in the face of ideational behavior, and (3) engage with China in a way that offers it a way out without a critical loss of face.
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Conceptualizing Crisis Behavior

To effectively manage a crisis and achieve de-escalation, a state needs to understand the complex behaviors exhibited during a crisis. Crisis behavior operates on a matrix of intersecting factors. This section will look at three key factors that are necessary to conceptualize the behavior of a country: (1) the level within the state at which crisis behavior is taking place, (2) the objectives of the behavior and whether they are purposive or expressive, and (3) the behavior’s effect on the crisis and whether it is escalatory or de-escalatory.

Where a state’s behavior falls on these scales can result in a significantly different typology for crises, necessitating a different response to effectively manage the crisis and push for de-escalation. This is especially true when a conflict is viewed as a multilevel “game” in which one state engages a reactive opponent. In that situation, selecting an inappropriate response can further exacerbate the crisis, leading to undesired outcomes.

Conflict Level within a Nonunitary State

An assumption of many international relations theories is that the state is a unitary actor that presents a singular policy directive and engages other states on the international level as a unified whole. ¹ However, crisis behavior in the Asia-Pacific demonstrates the limits of this approach and supports arguments in favor of the principle of a nonunitary state with agency vested in different agents.² For example, in 2020 a China Coast Guard vessel rammed and sunk a Vietnamese fishing vessel.³ It is unreasonable to assume that the captain received direct orders from Beijing to do so; rather, the incident exposes the problems that arise when the state is a fractured entity with a myriad of actors that all possess their own agency. In contrast, in 2006 a Chinese submarine surfaced near the USS Kitty Hawk. It is unlikely that a Chinese captain would undertake such a provocative maneuver by accident or without approval from higher levels of the chain of command.

Incidents involving fewer decision-makers are more subject to expressive considerations: a single captain, for example, can make decisions that are easily swayed by patriotic zeal or animosity for a certain opponent. But the more levels of decision-making are involved in the process, the
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¹ This is a core tenet of offensive realism. See, for example, John J. Mearsheimer, The Tragedy of Great Power Politics (New York: W.W. Norton, 2001).


more one would expect them to exert a rationalizing influence. Though by no means immune to expressive considerations, multilevel decisions are less impulsive and more deliberate, as it takes time to run through the chain of command and reconcile the different perspectives. Looking at incidents in the East and South China Seas, the duration and the number of units involved are good indicators of conflict level. A crisis involving a single incident with one or two vessels is likely indicative of a single decision-making level. In contrast, a prolonged standoff involving dozens of vessels is indicative of multilevel decision-making. These conflicts would be more reflective of the thinking of the state as a whole than of the biases or mistakes of individual agents of that state.

**Behavioral Objectives**

Behavioral objectives are what a state or agent seeks to accomplish with its actions. The objectives of conflict behavior can be classified along two axes. Along one axis, purposive behavior seeks to realize strategic objectives, while expressive behavior seeks to communicate or manifest components of identity. Along the other axis, offensive behavior seeks to alter the status quo, while defensive behavior seeks to maintain it.

Purposive behavior is deliberate and calculating. Such behavior is the subject of the realist school of thought, focusing on the realpolitik dimension of international relations. Fundamentally, purposive behavior is rational: it is based on a cost-benefit analysis of various policy avenues to realize national interests by selecting an optimal course. Violence and appeasement are both the result of rational decisions to do so based on anticipated outcomes. While such decision-making is still subject to bounded rationality—the costs, benefits, and feasible options all being based on perceptions affected by identity—and imperfect information, an attempt is nevertheless made to balance the costs and benefits of the decision. Purposive behavior can be best understood by further breaking it down into its offensive and defensive variants.

Offensive purposive behavior seeks a deliberate alteration to the relative distribution of power (e.g., by expanding a state’s power relative to another state). The structural theory of offensive realism offers a solid foundation for such behavior.\(^4\) It asserts that systemic anarchy is a structural incentive for revisionist behavior whereby a state attempts to realize a secure position by achieving regional hegemony. According to this model of offensive

\(^4\) Mearsheimer, *The Tragedy of Great Power Politics.*
purposive behavior, a state should always seek out any power advantage unless constrained by rational considerations. During the 1995 Mischief Reef incident, for example, China used coercion to establish de facto control over the reef, which represented a positive shift in the relative distribution of power by expanding territorial control. China’s behavior during the crisis had a clear strategic objective (securing the reef), and the country clearly weighed the benefits (territorial control) against the costs (escalation with the Philippines). While Kenneth Waltz’s defensive structural realism sees no structural reasons for expansion, it recognizes that occasionally rational considerations may necessitate a limited offensive behavior. However, such behavior is further constrained by the need to consider the risk of the creation of a balancing coalition.

Offensive purposive behavior is primarily conceptualized as active: the desire to alter the status quo is generally viewed as unprovoked. Waltz argues in favor of status quo behavior to preserve stability in the international system. M. Taylor Fravel, however, demonstrates that offensive behavior can also be reactive. If the status quo is highly unfavorable, then even actions taken in order to preserve the status quo can be viewed as threatening and thus necessitating a response, which would be offensive. From this perspective, the entrenchment of the status quo is viewed as a threat, and disturbing the status quo is interpreted as defensive, even though it is viewed as offensive from a systemic perspective.

In contrast, defensive purposive behavior is deterrent: it seeks to persuade an opponent to abandon a course of action that is viewed as disrupting the status quo. Waltz favors defensive behavior, ultimately arguing for the formation of balancing coalitions to eliminate revisionist threats from the system. Fravel also argues that an aggressive response in a dispute can be motivated by a desire to preserve a situation rather than overturn it. His model focuses on the balance of bargaining power within a dispute based on the amount of territory held and the ability to project military power into the theater. The distribution of bargaining power is not static, and a dispute is most stable when there is balance. But that balance can be disturbed by shifts in bargaining power. If there is a negative shift in the distribution of

6 Ibid.
8 Waltz, *Theory of International Politics*.
9 Fravel, “Power Shifts and Escalation.”
bargaining power, a state may adopt an aggressive response to counter the shift. This is meaningfully different from offensive purposive behavior so far as the goal is not to secure a power advantage but to return to or preserve equilibrium.

Defensive considerations frequently factor into the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands dispute. Utilizing its power advantage in the South China Sea, China tends to adopt offensive purposive behavior. In contrast, the equilibrium of power in the East China Sea means that China holds only a weak bargaining position, which leads it to behave primarily defensively. During incidents in 1978, 1996, 2010, and 2012, for example, China’s goal was to dissuade Japan from taking actions that were perceived as reinforcing Japanese sovereignty over the islands, thus representing a negative shift in bargaining position.\(^{10}\) In none of these incidents did China seek a meaningful alteration of the territorial status quo or a considerable power advantage, which would be necessary to classify the behavior as offensive. Importantly, if a country’s bargaining position is weak enough, even administrative actions can represent a perceived negative shift that requires a response, as was the case in 2010 and 2012.\(^{11}\) In both incidents, the trigger was simply a display of Japanese administrative control. Fravel’s arguments concerning anxiety over bargaining power also tie into legal arguments of prescription when it comes to sovereignty. Under international law, sovereignty can be established through discovery (occupation of unclaimed territory) or prescription (extended possession, even if the origin of possession is unclear). In the absence of signaling continued opposition, a party can reinforce another country’s claim to prescription, especially if it possesses the majority of the disputed territory, as is the case in the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands dispute.

Expressive behavior is distinguished by being nonrational (i.e., not constrained by cost-benefit calculations). It is motivated by identity, and its objective is to communicate a component of identity or national feeling rather than realize concrete strategic goals. Recognizing the influence of expressive considerations is especially important in light of recent events: the war in Ukraine hardly makes sense without understanding Russia’s ideational framing of greatness and exceptionalism. Escalation and the eventual outbreak of hostilities were strongly influenced by how Russia

\(^{10}\) In 1978, a fishing fleet surrounded the disputed islands in response to Japan’s attempts to include them in treaty negotiations; in 1996, Japanese nationalists sought recognition for a lighthouse erected on the disputed islands, which led to a diplomatic row; in 2010, a Chinese captain rammed a Japan Coast Guard vessel near the disputed islands; and in 2012, Japan’s potential government purchase of the islands sparked a diplomatic row with China.

\(^{11}\) Fravel, “Power Shifts and Escalation.”
viewed itself, its place in the world, and its opponents. These ideational factors undermined rational cost-benefit calculations, leading to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and seemingly pointless continuation of the conflict. While China is susceptible to expressive considerations, as will be discussed further below, the main difference appears to be that China’s expressive behavior is more dominant at the lower levels of decision-making, whereas Russia’s is more prominent at the higher levels of the chain of command.

Rivalry has been identified as a key factor in conflict escalation and can be viewed as a strong negative association between states, not for strategic reasons but due to shared history.\footnote{Karen A. Rasler and William R. Thompson, “Contested Territory, Strategic Rivalries, and Conflict Escalation,” \textit{International Studies Quarterly} 50, no. 1 (2006): 145–67.} China possesses rivalries with Japan (which it views as the prime antagonist of its patriotic narrative) and Taiwan (which it views as an insurgent island). In the presence of such rivalry, a state is more likely to adopt a hostile response due to preexisting animosity. Rivalry as a constituent in the construction of animosity is supported by Alexander Wendt’s argument that positive or negative security association between states is driven by their own identity as well as their shared history.\footnote{Alexander Wendt, “Anarchy Is What States Make of It: The Social Construction of Power Politics,” \textit{International Organization} 46, no. 2 (1992): 391–425.} China has a history of territorial invasion, a wounded sense of exceptionalism, and a political identity that predisposes it to animosity toward other regional powers. This animosity is further reinforced by its dislike of Japan and hard line toward Taiwan. In light of these factors, an incident that under normal circumstances would be easily contained can quickly escalate into open hostility as China looks for, and finds confirmation of, preconceived narratives about its rivals’ ill intentions. In dealing with Japan, Taiwan, or the United States, China often feels compelled to respond not because of strategic utility but to express a national sentiment.

It is important to distinguish between expressive escalation and various diversionary approaches. An idea present in dealing with China’s more patriotic displays is that they serve a domestic purpose. However, such an interpretation does not explain expressive behavior. In such a case, there is still a purpose, albeit a domestic one, which would fit actions under purposive behavior. Expressive behavior is defined by its lack of strategic purpose and is a result of identity-based motivators, of which the agent may not be cognizant. Purposive and expressive behavior can be difficult to disentangle, especially given that behavior can have traits of both elements and these elements can also overlap. Bounded rationality provides a gateway for expressive factors to interfere with purposive calculations, while even
an expression of hatred can be tempered by catastrophic consequences. An agent is just as unlikely to be purely rational as purely nonrational.

**Behavioral Effects**

While behavioral objectives are what a country seeks to accomplish with its actions, behavioral effects focus on how those actions affect the larger security environment. Behavior can exert either an escalatory or de-escalatory influence.

Escalatory behavior exacerbates the regional security situation, intentionally or unintentionally. Intentional exacerbation falls under coercive intent and is characterized by Thomas Schelling as “diplomacy of violence”: the threat of future damage is used to leverage a bargain.\(^{14}\) By bringing the region closer to war, escalating tensions are used to pressure an opponent into compliance. At the same time, a state’s behavior might exert unintentional escalatory influence due to a perception gap between the parties. In 2012, for example, Japan intended to de-escalate a conflict with China, but its actions were interpreted as escalatory by Beijing.

De-escalatory behavior seeks to calm a situation and reduce tensions. In most instances, the goal of a de-escalatory response is to prevent the outbreak of hostilities or other damages and persuade the opponent to calm the situation. However, a de-escalatory response can also be used offensively: for example, a party may pursue de-escalation to entrench a status quo favorable to itself. A de-escalatory response may also be employed strategically to deprive an opponent of justification for resorting to certain actions. Nevertheless, a key goal of crisis management is to seek de-escalation that can lead to the termination of the crisis.

**Classifying China’s Conflict Behavior**

Based on the above considerations, one can categorize conflict behavior into archetypes (see Table 1). Various factors are on a scale and often overlap, but nonetheless, key behavioral patterns can be typecast.

In order to distinguish between conflicts such as the 2020 ramming of a Vietnamese fishing vessel and the 2019 four-month standoff between China and Vietnam, a prefix is attached to the categories to distinguish the probable level of command. “L-” indicates that the conflict took place at the lower levels of the chain of command, typically involving a small number
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of vessels in short engagements. “H-” indicates that the conflict took place at the higher levels of the chain of command, typically involving a larger number of vessels engaging for a longer period of time, sometimes with multiple rounds of behavior.

Accordingly, the behavior of a country or agent can be classified by an abbreviation such as H-OPEB, which indicates that an agent backed by higher levels of the chain of command deliberately increased tensions in order to seek a power advantage. This section utilizes this coding system to analyze the behavior exhibited by China and opposing states in ten crisis scenarios in the East and South China Seas between 2000 and 2019 (see Table 2).

**Midair collision (2001).** In the first case considered, the initiating incident was a midair collision between a Chinese and U.S. aircraft in 2001. It was accidental, with neither side having purposive or expressive intent. The influence of patriotic considerations on promoting dangerous actions was open to debate. After the collision, the U.S. plane conducted an emergency landing in China, upon which the crew was detained. While there was an expressive component to China’s reaction, there was a clear strategic incentive to detain the crew for interrogation and study the plane, lending more credence to classifying it as H-OPEB. The United States issued a letter to de-escalate the situation, which can be characterized as H-DPDB.

**Chunxiao gas field dispute (2005).** The second case is an altercation in 2005 between China and Japan over the Chunxiao gas field. The Japanese
behavior in the initiating incident was H-DPEB: Tokyo accused China of building the Chunxiao gas field too close to the maritime delimitation line, thus siphoning gas from the Japanese side. Japan threatened to abandon its moratorium for exploration in disputed waters. China’s response was likewise H-DPEB: five People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Navy vessels were dispatched to guard the field. The behavior is classified as defensive as it has never been clear whether actual siphoning was happening, and the field was not in disputed waters. China’s offer to Japan to negotiate joint development can be classified as H-DPDB.

**USS Kitty Hawk submarine incident (2006).** In the third case, from 2006, a PLA Navy submarine surfaced in the vicinity of the USS *Kitty Hawk*. The Chinese behavior initiating the incident was H-OPEB inasmuch as the submarine surfaced to demonstrate China’s ability to intercept a U.S. carrier group. China’s subsequent behavior can be classified as H-OPDB, as Beijing officially claimed that the incident was unintentional. De-escalation aimed to prevent a U.S. response that could reverse the demonstration of power.

**USNS Impeccable incident (2009).** In the fourth case, Chinese nonmilitary vessels confronted the USNS *Impeccable* in 2009. The behavior of China in initiating the incident was L-EEB, while the behavior of the harassment of the USNS *Impeccable* can be classified as H-EEB. The involvement of multiple vessels and both air and naval assets indicates higher-level decision-making, while a defensive-purposive element is the proximity of Chinese submarine assets. On the other hand, the United States’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Crisis</th>
<th>Opposing state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Midair collision</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Chunxiao gas field dispute</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>USS Kitty Hawk submarine incident</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>USNS Impeccable incident</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Senkaku Islands fishing captain incident</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>South China Sea survey ship incident</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Senkaku Islands purchase dispute</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Scarborough Shoal incident</td>
<td>Philippines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>South China Sea oil rig incident</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>South China Sea survey ship standoff</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
behavior was both H-DPDB (the USNS *Impeccable* exiting the conflict area) and H-DPEB (an additional vessel being dispatched to deter further Chinese harassment).

*Senkaku Islands fishing captain incident (2010).* The fifth incident, from 2010, involved the captain of a Chinese fishing vessel ramming a Japan Coast Guard vessel when confronted for illegally fishing in disputed waters. China’s initiating behavior was L-EEB. After the captain and vessel were seized by Japan, however, China’s behavior can be characterized as H-EEB with defensive-purposive elements from China, as Beijing demanded the release of the captain. The exercise of administrative control can be viewed as a negative shift, which accounts for the defensive-purposive elements. Under the circumstances, the behavior was highly expressive: there was not enough to gain to justify a dominant purposive interpretation. Japan’s behavior in releasing the captain and vessel was H-DPDB.

*South China Sea survey ship incident (2011).* The sixth case considered is China’s interception of a Vietnamese survey vessel in 2011. The initiating incident was L-EEB, as were the actions of Chinese vessels to sever the survey vessel’s towing cables after the incident and the towing cables of another Vietnamese vessel one month later. The low-level decision-making of the incidents was supported by the fact that they were not repeated when the vessels were repaired and returned to the same area.

*Senkaku Islands purchase dispute (2012).* In 2012, Shintaro Ishihara, the right-wing mayor of Tokyo, announced plans for the purchase of the Senkaku Islands with the aim of developing them as a tourist resort. This initiating incident was L-EEB. China’s response can be classified as H-EEB with defensive-purposive elements: Beijing strongly condemned the move as a violation of the status quo. Japan’s subsequent decision to announce that it would purchase the islands to prevent nationalist control or development was H-DPDB. China’s response of increased physical presence in the area was both H-DPEB and H-EEB: it was partially defensive-purposive (with administrative rights being viewed as a negative shift), and partially expressive (rivalry with Japan motivated a strong hostile response). Japan’s attempt at deterrence through increased Japan Coast Guard presence can be classified as H-DPEB, while China’s declaration the following year of a new air defense identification zone (ADIZ) covering the islands was H-OPEB, being an attempt to upset the status quo. Japan then responded by conducting military flights through China’s ADIZ, which can be classified as H-DPEB. The dispute terminated without clear de-escalation, as any further escalation would threaten war.
Scarborough Shoal incident (2012). In 2012 the Philippines was confronted by China Coast Guard vessels seeking to prevent the arrest of Chinese fishers. This initiating incident by China was H-OPEB. The incident is classified as OPEB rather than EEB because it represented an effort to gain control of the shoal and as H- rather than L- because the arrival of reinforcements indicated state intent. The Philippines’ attempts to defuse the standoff through negotiations, which ultimately failed, can be classified as H-DPDB. China remains in de facto control of the shoal.

South China Sea oil rig incident (2014). The ninth case considered is the altercation between China and Vietnam in 2014 over a Chinese oil rig. The initiating incident by China to move the rig into disputed waters in the South China Sea was H-OPEB, as was the subsequent behavior by both countries. When the oil rig was confronted by Vietnam, both sides dispatched more ships, leading to a standoff and collisions. China’s decision to withdraw the oil rig after Vietnam threatened live-fire drills can be classified as H-DPDB.

South China Sea survey ship standoff (2019). In the tenth and final case, China Coast Guard vessels confronted Vietnamese survey vessels in disputed waters in 2019. The initiating behavior by China was L-EEB, while subsequent behavior by both China and Vietnam was H-EEB. Multiple ships were dispatched, leading to a standoff. The responses are classified as expressive because even though the outcome would indicate the balance of power in the area, there was no significant power advantage in victory for either side. Vietnam’s long-standing rivalry with China better explains the needlessly strong response on both sides. The behavior of both sides in surveying and instructing some of their vessels to leave the area can be classified as H-DPDB.

Escalatory Behavioral Effects

China’s initial response in a crisis is overwhelmingly to escalate. While in most cases it has not deliberately instigated a crisis, once an incident has materialized, Beijing responds with moves that exacerbate the security situation. Corresponding to this behavior is China’s reluctance to pursue a clear de-escalation of a crisis if the initiating action has been conducted at a high level of decision-making. In lower-level disputes, China shows a willingness to de-escalate or at least sweep the dispute under the rug with a diplomatic dismissal. However, in the ten disputes discussed above (selected based on higher-level state involvement) China shows little
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15 The Center for Strategic and International Studies’ South China Sea incident tracker shows a compilation of Chinese diplomatic responses to maritime incidents that indicate this trend.
willingness to de-escalate and has only done so with Vietnam defensively. With near-tier competitors like the United States and Japan, China has only actively de-escalated once (during the 2006 submarine incident), and it did so for offensive reasons to cement the power advantage gained from the maneuver. In all other cases, another country sought de-escalation first.

A preference for escalatory behavior also lines up with the Chinese strategic doctrine of “active defense.” The doctrine requires continuous preparation for all possible combat scenarios, strategically defensive objectives pursued through tactical offensives, and a quick, high-intensity response to an attack to dominate the early phases of a conflict. China’s initial escalatory response fits into the doctrine’s focus on early domination: escalation can be seen as a route to secure the initiative in an emerging crisis. Active defense also lends itself to coercive behavior. PLA doctrine remains unclear as to what constitutes an attack that necessitates an active defense response. While the 2015 and 2019 white papers establish that China sees active defense as reactive, there is no clear threshold for what constitutes an attack. 

Lack of De-Escalatory Behavior

The lack of Chinese de-escalatory behavior can be partially explained by the fact that other countries seem cautious around China and are likely to adopt a de-escalatory response before its threshold is reached. This allows China to wield escalation coercively to pursue regional ambitions, counting on other countries to back down first to avoid a conflict. There is only one incident discussed where a near-peer competitor did not back down first: the 2012 purchase of the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands. Confronted by reciprocal escalation, China did not actively de-escalate the conflict but did allow the incident to fizzle out once its rational threshold had been reached. Thus, in the above examples, China’s overall lack of de-escalatory behavior could be a result of the lower escalation tolerance of other parties. When China faces a committed opponent (e.g., Vietnam or Japan), it is more likely to back down to avoid a deeper crisis.

---

China's escalatory behavior and difficulty with de-escalation could also be motivated by Chinese strategic culture. Henry Kissinger has noted that the Chinese way of dealing with conflicts often focuses on escalation. He has argued that China seeks victory by dealing a psychological blow through escalating a conflict to a point where an opponent is unwilling to follow, thus forcing it into negotiations.\(^{17}\) In such a context, escalation can be viewed as a route to conflict termination, which would characterize China's escalatory response as de-escalation. Crucially, however, China does not pursue escalation to simply nullify a conflict but to win by forcing an opponent to back down. In almost all the examples discussed above, China initially attempted to use these conflicts to affect the strategic environment. De-escalation or the cessation of the crisis was only pursued when that desire had been successfully deterred.

**Expressive Considerations in China's Behavior**

China's behavior is strongly affected by expressive considerations. In other words, there are identity-based considerations beyond pure strategic utility that explain its behavior. Expressive considerations played a role in virtually all the incidents discussed above. To highlight a few examples:

- The 2001 midair collision, which was clearly an accident, was discussed by some Chinese commenters as a deliberate act of provocation.\(^{18}\) Others viewed China as a victim of foreign aggression,\(^{19}\) and some even claimed that the incident, and the response of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) to it, humiliated China.\(^{20}\)

- The 2005 deployment of PLA Navy warships was characterized by China as Japanese “media hype,” creating hysteria surrounding routine naval operations.\(^{21}\)

---

20 Lu, “中美撞机事件.”
In 2009, China criticized the United States for its reckless behavior.  

The 2010 ramming of a Japan Coast Guard vessel was characterized by China as a “challenge” to Chinese sovereignty, “arousing the strong indignation of the Chinese people.” Japan was viewed as “playing tricks” against international opinion.

In 2012, China argued that Japan had hurt the feelings of 1.2 billion Chinese people by purchasing the disputed Senkaku Islands.

Three elements are worth singling out in China’s behavior in these examples: (1) China thinks of itself as a victim in a crisis perpetrated by an interfering foreign power, (2) the incidents are portrayed as hurting the Chinese people, and (3) there is always the perception of an intent to humiliate the party-state behind each incident. How China responds to these incidents is motivated just as much by its identity—one that is deeply suspicious of foreigners and experiences the world from a position of exceptional victimhood—as by any sense of strategic utility. Both Zheng Wang and Susan Shirk identify the influence of these factors on China’s crisis behavior.

To understand what China is seeking to express through its behavior, one thus needs to examine its identity. The main feature of China’s identity is a sense of exceptional victimhood. China perceives itself as exceptional both in its accomplishments and in the tragedies it has suffered from foreign aggression. It also views its exceptionally long civilizational history as peaceful and devoid of the imperialism that characterizes Western or Japanese history. At the same time, during the “century of humiliation,” China suffered great tragedies as an innocent victim of imperialism. Greatness

---


27 The “century of humiliation” is roughly the period between 1842 (First Opium War) and 1949, which marks the downfall of the Chinese empire. This is viewed as a period of humiliation suffered at the hands of Western imperial powers and Japan during which China declined from a great civilizational power to the “sick man of Asia.”
and tragedy combine in what William Callahan defines as “pessoptimism”: a drive to restore past greatness combined with deep-rooted suspicion toward an international system viewed as hostile to China. Through this lens, there are no accidents or mundane disagreements; rather, everything is part of an intentional plan to prevent China from reclaiming its greatness. Similarly, China cannot be the aggressor. Instead, it is the historically wronged party, still struggling against a system designed to keep it down. Seen in this light, any action China takes is inherently defensive and thus justified. Not standing up for its rights adds to national humiliation. This is well expressed by Lu Jiaping when arguing that the CCP’s decision to not characterize the midair collision in 2001 as an intentional military invasion brought humiliation to China and invited chaos to the whole world.

Combined with this patriotic ethos is the cultural concept of “maintaining face” by safeguarding one’s reputation within the context of cultural norms. Respect is a central element of maintaining face. Thus, a conflict in the international system is not simply a clash of interests but a question of cultural norms. If China fails to stand up to its opponents, it will lose face. In most instances, the very occurrence of conflict is interpreted as a sign of disrespect, aggravated by an already bruised sense of national honor. This creates an oversensitivity in international politics that leads to events such as the “Voldemort wars,” where China could not let remarks by the Japanese ambassador to the United Kingdom likening China to the fictional character Voldemort pass without retaliation. Friction in international politics is unavoidable. However, China often interprets mundane friction as a deliberate insult. These ideational components are deeply entrenched in Chinese political thinking. One could argue that the patriotic narrative is simply a ploy by the CCP to increase its legitimacy, but one cannot discount that it represents a genuine expression of the party’s view of the world and history. China’s history—including its struggle against Japan’s invasion in World War II and its struggles against the United States and Soviet Union during the Cold War—fundamentally shapes how the country views the world.

Ultimately, expressive considerations predispose China to adopt an escalatory posture. It tends to view incidents in the worst possible light and feels a need to stand up for itself due to a bruised national ego. Viewing
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every act as intentional pushes China to respond strongly. It also limits its potential for de-escalation, which is viewed as bowing to foreign powers and as a loss of face. China sees itself as a great power, and per its definition, great powers are countries that are universally respected and accommodated in the international order, which in turn leads to China acting according to these expectations. Fundamentally, what China’s identity reveals is an insecure country that expects to be treated in an accommodating manner due to its greatness. Failure to do so is viewed not as a clash of interests but as an act of disrespect and dishonesty. This makes China a troublesome opponent in a crisis, exacerbating its hostile tendencies and hindering de-escalation short of appeasement.

Countering China’s Crisis Behavior

While on the surface many of the ten crises discussed appear similar, closer examination shows that China exhibits a wide range of crisis behaviors, each of which requires an appropriate countermeasure.

- For purposive behavior, it is necessary to appeal to China’s rational calculations. Since this behavior focuses on the rational pursuit of strategic objectives, a state can push for de-escalation by raising or decreasing the perceived costs and benefits for China of different courses of action.

- Within purposive behavior, it is crucial to distinguish between offensive and defensive behavior. Offensive behavior necessitates a deterrent response; appeasement will only invite further hostile behavior by confirming the validity of the behavior. Seeking a de-escalatory response will likely be exploited. In contrast, defensive behavior will only be exacerbated by a deterrent response. Defensive behavior requires a strategy of reassurance and the adoption of a de-escalatory posture. While offensive behavior is pursued from a position of strength, defensive behavior is rooted in insecurity. A failure to address the root of these insecurities will only lead to further hostile behavior from China.

- It is important to recognize that China is not a purely rational actor. Expressive considerations that can skew rational calculations are always at play. While it is important to not play into the narrative of China’s patriotic mythos, it is equally important to avoid being paralyzed by the irrationality of China’s behavior. While the country’s hostile nationalism cannot be resolved by external actors, it nevertheless needs to be accounted for when seeking to successfully engage with China.
It is also important to separate different levels of decision-making. One can observe more aggressive behavior motivated by expressive considerations at the lower levels of decision-making. However, because of the nature of China’s patriotic politics, the higher levels cannot simply disown or dismiss this behavior. It is crucial that the early phase of a crisis is contained and that a low-level actor’s patriotic zeal is prevented from doing significant damage. After the initial incident is contained, the conflict can be de-escalated if higher levels can find a way to step back without losing face or showing national weakness.

Successfully managing a crisis with China requires agility and an understanding of the underlying motivations of its complex behavior. A crisis with China is rarely only about the immediate matters at hand. Rather, it is often an interplay of opaque strategic designs, national emotions, and a nonunitary chain of command. While China seems to always react by initially escalating a crisis, de-escalation is still possible. However, as the ten cases examined show, this is only possible once China recognizes that escalatory behavior will deliver no strategic utility. Successfully countering China’s behavior is dependent on a combination of signaling resolve, removing opportunities for further escalation, and addressing China’s expressive insecurities. In sum, successful crisis management depends on identifying the underlying behavioral matrix of the crisis and employing the appropriate mixture of deterrence and reassurance.
This chapter examines a set of baseline institutional and cultural crisis-response behaviors exhibited by the People’s Republic of China (PRC) within the context of changes in how the Xi Jinping administration views the PRC’s relationship with the United States, the Asia-Pacific region, and the world.

MAIN ARGUMENT
The Chinese Communist Party considers the political aspects of a crisis to be of central importance. Institutional structures and processes for responding to crises are designed to manage and shape their political ramifications. The Xi administration perceives an external security environment characterized by very broad and complex challenges, to which PRC leaders believe they must react in a proactive, shaping manner. The administration’s inverted foreign policy model is inherently less stable, and its emphasis on legal warfare in contested areas increases the risk of unintended confrontation and potential conflict. PRC leaders appear to believe that the previous, stable framework of the U.S.-PRC bilateral relationship may be losing—or may have already lost—its political viability.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
- The Xi administration’s perceptions of the need to employ greater national power to proactively shape the PRC’s security environment will increase the likelihood of crisis eventuation and exacerbate crisis resolution.
- Shifts in the U.S.-PRC bilateral relationship may have reduced the confidence of PRC leaders that a future military-crisis trigger event could be managed within a stable, bilateral relationship framework.
- PRC leaders may perceive that they are entering a transition period during which the previous relationship framework with the U.S. has lost political viability. They may perceive this transition as a longer-term period of strategic crisis that calls for greater emphasis on shaping behaviors rather than stabilizing behaviors.
Chapter 3

PRC Crisis Response Behaviors at the End of Xi Jinping’s Second Term

Drew T. Holliday

By the summer of 2022, the view that the EP-3 incident between the United States and the People’s Republic of China (PRC) could not be resolved as peaceably today as it was in 2001 had become a common theme in discussions with researchers, academics, and even officers serving in the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) on various aspects of bilateral crisis response. The implication is clear: neither the United States nor the PRC should expect that the crisis response behavior they learned two decades ago is still a reliable roadmap for how the response to a military trigger event would play out today.

While the existing body of historical and analytic work on PRC crisis response behavior provides a fulsome and useful examination of how PRC leaders approached crises in the past, changes occurring during Xi Jinping’s time in office limit the forecasting power of the historical material if taken on its own. The dynamics of change already observable in the PRC’s view of itself and its relationships with the Asia-Pacific region, the United States, and the rest of the world will almost certainly manifest in potentially significant changes in the response of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and PRC leadership to future crises.

First, despite changes in some aspects of PRC thinking and behavior, the underlying crisis response philosophy—how leaders think about the fundamental nature of, the proper management of, and the institutional response to crisis events—appears to remain consistent. Second, the senior leadership under Xi has developed a range of ideas about the dynamics of the PRC’s role in the region and the world that influence the likelihood of
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crisis eventuation. Third, the development of the power resident in a range of individual national instruments is already beginning to influence how PRC leaders respond to international events, including crisis events. It is likely that this evolutionary development across and between domains will continue to develop and play a role in future PRC crisis response strategies.

This chapter will first examine elements of the PRC’s thinking about crises and baseline crisis response behaviors that appear to provide a consistent framework within which to consider other elements of crisis response. It will then examine a selection of PRC behaviors that have become more prominent during the Xi administration and that have the potential to elevate the likelihood of crisis eventuation and to exacerbate crisis resolution. The chapter concludes by considering how PRC perceptions of crisis type—tactical versus strategic crises—may affect the selection of crisis resolution objectives and resolution strategies.

Philosophical Foundations

CCP crisis “philosophy” draws from the convictions that occasional crises are inherent in human interaction and that the fundamental significance of any crisis, regardless of type or scale, is political.1 This approach stems both from the larger CCP view that the essence and significance of all human interaction is political and from the Marxist worldview in which struggle and contradiction are inherent components of the human social experience. In this conceptual context, the CCP view of crisis differs in a significant way from the views of most Western leaders. The tendency in most Western cultures is to view crises as anomalies, aberrations in otherwise noncrisis postures, that need to be addressed and resolved. By contrast, conflict and occasional crises, though they may not be welcome, are inherent components of the CCP worldview. In this sense, a crisis is akin to a symptom of a chronic illness: something to be managed but that cannot be cured.

Therefore, PRC behavior tends to treat crisis response as part of an ever-present deterrent continuum of “shape-manage-contain-win”2 rather than

---

1 “Philosophy” in this context is intended as a descriptive shorthand for a consistent set of views that appear to inform baseline behaviors. It is not a term the PRC uses in describing its own crisis response behavior or that of others.

2 Nathan Beauchamp-Mustafaga et al., “Deciphering Chinese Deterrence Signaling in the New Era: An Analytic Framework and Seven Case Studies,” RAND Australia, 2021, https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RRA1074-1.html. Although the authors were describing PRC deterrent behavior, this concept of an interconnected spectrum of political and military activities also underlies PRC thinking about crisis response behavior.
as an aberration that needs to be—or can be—resolved. CCP crisis response behaviors are inherently rooted in the political significance of any crisis, and shaping a political outcome will be the driving consideration in crisis response behavior.

There also appears to be a symbiotic relationship between the political calculations underlying the CCP’s response to any given crisis and the amount of time that the party perceives to be available for achieving related political objectives. Institutionally, the scope, significance, and complexity of the political objectives—and therefore the quantity and quality of resources invested and the range and orchestration of instruments of power—will be key factors in determining the party and state actors involved. Shorter-term crises will see a more limited range of actors in pursuit of more limited political objectives; longer-term crises will see a broader orchestration of institutions and actors and more extensive and significant political objectives.

Unanticipated trigger events involving military platforms tend to be the most highly visible form, and the form most likely to spiral into crisis. The perceived time available tends to be limited, leading to the involvement of a leaner number of actors and a more limited set of political objectives. For these reasons, the following discussion of baseline behaviors is keyed to a crisis precipitated by this form of trigger event.3

Baseline Behaviors

While the CCP’s crisis philosophy deeply informs PRC crisis response thinking, it is operationalized through a relatively consistent, institutionalized process, which can be summarized as a series of “baseline behaviors.”4 This section highlights four baseline behaviors: decision-making center of gravity, phased decision-making process, serial analytic process, and checklists.

---

3 The conclusion to this chapter contains a more extensive discussion of how these factors may be adapted to a larger-scale crisis over a longer period, involving a larger number of actors and more significant political objectives.

4 It is not at all clear that this is a formalized or written process. Some elements are specifically directed, while others are probably habitual behaviors conditioned by institutional culture. Nevertheless, there is sufficient consistency between past PRC crisis response behaviors and current discussions with knowledgeable PRC interlocutors to support the expectation that senior leaders will approach future crisis response from a similar institutional and procedural perspective.
**Decision-making Center of Gravity**

The first baseline behavior is the rapid shift in the decision-making center of gravity from the tactical platform to the highest levels of leadership in Beijing. This shift is driven by the recognition among senior leaders that tactical developments could easily precipitate unintended strategic consequences.

For an unintended trigger event, the decision-making center of gravity will shift to the Central Military Commission (CMC) as soon as reporting of the trigger event reaches relevant PLA organizations in Beijing. In early 2022 a retired PLA senior officer familiar with the process described this shift to the author as establishing a communications channel “with only two nodes: national leadership and the commander on the scene.” According to this officer, “there is nothing in between.” This characterization is almost certainly limited to the minutes and hours immediately following a trigger event and lasting until the end of the first phase of the decision-making process, described further below.

The significance of this behavior is that the decision-making center of gravity on the U.S. side will shift to national decision-makers in Washington less quickly and less completely. Decision-making authorities and responsibilities will remain at various military command and diplomatic levels on the U.S. side long after the center of gravity on the PRC side has shifted to Beijing.

**Phased Decision-making Process**

The second baseline behavior is the initiation of a phased decision-making process that includes at least three phases: (1) information gathering and decision-making, (2) negotiation, and (3) resolution.5

The first phase, information gathering and decision-making, initiates when the PRC senior leadership learns that a crisis trigger event has occurred. This phase concludes once the senior leadership has identified the root causes of the trigger event, adopted a set of principles to guide

---

5 Both PRC and U.S. sources reflect this phased approach, although the number of phases and subphases varies between three and six, depending on the discussant. This chapter uses these three major phases because the actions they represent are consistently reflected across the crisis response literature that the author reviewed and are consistent with the author’s professional experience of PRC crisis response behavior.
resolution of the crisis, and defined the desired political outcomes and a general strategy to pursue them.\(^6\)

The most significant aspect of this first phase is that the PLA’s communication—incoming or outgoing—with the other nation-state actor involved typically shuts down until these issues are decided. Only then will the senior leadership authorize substantive two-way communication with the other side. Historically, this “blackout period” has lasted roughly between 12 and 24 hours. This is the period of the “telephone ringing out in an empty room” that Kurt Campbell, the Indo-Pacific affairs coordinator on the U.S. National Security Council, spoke about in 2021.\(^7\) As a result of these differences in institutional response, the demand for information at various levels on the U.S. side will be at its peak at exactly the same time that communications and information availability on the PRC side will be lowest.

The negotiation phase begins with the first substantive communications outside the senior leadership group and concludes once an acceptable agreement on resolution has been achieved with the other nation involved. Finally, the resolution phase begins with steps to implement the agreements reached during the negotiation phase and concludes once acceptable outcomes have been achieved.

**Serial Analytic Process**

The third baseline is the serial analytic process through which PRC leaders, first, determine the “root cause” of the trigger event; next, develop a set of guiding principles that will form the conceptual framework of the response strategy; and finally, generate strategies and execution plans to achieve the desired political outcomes.\(^8\)

The underlying concept behind “root cause” contextual analysis is that no trigger event can occur without a surrounding political dynamic that makes it possible. In this view, every trigger event is inextricably linked to
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\(^6\) This is not to imply that the PRC routinely acts opportunistically in crisis response; that may or may not be the case, depending on the specific trigger event and surrounding circumstances. Rather, this recognizes that the philosophy of crises being inherently political in nature carries with it the idea that response to a crisis has the potential to generate both negative and positive political outcomes, which must be accounted for in the crisis response decision-making process.


the broader, multidimensional political dynamic that generated it. This is a two-way connection: the fact that a complex political dynamic generated a trigger event means that responding to the trigger event will inherently generate a commensurate change in the political dynamic. PRC leadership decisions will be made with the objective of generating a desirable effect on the broader political context. Based on the historical record and U.S. diplomatic experiences, the objective is likely limited to incremental improvement in the political environment rather than resolution of the trigger event itself as the primary consideration.9

This approach reflects an important cultural difference between PRC and Western thinking about the cause of an unintended military trigger event. Western thinking tends to be proximal: two airplanes colliding may have been caused by the unsafe and unprofessional behavior of one of the pilots, or a collision between ships may have been caused by one of the vessels disregarding codified behavior. The PRC’s assessment is more likely to be that the root cause of either event was the political context of the U.S. platform’s presence in the area in the first place—for example, the United States’ refusal to recognize the PRC’s sovereignty claims in the South China Sea.

Once the PRC has reached an understanding of the root cause, the next step is to generate a set of guiding principles or guidelines for responding to the trigger event and achieving the desired political effects. These guiding principles and desired political effects will form the conceptual framework for a resolution strategy, which will emerge—and evolve—during the execution of the negotiation and resolution phases.

Based on historical and analytic work on the PRC’s crisis response thinking, guiding principles have included “demonstrate strength and resolve,” “take the moral high-ground,” and “avoid escalation to war with the United States.”10 They also will contain themes specific to the trigger event, such as “push forward one step with efforts to reduce U.S. interference in our legitimate claims in the South China Sea.” In each case, the guiding

---


principles provide the conceptual foundation for generating objectives to be pursued and strategies to pursue them.

**Checklists**

The fourth and final baseline behavior involves a checklist of questions about the basic characteristics of the specific trigger event that have the potential to fundamentally shape the response strategies:

- Were PRC lives lost?
- Were other lives lost?
- Was there a challenge to the PRC’s sovereignty (perceived or actual)?
- Was there a challenge to territory that is under the PRC’s physical control?
- Does one side have physical control of personnel or property belonging to the other side?
- Did the trigger event occur in or near an area the PRC considers sensitive?
- Was the timing close to a politically sensitive event?
- What information about the event, if any, has already become public knowledge?
- Has the trigger event itself ended by the time the PRC senior leadership learns of it (e.g., the 1999 bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade and the 2001 EP-3 incident); or is the trigger event still ongoing as the leadership is deliberating about its response (e.g., the 1995–96 Taiwan Strait crisis)?

While the above checklist was compiled largely from historical materials, future trigger-event checklists might include different questions: for example, “Did the event involve only military platforms, or also paramilitary or even commercial platforms?” and “Did the event include platforms belonging to a third party?”

**Other Considerations**

A discussion of baseline behaviors would not be complete without a note about the range of actors involved in the process, how the suite of actors is affected by the specific trigger event, and how the actors involved may change during the unfolding of the crisis response process. The preceding
discussion describes baseline response behaviors to an unanticipated trigger event involving U.S. military and PLA elements. The primary phase-one actors in this type of event will likely be contained within the PLA command-and-control structure: the tactical element commanders on the scene, the intermediate PLA nodes providing information upward to the CMC and providing interim guidance downward, the offices supporting the CMC decision-makers, and the CMC senior leadership itself.

Initial information regarding the trigger event will flow into the CMC primarily through two parallel channels. First, the PLA’s internal information concerning the event and the initial PLA response will flow from tactical units—presumably through the relevant theater commands but possibly also through the relevant military service channels—to the relevant organizations supporting the Joint Staff Department. It will then probably enter the CMC via the chief of the Joint Staff Department, who is a CMC member. Second, initial information from the other nation-state actor involved will flow from that actor’s embassy in Beijing to the Office for International Military Cooperation (OIMC), which is the organization responsible for interaction with Beijing-based foreign military attachés. Given that the OIMC falls under the Ministry of National Defense, which is a parallel organization to the Joint Staff Department, OIMC information will enter the CMC through the minister of national defense, who is also a CMC member.

Decisions about stabilizing the immediate environment after an unintended military trigger event and managing any military escalation will probably continue to reside with the CMC, while consultations on managing the political ramifications emanating from the event will require input from nonmilitary experts. Indeed, the PRC’s behavior has been clear and consistent that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) is the lead organization dealing with international issues, even if the issue involves interests outside the MFA’s primary area of responsibility, such as military activities.

It is worth noting that within this structure there are no organizational intersections between the CMC and the MFA or any other non-PLA actor. Historical experience has been that, unlike military channels, MFA channels may remain open to accepting incoming information in the early hours after a trigger event. However, there are no demonstrated historical behaviors and no apparent institutional structures that would allow for information that enters the MFA or other non-PLA actors to flow into the CMC during the
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1 Information from the government of the other actor may also flow from that actor’s national capital through the PLA military attachés in the resident PRC embassy. PLA attachés are aligned under the Joint Staff Department, so their information will also enter the CMC through the chief of the Joint Staff Department.
initial hours, nor are there institutional linkages for the MFA to be involved in the CMC’s initial deliberations. This suggests that the initial hours after an unintended military trigger event will be largely dedicated to decisions on stabilizing the immediate situation and that military decisions on how to do so may affect, and potentially limit, decisions on the political objectives that will follow.

Although the specific suite of actors will vary depending on actual conditions, the overarching response process remains highly institutionalized. Therefore, actions relating to different crisis categories—for example, the response to an anticipated crisis event or the employment of a precipitated crisis—will be of the same type (i.e., politically focused, multi-instrumental, following guidelines, and an execution strategy), but they may differ from this description primarily in intensity. The critical factor is time. In an anticipated or precipitated crisis event, there is simply more time available for leaders to think through political objectives and strategies, consult with a broader range of experts, engage political constituents, and more carefully orchestrate a whole-of-government response, possibly to be executed over a longer time frame.

Changes Affecting the Likelihood of Crisis Eventuation: Behavioral Developments under Xi Jinping

Changing Worldview

All PRC senior leaders develop signature policies that reflect their priorities and views of how to approach key issues. Xi Jinping’s signature policies reflect a greater focus on external issues than any of his post–Deng Xiaoping predecessors. The Belt and Road Initiative and its spinoffs, the concept of a “shared destiny for all mankind,” the Global Development Initiative, the Global Security Initiative, and the attempts to manipulate the United Nations are all efforts to shape the PRC’s international environment.

These policies do not simply reflect the natural evolution of a PRC that has seen its comprehensive national power grow to the point that it is now able to take on a more proactive role in shaping its external environment. Tai Ming Cheung has examined the emergence of the “national security state” under Xi and its influence on the perceived need to proactively shape
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12 There are institutional channels between foreign policy and military institutions, but they are only at the working level and are intended for routine, periodic coordination and deconfliction. They are not intended, empowered, or positioned to deliver timely and reliable information to the senior decision-making circles, at least during phase one.
the PRC’s security environment. Cheung’s research provides a striking perspective on the differences between previous administrations and Xi’s conceptualization of the world that his administration would have to deal with:

The dangers imperiling China in the twenty-first century are not the gravest that it has ever faced but are the most complex. … From this vantage point, the world is a far darker and more menacing place, thus justifying the establishment of a strong national security state. …[T]he concrete security environment that China faced in the early 2010s had not radically deteriorated, but the way its new leaders perceived the situation had been significantly altered [emphasis added].

Periods of change are inherently less stable. Periods in which change is intentionally driven by an ambitious great power are all the more prone to becoming significantly destabilizing.

**Changing View of the U.S.-PRC Bilateral Relationship**

Although there were highs and lows, U.S.-PRC relations were remarkably stable from the establishment of bilateral relations in 1979 well into Xi’s first term. During this period, trade relations were typically regarded as the cornerstone, the engine, and the principal stabilizing factor in the overall bilateral relationship.

In fact, the true stabilizing factor had been the implicit belief in both Washington and Beijing that maintaining a stable overall bilateral relationship was the overriding priority that best served their strategic interests. As long as leaders in both countries held this view, everything else they encountered—trade frictions, the 2008 global financial crisis, the occasional military-political crisis trigger event—could be resolved as a subordinate variable. Both sides even moved quickly, but quietly, to restabilize the basic bilateral framework after the 1989 Tiananmen Square incident. More than anything else, it has been this concept that has held open a strategic space for the U.S.-PRC relationship to remain essentially stable throughout the frictions, tensions, and crises of the last 40 years.

That may no longer be the case. At the risk of oversimplifying the cause-and-effect dynamic, the suite of PRC actions set in motion in the 2013–15 time frame by Xi’s darker and more aggressive view of the PRC’s emerging
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14 Daniel Southerl, “U.S. Envoys Visit China to Improve Ties,” Washington Post, December 10, 1989. This contemporary portrayal of the visit is especially useful for evaluating some of the similar rhetoric the PRC uses today.
needs and security environment eventually (and inevitably) precipitated a commensurate response from Washington, culminating in the recognition that, despite decades of investment in a U.S. policy of engagement, the PRC appeared set on behaving as a strategic competitor. To be sure, some form of this trend was evident long before Xi took power. The tipping point was that the PRC leadership had apparently come to believe that its security interests required a more proactive effort to shape the PRC’s external environment, and that the country’s comprehensive national power had become great enough to effect this view.

Although some elements of the previous framework concept remain—both nations, for instance, still see areas for stable and cooperative relations—on the whole, the two sides are entering an interim period between the stability of the previous framework and the emplacement of a new, stable framework. As one experienced national-level PRC researcher expressed to the author in late 2019, “When we analyze the elements of the old bilateral framework, we can see it is falling apart piece by piece; but there is not yet a new framework to take its place. This is a very dangerous situation.”

This transition period, at least in its current, early stage, displays two important characteristics. First, a key aspect of the previous, stable bilateral framework was that both sides sought to compartmentalize individual areas of disagreement or friction—for example, by handling trade frictions within trade channels, diplomatic disagreements within diplomatic channels, and military issues within military channels—without resorting to horizontal escalation or purposefully leveraging one area to express dissatisfaction in another area. This approach allowed both sides to operationalize the relationship in a stable way over the long term. However, it is no longer the dominant tactical approach on either side.

Second, essential to the long-term, stable management of the relationship under the previous model was a tacit understanding that both sides would avoid allowing disagreement or friction in any subordinate component of the relationship to rise to the level that it would poison the overall political relationship. So long as both sides retained political space to sustain a positive overall relationship, all other frictions could be handled in their own manner.

However, the PRC perceived the United States under the Trump administration as having abandoned that restraint and actively seeking to damage the political image of the PRC across all areas. As a result, PRC

15 This is reflected in the fact that PRC leaders had long expressed distaste at being forced to conform to a world order they had no hand in designing, and which they maintained was designed to benefit the West in general and the United States in particular.
leaders now believe that the larger political relationship has become thoroughly poisoned. They sense that Washington’s view of Beijing has become pervasively—even viscerally—negative, and they see themselves left only with the recourse of pushing ahead with designing a new framework to suit this new normal—one that, as discussed above, must be founded on Beijing’s views and interests.

A Changing Foreign Policy Framework

PRC leaders appear to be approaching the task of actively shaping their environment through changes in their foreign policy framework that are inherently unstable. For decades, PRC foreign policy has rested on the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence, reflecting the concepts that the nation-state is the essential building block of a stable international system and that its territorial integrity and sovereign inviolability are essential prerequisites to the maintenance of a stable and peaceful international order.

However, the Xi administration appears to have deliberately inverted this structure. For instance, the PRC’s decision to adopt a position of “pro-Russian neutrality” in Russia’s war against Ukraine, while giving only lip service to the importance of sovereignty and territorial integrity, suggests that specific national interests now take precedence over principles of foreign policy. Rather than the previous view that national interests must be handled within a principled framework, it now seems that principles will only be defended when it is in the national interest to do so. PRC leaders’ insistence that they will “decide each case on its own merits” is a clear expression of precisely this inversion.

The original model is consistent, uniform, encompassing, and stable: principles play the role of enduring truisms applicable across all nations and

16 This belief also holds true at the tactical level, where it has direct and exacerbating relevance to crisis response behavior. For instance, the post-dialogue report of the Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue’s 2nd U.S.-China Maritime Crisis Management Dialogue, held October 21–23, 2020, concludes with the following observation: “Throughout the discussions, participants pointed to the added challenges of crisis management in the current environment of heightened U.S.-China strategic distrust. The deficit of trust makes reaching consensus around a single version of events extremely difficult and propels both sides to assume malign intentions behind the other’s actions and words.”

17 It is worth noting the almost complete lack of any sense of self-reflection that tends to characterize PRC analysis, and possibly PRC leadership thinking, when considering this dynamic. There is a pervasive belief that the PRC is purely a passive actor and is only responding to the United States. The idea that it is the United States that is responding to changes in PRC behavior is, at best, recognized as cognitively coherent but intellectually and functionally inconsistent with—and even irrelevant to—the PRC assessment. This is not just a propaganda position; many well-informed and experienced PRC thinkers appear to hold this as a sincere belief.

18 As provided in the 1955 Bandung Conference, these principles are “mutual respect for sovereignty and territorial integrity, mutual non-aggression, non-interference in each other’s internal affairs, equality and mutual benefit, and peaceful coexistence.”
all issues at all times. As such, they provide a framework within which to manage national interests. Because national interests are to be handled as subordinate variables within the parameters of these universally applicable principles, this is an extremely stable approach to foreign policy.

The inverted framework is a loose assembly of much narrower, transactional frames of reference. In the inverted framework, national interests define the potential roles that principles should play, if any, depending on the nations involved, the specific issue, and the situation at the time it is being considered. This is a transactional, tactically focused, and much less coherent framework, one that is inherently unstable over the long term.

“Lawfare” and the Rise of Legal Obfuscation

One of the “Three Warfares,” legal warfare or “lawfare,” seeks to obfuscate the boundaries of clear legal authority, to blur the limits between what behavior is subject to PRC domestic law and what is subject to international law, and to create a political space in which the PRC can impose its own authority over areas and under circumstances where it would otherwise not apply. Although the full range, nuance, and complexity of the PRC’s lawfare campaigns are beyond the scope of this chapter, several elements of this practice warrant closer inspection because they increase uncertainty and thus increase the likelihood of miscalculation and crisis eventuation.

These elements are particularly relevant in examining the role of “lawfare” in the PRC’s South China Sea campaign. One of the cornerstones of this campaign is the concept of “offshore archipelagos” (外围群岛)21. Although the concept is conditionally provided for in the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS),22 the PRC’s use of it seeks to create an extralegal framework for claims to features in the South China Sea.

Under the offshore archipelagos theory, the PRC maintains that the four principal groups of South China Sea features (the Paracel Islands, the Spratly Islands,23 and the other two are media warfare and psychological warfare. For a more detailed examination of the PRC practice of legal warfare, see Peter Mattis, “China’s ‘Three Warfares’ in Perspective,” War on the Rocks, January 30, 2018, https://warontherocks.com/2018/01/chinas-three-warfares-perspective.


21 This concept is sometimes referred to as “远群岛” and translated as “distant archipelago.”

Islands, Pratas Island and nearby features, and the group of features anchored in the west by Macclesfield Bank and in the east by Scarborough Shoal) may be treated as archipelagic adjuncts to the PRC mainland. As such, the PRC would enjoy the right to draw straight baselines around these groups of features. UNCLOS, by contrast, reserves this right only for archipelagic nations such as Indonesia and the Philippines.\textsuperscript{23} Under UNCLOS, straight baselines around groups of features would render the waters between the individual features “internal waters” and therefore fully sovereign territory.

Further, the PRC claims features and maritime spaces that UNCLOS prohibits any nation from claiming as sovereign territory and then asserts that other nations must respect PRC rights and interests there. This, for example, is the basis for PRC tensions with Indonesia over the exploitation of the exclusive economic zone (EEZ) generated by the Natuna Islands.\textsuperscript{24} The island group is undisputed Indonesian territory, but the PRC claims that the EEZ overlaps with “traditional Chinese fishing grounds,” which is a term with no legal standing under UNCLOS, and perhaps also with the EEZ that the PRC might assert would be generated by James Shoal. James Shoal, which Beijing calls “the southernmost point of the PRC,” is actually a permanently submerged feature, and as such it is entirely ineligible for sovereignty claims by any nation.

De facto assertion of legal rights and authorities that exceed the limits defined under international law increases the risk of crisis events because it defines as acceptable for one party—in this case, the PRC—behavior that is fundamentally outside the parameters of acceptable behavior in the same space for any other party acting in accordance with international law.

Discussions with knowledgeable PRC interlocutors since about 2020 indicate that the PRC is working to develop new authorities out of whole cloth. In discussions regarding codified behaviors under established maritime management mechanisms, PRC interlocutors have indicated that all parties should recognize and expect that PRC adherence to established mechanisms would depend on two factors. The first is the location of an encounter. The likelihood of adherence will be much greater for encounters that occur “far from China” or “away from China’s jurisdiction”\textsuperscript{25} than it would be for encounters that occur “close to China,” which could


inherently increase the likelihood that a given action would “make China feel threatened.” The second factor is whether the PRC side feels that its “sovereign rights”—as distinct from legally defined sovereignty—are being challenged or violated. PRC views on “sovereign rights” in an international context remain undefined, but the implication appears to be founded less on the actions of another state and more on the PRC’s interpretation of the intentions behind the actions.

Conclusion: Conceptual Frameworks for Future Study

The above discussion attempts to map an underlying PRC crisis response topography, described as baseline behaviors that are dictated by institutional culture and cultural views of the nature of crisis. It further examines evolutionary changes under Xi Jinping that affect how PRC leaders perceive the political context of a crisis event.

What has not yet been discussed is how the principal trends in bilateral, regional, and global geopolitical dynamics may be superimposing a larger geostrategic layer on the PRC’s views of the emerging national security environment, and how PRC leaders may believe that their enduring interests require them to navigate this phenomenon. A useful starting point for this discussion may be to consider two different levels of crisis from the PRC perspective, namely tactical crises and strategic crises.

If we accept the idea that political stability is a core interest for the CCP, then we may postulate that PRC leaders might consider a crisis as occurring when there is the presence of or the potential for significant instability in

26 See “China Rebuts U.S. Defense Secretary’s Remarks on South China Sea, Taiwan,” Xinhua, June 11, 2022. In the Xinhua report, the deputy chief of the PLA Joint Staff Department, Lieutenant General Zhang Zhenzhong, refutes Australian and Canadian protests of unsafe and unprofessional PLA intercepts of their aircraft operating off the PRC’s east coast over the South China Sea. While rejecting claims of unprofessional or unsafe behavior, Zhang justifies the PLA actions because they occurred “in air space near China’s Xisha [Paracel] and Nansha [Spratly] Islands” and because the United States “frequently sends warships and planes to intrude into the adjacent waters and air space of China’s islands and reefs” (emphasis added). See also “2022年6月13日外交部发言人汪文斌主持例行记者会 [Ministry of Foreign Affairs Spokesperson Wang Wenbin’s Regular Press Conference on June 13, 2022]. Spokesperson Wang also addresses the Australian and Canadian protests, stating that “the Canadian aircraft repeatedly and continuously approached China’s territorial airspace and engaged in frequent, large-scope and back-and-forth provocations at close distance….It is China, not Canada, that should feel threatened” (emphasis added).

27 A former senior PRC official in 2022, describing “actions that threaten China’s sovereign rights” in the maritime domain, included a list of actions that would affect sovereignty and jurisdiction as defined under international law, alongside actions that occur during routine engagements in international waters and airspace and that lie entirely outside definitions provided by international law. Mixing the two under the same rubric highlighted the likelihood that the PRC views “sovereign rights” in the maritime domain as existing in parallel with accepted behaviors under international law.
critical political structures. A tactical crisis occurs when a trigger event presents the potential to destabilize political structures within an otherwise stable strategic political framework. Since the United States established diplomatic relations with the PRC in 1979, crises or potential crises between the two countries have been of this type. The 1989 Tiananmen Square incident, the 1999 Belgrade embassy bombing, the 2001 EP-3 incident, and various maritime incidents such as the PRC’s harassment of the USNS Impeccable in 2009 all occurred at points of heightened tension, but during a period of tacit understanding between Washington and Beijing that the overriding priority for both nations was to preserve the basic stability of the overall bilateral relationship. That tacit understanding allowed them to manage each incident as a subordinate variable and to manage the resolution with the strategic objective of ensuring that the relationship as a whole could remain stable and operationally routine.

A strategic crisis, on the other hand, results when there are real or perceived shifts in the overarching political structures themselves. In a strategic crisis, PRC leaders may perceive that previously stable bilateral or regional structures may have lost, or be at risk of losing, political viability. The PRC’s involvement in the Korean War, the first two Taiwan Strait crises (1953–54 and 1958), the border conflicts with the Soviet Union beginning in 1969, and the decision to invade Vietnam in 1979 are examples of this type of crisis.

The PRC’s choice of guiding principles and strategies in pursuit of a political response to a crisis event can be considered along a spectrum, running from stabilizing behaviors at one end to shaping behaviors at the other. While the response to any given crisis is likely to be a blend of both types of behavior, we might postulate that this spectrum of behaviors would be affected by the type and level of crisis, as explored above. For instance, responding to an unanticipated tactical crisis might call for more stabilizing behaviors, while an anticipated strategic-level crisis would be more enduring, with greater inherent implications, and may therefore require a series of shaping behaviors. This would certainly be the case during a deliberate or engineered event, which would be a shaping behavior in its own right.

If a result of the transition to strategic competition in the bilateral relationship is that PRC leaders believe that the United States has decided to redesign the previous, stable relationship framework, or if PRC leaders have concluded that the framework of the previous relationship is no longer politically viable or no longer suits their strategic objectives, then they may have concluded that the stable framework within which tactical crises could previously have been effectively contained and resolved is no longer entirely
viable. If this is the case, we should expect PRC leaders to adopt actions that
tend to be more toward the shaping end of the spectrum than toward the
stabilizing end.

However, we should not assume that this tendency implies a central role
for violent conflict or that the military will be the lead instrument. Indeed,
PRC leaders appear to already be engaged in shaping behaviors through
a whole-of-government orchestration of instruments of power, employed
through both direct and indirect approaches. In doing so, the PRC leverages
two fundamental types of nonalignment between U.S. and PRC instruments
of power to its advantage. One is the relative significance of the military
instrument on the U.S. side, as a legacy of the Cold War, versus the relative
significance of trade relations and the economic instrument as a feature of
development on the PRC side. Another type of nonalignment is the PRC’s
ability to manipulate information to weaponize public opinion and shape
political contexts, which is a major outcome of over 70 years of CCP rule.
While the United States has a more powerful economy and information
environment, overwhelming control of both instruments is in private hands.

The history of the CCP’s domestic struggle against the Nationalists
and Japan generated the concept of “active defense.” This concept envisions
differing packages of power and operational art employed through three
phases of conflict, starting with the CCP facing a stronger opponent,
gradually achieving parity, then achieving superiority and victory. Today,
these packages of operational art are applied across a greatly expanded
suite of instruments of national power, but the three phases of conflict
remain. Beginning in at least the 1990s, the PRC narrative reflected the
first phase, summarized in the phrase, “The weak can defeat the strong.”
Today, entering Xi Jinping’s third term, perhaps we should consider PRC
leaders’ new views toward their nation and its role in the region, the world,
and its relations with the United States to be entering the second phase of
active defense. As Yang Jiechi, the director of the CCP Central Committee
Foreign Affairs Commission, told his U.S. counterparts in Anchorage in
March 2021, “The U.S. is not qualified to say it wants to speak to China
from a position of strength.”

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter investigates how the Chinese state and its military experts theorize, experiment, and apply artificial intelligence (AI) to military decision-making and explores what positive and negative factors might affect the future use of AI in this particular area.

MAIN ARGUMENT

In recent years, China has designated AI development a national priority. The use of AI has benefited the regime in various capacities, and its presence is felt in the defense and security sectors. Looking ahead, AI will be a force multiplier for the People's Liberation Army (PLA), an organization critical to ensuring regime survival. An analysis of the Chinese conceptualization of AI's role in military decision-making and recent gains in developing AI technology for military use finds that the progress of China's AI development for military decision-making is limited. Given the positives and negatives influencing future trends, the widespread adoption of AI technology to enhance PLA decision-making appears to be realizable in the medium term rather than the short term (that is, within ten rather than five years).

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

- The Chinese government has made AI R&D a national priority and is poised to commit further resources to developing AI for military decision-making, which will enhance the capabilities of the PLA and make it a more serious threat to Indo-Pacific stability.

- Although current progress in developing AI for military decision-making is limited, advancements in the coming years are certain, which will bolster Chinese civilian and military leaders' confidence in undertaking military action.

- Among the impediments that will hold back China's AI ambitions, Xi Jinping's policy missteps and his adverse influence on Chinese state and military institutions present the greatest encumbrance. On this point, foreseeable domestic difficulties under enduring despotism could become detrimental to the PLA's modernization and preparations for future AI-enabled warfare.
How China Leverages Artificial Intelligence for Military Decision-making

Zi Yang

Advances in science and technology play an important role in raising a nation’s competitiveness. In recent years, emerging technologies—spearheaded by artificial intelligence (AI)—have gained increasing prominence in China, serving diverse state interests such as economic development, totalitarian rule, and strengthening the People’s Liberation Army (PLA).

Realizing the enormous potential of AI in assuring regime survival, the Chinese government made scientific and technological advancement in this area a national priority. In July 2017 the State Council promulgated the “Developmental Regulations on a New Artificial Intelligence Generation,” which serves as the blueprint for China’s AI development. Identifying AI R&D as part of the national rejuvenation master plan, the regulations pledge state commitment to this sector with the objective of making China a world leader in AI theory, technology, and application by 2030.¹ Using AI for defense purposes features prominently in the document. In particular, command decision-making, military simulation, and defense equipment are core areas where “new generation AI technologies” will lend “strong support.”² Additionally, private enterprises will be invited to work with state-owned enterprises (SOEs) on AI projects with the purpose of advancing national AI goals. In essence, expanding and consolidating the place of AI


² Ibid.

Zi Yang is a PhD candidate in the S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies (RSIS) at Nanyang Technological University in Singapore, where his research interests include civil-military relations, China’s security issues, and Chinese intelligence history.
in the military sphere ranks high on China’s defense agenda in the coming decade and beyond.

Generally speaking, Chinese military thinkers envision future wars as conflicts between unmanned weapon systems operating autonomously with limited interference from human operators. An intelligent military will dominate enemies still operating in the information age. In the words of Guo Ming, deputy director of the PLA Academy of Military Sciences’ Institute of War Studies, the party that achieves superiority in algorithms, data, and cognitive abilities will establish “intelligence dominance” (制智权) that will grant victory to its forces on the battlefield. Future war is therefore determined by a party’s ability to safeguard its algorithms, data, and cognitive abilities while decimating its opponent’s intelligence capabilities and making them commit errors detrimental to their degree of intelligence.3

In addition to the kinetic forms of emerging technology–enabled warfare, AI will assist in command and control (C2). AI will shorten the OODA loop (observe-orient-decide-act), raise situational awareness, and assist commanders in formulating judgments, planning missions, generating action plans, controlling operations, and making decisions.4 Future wars will be increasingly complex, involving various kinds of systems and platforms across multiple domains at an intense tempo—or, in the words of one Chinese thinker, in “extreme combat situations.”5 Facing an information overload, commanders must rely on machines to assist them in coming up with action plans.6 Those machines with superior algorithms, data, and cognitive abilities will more wisely predict battlefield developments and produce a finer course of action. Through human-machine cooperation in decision-making, military operations will become more effective. Better decisions can be made within a shorter period of time, eventually benefiting campaigns and battles that will help realize strategic objectives.

C2, and especially decision-making, is one determinant of a war’s progress and outcome. It is thus critical for observers of the Chinese military to understand the function of AI in PLA decision-making. With that being said, this chapter seeks to address the following questions: In what ways are the Chinese government and PLA attempting to apply AI, among other
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6 Ji and Wang, “人工智能在作战指挥中的应用.”
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emerging technologies, to their decision-making processes? What are the prospects and implications of China’s objective to enhance AI-enabled decision-making in place of human-based calculations? Is this transition feasible in the short, medium, or long term (that is, five, ten, or beyond ten years)? Is there more to the application of AI in decision-making beyond the objective to achieve “informatization” and “intelligentization” of the PLA? How will these technological capabilities be deployed in a crisis scenario?

Based on a review of open-source data, this chapter argues that China’s political and military leaders are taking concrete steps to expand the role of AI in military decision-making. AI and emerging technologies are slowly but surely establishing a presence at all levels of war. However, current progress is limited, and widespread PLA adoption of AI technology to enhance decision-making looks realizable in the medium term rather than the short term (within ten rather than five years).

Imagining Intelligent Decision-making

Strategic Visions

The strategic level of war focuses on national policies and overall war aims. When considering decision-making at this level, Chinese military thinkers mainly discuss two subjects: (1) how to learn from, compete against, and surpass the United States in AI development; and (2) what future war might look like, how to prepare for it, and how AI and emerging technologies might benefit C2.

The United States is China’s chief competitor in AI R&D. In recent years, China has designated outmatching the United States in this area as a national goal, and much effort has been invested. Although China has made significant gains in some realms, such as AI theory and research, in general it still trails the United States. When assessing China’s AI R&D, Chinese thinkers usually express resentment about U.S. efforts to inhibit China’s push toward AI primacy. However, besides being the chief competitor, the United States is also an object of emulation among Chinese AI experts, who carefully study its experience, research programs, technological advancements, and innovations. Nearly every article referring to AI and its military applications cites U.S. experience in some capacity. In contrast, the Russian military’s
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cultivation of AI receives only a sprinkling of mentions. Sometimes, large segments of specialist journal articles are dedicated to evaluating U.S. programs developing AI’s military applications—a testament to the United States being a paragon as well as a competitor to China. China desires U.S. achievements and learns from U.S. visions, which heavily influences how Chinese thinkers envision future wars.

While the State Council pledged in 2017 to make China the global leader in AI, eclipsing the United States, a strategic vision of future wars is required to make headway in AI’s military applications. In other words, to prepare for wars of the future, one must first have an idea of their possible attributes and manifestations. In general, Chinese thinkers imagine four types of future warfare where AI will play a lead role: (1) algorithmic warfare, (2) mosaic warfare, (3) joint all-domain warfare, and (4) intelligentized warfare. The first three types of warfare, borrowed from American theorists, receive less attention than intelligentized warfare, which is a more indigenous view of future warfighting. According to researchers from the Beijing-based PLA Air Force Units 93236 and 93221, intelligentized warfare, sometimes rendered as “fully intelligentized warfare,” is defined as a type of war that

relies on intelligent communication networks, uses intelligent combat techniques and methods, utilizes intelligent equipment, weapons, and ammunition. A variety of combat, training, and support operations are carried out in a multi-domain integrated combat space, with command, control, and operational planning centered on intelligent algorithms. Fully intelligentized warfare is the inevitable future stage of mechanized and information warfare, where cutting-edge technologies with artificial intelligence as the core penetrate and expand in the fields of combat, training, equipment, logistics, etc.\(^9\)

The foremost traits of intelligentized warfare include severely compressed combat duration, transparent battlefields, human-machine joint decision-making, autonomous weapons, and intelligent support for combat systems.\(^10\) AI is expected to play a lead role in all parts of intelligentized warfare, and certainly in C2, of which decision-making support is a subcomponent. The ideal form of intelligentized C2 entails intelligent decision-making systems that use superior algorithms to analyze data in order to produce plans and decisions that increase the probability of victory.

Machines are outstanding aids because they can maintain their cognitive ability and make intelligent decisions despite operating in

\(^9\) Xiang Fu et al., “‘全智能化作战’科技迷雾的深度分析与辨识” [An In-Depth Analysis and Identification of “Fully Intelligentized Warfare” Technology Fog], *Aero Weapons* (2021): 12.

complex environments and intense combat. In the ideal scenario, humans and machines have an in-depth understanding and high trust of each other. Depending on the levels of trust, AI can provide decision-making assistance in five stages: first, as an “intelligent tool” that completes tasks assigned by the human operator; second, as an “intelligent helper” that uses the human operator’s input (algorithms and rules) to intelligently make decisions; third, as an “intelligent partner” that can connect to and obtain information from the human nervous system and subsequently make intelligent decisions; fourth, as an “intelligent housekeeper” to which human operators can fully delegate missions and decision-making, with human intervention only when necessary; and fifth, as an “intelligent supervisor” that scrutinizes the human operator’s decision-making characteristics and manages the mission autonomously.11 Although stage five might be the PLA’s end goal, current Chinese progress is likely in stage one and attempting to enter stage two.

There exist challenges to intelligent C2, and Chinese research on the subject has largely focused on the theoretical and technological studies of a few areas.12 As of 2020, however, there were no comprehensive plans for researching and developing intelligent C2.13 Other necessary pillars of intelligent decision-making, such as quality C2-centered databases, operations cloud computing, and an autonomous intelligent decision-making system that can analyze data from all domains, formulate decisions with incomplete information, and conduct deep learning with insufficient data, have not been operationalized.14

**Intelligent Decision-making at the Campaign and Tactical Levels**

PLA scholars at the Army Command College Combat Laboratory envision humans taking the lead in decision-making at the strategic level of war, humans and machines sharing equal responsibilities in campaign decision-making, and machines autonomously making decisions at the tactical level.15 Simply put, in the near term, the PLA is seeking to realize
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13 Ibid.
machine-led tactical decision-making while allowing machines more input in campaign decision-making. As a result, there is a decent amount of literature on the role of AI in tactical decision-making, yet writings about the campaign level remain inadequate.

The tactical level of war refers to the engagements and battles that constitute a campaign or operation, while the campaign level deals with major operations in a theater of war that will affect strategic goals. Researchers from the Chinese National Defense University’s Joint Operations Academy admit that AI systems lack the knowledge and capacity to independently command campaigns and battles.\(^{16}\) Thus, training AI algorithms has become a top priority. Utilizing deep learning, such training must be conducted in complex simulated battlefield environments where natural (e.g., land, sea, weather, atmospheric, electromagnetic spectrum, and nuclear), social (e.g., human, psychological, social network, and international), and artificial (e.g., defensive networks, battlelines, and smokescreens) environments must be as realistic as possible to maximize the algorithms’ acquirements.\(^{17}\) On top of that, the complexity of campaigns and battles encompasses real and virtual domains, real time, unpredictability, the fog of war, and asymmetry between opposing parties, all of which must be included in the simulated environment. Constructing such environments is a key task of Chinese researchers in their quest to prepare AI for C2 decision-making at the campaign and tactical levels. However, Chinese researchers have admitted that the lack of data from real wars constrains their capacity to create realistic battlefield environments, which has negatively affected AI training.\(^{18}\)

The actual conduct of operations will incorporate extensive use of unmanned systems. Chinese military thinkers view AI-enabled battles as having speed, precision, comprehensiveness, depth, and constancy. Speed refers to an unmanned system’s ability to quickly enter the battlefield and establish superiority. Precision refers to an intelligent system’s ability to see through the fog of war and formulate decisions that will allow precise strikes on enemy targets. Comprehensiveness refers to the ability of intelligent systems to simultaneously address threats in all domains of war, both real and virtual. Depth refers to understanding enemy weaknesses from


\(^{18}\) Zhao and Ye, “基于人工智能的智能化指挥决策和控制,” 7–8.
every dimension and organizing intelligent unmanned attacks accordingly. Constancy refers to the replacement of human operators by machines that can continuously operate far beyond human physiological limits.\(^{19}\) Whichever party can effectively employ intelligent unmanned systems will have a higher chance of securing victory in future campaigns and battles. However, in China’s case, the operational potential of unmanned systems has yet to be fully realized. Unmanned ground vehicles, which are a cornerstone of future land warfare, can operate at only short to medium range.\(^ {20}\) As of late 2021, the PLA’s unmanned ground vehicles barely had the ability to jointly operate, and the same can be said for unmanned ground vehicles working with the C2 system.\(^ {21}\)

**The Sea Domain**

Future crises involving China will be seabound. Given that the Taiwan Strait, East China Sea, and South China Sea all remain hotspots, the sea is a major concern for PLA contingency planning. Grasping how the Chinese military conceptualizes future wars at sea is essential for U.S. military planners and U.S. forces in Asia. Such factors, combined with the complexity of naval warfare, which embraces all domains of war, make the sea domain a helpful case study of intelligent decision-making at the campaign and tactical levels of war.

Scholars from the PLA Naval Aviation University define intelligentized naval warfare as follows:

> Naval operations employing artificial intelligence technology in intelligent equipment, situational awareness, transmission of information, command decision-making, and strikes against critical nodes. Using artificial intelligence technology to execute autonomous or semi-autonomous combat operations to achieve objectives. Having the ability to update combat methods and operations according to changes in battlefield conditions. Liberating humans from inside the loop to render decision-making more accurate and rapid, the degree of automation higher, and combat effectiveness improved far beyond traditional naval warfare.\(^ {22}\)

Future naval battles will be highly networked and connect all domains. Battles will be short in duration and high in tempo. There will be in-depth
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\(^{19}\) Zheng et al., “智能化作战及其智能指挥控制技术需求,” 2.


\(^{21}\) Ibid.

\(^{22}\) Yao Wang et al., “智能化海战作战研究与思考” [Research and Thinking on Intelligentized Naval Warfare Operations], *Aerospace Technology* (2020): 12.
exchanges between humans and machines, with the latter taking the lead in decision-making. Deep learning will be utilized to improve a C2 system that will oversee all types of unmanned smart naval weapons and platforms. These include intelligent naval artillery, unmanned surface vessels (USVs), unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs), and unmanned ship-based helicopters (USHs). For naval artillery, the goal is to increase intelligentization so a system can fire intelligent munitions and autonomously make decisions based on changing battlefield conditions. USVs will become indispensable to future naval warfare, taking on tasks such as maritime patrols, reconnaissance and surveillance, antisubmarine warfare, mine laying, maritime search and rescue, and strikes on enemy targets. AI will occupy a leading position in the innovative use of USVs, such as swarming attacks and amphibious assault. The infusion of AI has made Chinese UUVs “more autonomous” and “enhanced their ability to perform more complex tasks and missions.” UUVs in the future will achieve greater autonomy and acquire abilities to operate with submarines. Recently, PLA researchers have expressed interest in joint submarine-UUV operations and published new theories concerning this idea. In October 2019, the PLA Navy unveiled its extra-large UUVs at the Chinese National Day Parade, which, according to reports, will extensively utilize AI to “manage the sea’s complex environment.” USHs can be deployed for reconnaissance, attack, and deception operations. While the goal is to make USHs fully autonomous, as of now they still depend on ship-based human operators. In the future, Chinese researchers hope to develop autonomous USHs that can plan and execute missions independently.
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27 Ibid., 109.


In addition to intelligentized naval weaponry, campaign and tactical C2 systems will command new AI-enabled weapons, such as high-energy laser weapons, high-power electromagnetic weapons, and supersonic weapons, that will be used for naval combat.\textsuperscript{31} AI will also improve naval stealth technology, naval intelligence, and communications capabilities. Weapons from the information age will adopt AI technology and utilize big data to increase effectiveness and seize battlefield initiative. Autonomous, smart missiles will have deep learning abilities in order to adjust to battlefield environments and destroy targets with a high success rate. As the workhorse of naval warfare, anti-ship missiles will greatly benefit from intelligentization. AI technology will endow these weapons with improved target recognition, real-time communication, autonomous path planning, multimode guidance, and joint attack capability.\textsuperscript{32}

Competitions and Technological Advancements

The world realized AI’s enormous potential in strategic planning and execution in 2016 when AlphaGo defeated Lee Sedol in a game of Go. Since then, China has placed increasing emphasis on developing AI technology for defense purposes. The Chinese government and PLA regard competitions like the Go tournament as treasured venues to evaluate intelligent decision-making systems, spot new talent, and build connections among AI industry participants.

There are two types of state-backed AI competitions: those internal to the PLA and those open to the public. They share roughly the same format, with contests between opposing teams that will ultimately bring out the best technology and talent. In recent years, PLA services have launched AI competitions of their own. The PLA Army’s “Overcoming Obstacles” (\textit{跨越险阻}) competition aims to hone unmanned ground vehicles.\textsuperscript{33} The PLA Navy sponsors AI competitions that focus on improving USVs and UUVs. The PLA Air Force’s “Intelligent Aerospace” (\textit{智胜空天}) and “Unmanned Dominance” (\textit{无人争锋}) competitions concentrate on unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) designs and swarm technologies, respectively. The PLA Rocket Force’s “Intelligent Rocket and Fire Eyes” (\textit{智箭·火眼}) competition

\textsuperscript{31} Wang et al., “智能化海战作战研究与思考,” 12.
\textsuperscript{32} Ibid., 13–14.
seeks to enhance precision missile strikes with AI. The PLA Strategic Support Force’s “Intelligent Space Cup” aims to apply AI to data processing and analytics.34

Public competitions advance China’s AI agenda by activating resources of the whole society. In recent years, major computerized wargaming competitions have emerged that exhibited three computerized wargaming platforms and two outstanding intelligent decision-making systems. In 2018 and 2019, the National Defense University’s Joint Operations Academy, Chinese Academy of Sciences’ Institute of Automation, Chinese Institute of Command and Control, and Beijing Zongheng Wargaming Information Technology Research Institute jointly hosted the “Prophet—Warlike Sage” (先知·兵圣) competition, which pitted humans against machines and machines against machines in simulated land combat scenarios. Teams were scored based on the number of enemy strongholds captured and casualties inflicted.35 The first competition attracted thousands of participants, and the most successful teams received financial rewards and were encouraged to participate in future PLA projects.36 The subsequent competition saw upgrades in weapon types and a diversification of simulated environments.37 However, there has been no report of a third iteration.

In 2020 the Central Military Commission’s Equipment Development Department, China Electronics Technology Group, National University of Defense Technology, and China Aerospace Science and Industry Corporation hosted the “Stratagem at Heart, Jointness for Victory” (谋略方寸·联合制胜) competition, which employed C2 algorithms in a joint island offensive campaign that counted hundreds of combat units in the land, sea, air, and electromagnetic spectrum domains.38 Taking charge of C2, AI systems fought against one another with “target reconnaissance,
electromagnetic countermeasures, and coordinated fire strikes."\(^{39}\) Besides identifying the talented individuals behind the best algorithms, developing a competent C2 system was a central goal. Yet there has been no sequel since the competition concluded.

Since 2017, the “National Wargaming Competition” (全国兵棋推演大赛) has been hosted annually by the Chinese Institute of Command and Control, a state-backed academic body that promotes C2 technology R&D. The institute is China’s most authoritative organization in steering C2 technology R&D and publishes several journals, organizes a range of events, and has 34 professional committees that guide research on all aspects of C2, with AI receiving high priority. Members hail from the PLA, universities, SOEs in the defense industry, the Ministry of Public Security, and the Chinese Academy of Sciences. As of 2022, nearly 100,000 contestants from military and civilian universities had participated in the competition, where human-human and human-machine tournaments took place in simulated environments.\(^{40}\) In conjunction with the competition, national defense education activities were organized to indoctrinate participants in China’s security priorities and needs. Overall, the National Wargaming Competition remains the most consistent computerized wargaming competition open to the public. It has improved national defense education at universities, cultivated talented individuals for the PLA, and increased China’s overall national defense capabilities.

So far, these AI competitions have disclosed three computerized wargaming platforms. “Temple Calculations—Smart Victory” (庙算·智胜) is a tactical wargaming, real-time strategy, and human-machine confrontation platform used during the Prophet—Warlike Sage competition.\(^{41}\) However, it has not been updated since 2020.

At present, the most frequently employed computerized wargaming platform is “Mozi—Future Commander” (墨子·未来指挥官). Developed by Beijing Huashu Defense Technology, the platform has been widely used in PLA contests and the National Wargaming Competition. Mozi is modeled after the warfare simulation video game “Command: Modern


\(^{40}\) "墨子杯2021第五届全国兵棋推演大赛颁奖典礼召开” ["Mozi Cup” 2021 Fifth National Wargaming Competition Award Ceremony Held], Hubei Daily, April 19, 2022, http://news.cnhubei.com/content/2022-04/19/content_14676185.html.

Air Naval Operations,” developed by Greek studio Warfare Sims. With data on over 130 countries’ militaries, Mozi allows joint operations in the land, sea, air, space, and electromagnetic spectrum domains; supports the construction and simulation of campaign and tactical combat scenarios; and can be utilized for “operational concept and tactics research, operational command training, operational plan evaluation, as well as weapon and equipment demonstration.” In 2019 a civilian version of Mozi was released, called “Smart Weaponry—Future Commander” (智戎·未来指挥官). This platform was also developed by Beijing Huashu Defense Technology with assistance from the Chinese Institute of Command and Control. Sharing similar features with Mozi, Smart Weaponry has also been put to use during the National Wargaming Competition.

Other than testing computerized wargaming platforms, the competitions have distinguished two outstanding AI decision-making systems: “Prophet” (先知) and “War Skull” (战颅). During the 2018 National Wargaming Competition, Prophet 1.0, an AI C2 system developed by the Chinese Academy of Sciences, won seven out of eight rounds against human opponents. (The one loss was due to Wi-Fi disruptions that temporarily took Prophet offline.) In preparation for the competition, Prophet studied data from previous iterations of the National Wargaming Competition. Compared to its human opponents, the system was more powerful in conducting analysis and mathematical calculations. With deep learning, Prophet quickly studied large quantities of data and refined its competence in C2. Unlike humans, it has no emotions—an element that can severely disrupt human decision-making.

Nevertheless, War Skull would soon eclipse the success of Prophet. War Skull was created by the National University of Defense Technology’s School of Systems Engineering to undertake intelligent decision-making for military operations in complex combat environments, with research beginning in 2016 when Chinese AI research was still nascent. The system
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was tested against human opponents in computerized wargames after four months of development, which exposed the system's low intelligence levels. Returning to the lab, developers concluded that a lot more work was needed before it could perform satisfactorily. In 2019 the updated War Skull system was showcased at the third National Wargaming Competition. It faced down top-tier human opponents in 22 rounds of contests and went undefeated—a milestone in Chinese intelligent decision-making history. The triumphant return of War Skull can be attributed to its employment of emerging technologies. Prior to the 2019 competition, developers used data from previous human-human and machine-machine wargame confrontations to train the system, which took 136 days. During that period, War Skull played over 160 games per day and thoroughly learned the tactics of human opponents, in addition to independently creating unique tactics.

In 2020, War Skull returned to the fourth National Wargaming Competition and achieved impressive results in the modules of joint air defense, naval offensives, and air combat. The system was significantly more agile, and its autonomous decision-making model had much better control over tactical units. It needed only 90 minutes to defeat its human opponent in the human-machine tournament. According to its developers, the system “integrates a series of methods such as logical reasoning, supervised learning, semi-supervised learning, integrated learning, and reinforced learning to build an intelligent decision-making model.” Curiously, there has been no news about War Skull since its superb performance in 2020, which suggests that the developers might be reworking the system for PLA adoption in the near future.

47 Fan, Zhu, and Zhang, “远超阿尔法狗?‘战颅’成战场辅助决策‘最强大脑’.”
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Conclusion: Challenges and Prospects

Negative and positive factors will determine the future of research, development, and military application of AI technology. This section considers the challenges and prospects for the PLA’s embrace of AI-enabled intelligent decision-making systems.

Challenges

Corruption within the PLA and SOEs in the defense industry poses a threat to AI technology. Although Xi Jinping’s anticorruption campaign has reduced malfeasance in the military, corruption remains a problem due to institutional deficiencies. Between 2015 and 2020, several high-profile arrests were made at the China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation (CSIC), an SOE crucial to the country’s blue water navy ambitions. Among those arrested was Hu Wenming, a former Chinese Communist Party secretary and CEO of CSIC. He was charged with a litany of financial crimes that caused “major losses of state-owned enterprise assets.” In early April 2021, Yin Jiaxu, a former party secretary and CEO of Norinco, was charged with “serious violations of discipline and the law” and handed over to prosecutors in September. In late April 2021, Song Xue, the PLA Navy’s deputy chief of staff, met his downfall due to “serious violations of discipline and the law.” Song had a long career at the PLA Navy’s Equipment Department and was well connected with the naval armament industry. Furthermore, he once served as a deputy commander of the aircraft carrier Liaoning’s aircraft takeoff and landing test missions.

Such high-profile arrests indicate that corruption is a continuing issue in both the PLA and defense SOEs. Moreover, incidents have thus far only revealed the tip of the iceberg, and there are surely more problems hidden beneath the surface. Corruption imposes heavy costs on military modernization, and no military program is safe from the corrosive effects. As the state increases its investments in AI, more opportunities for corruption will become available.
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The centralization of power presents another challenge to AI programs. Since becoming paramount leader in 2012, Xi has made centralizing power his top priority. The anticorruption campaign, the removal of legal barriers to personalist dictatorship, and the clampdown on political dissent are hallmarks of the Xi era. To consolidate and maintain his hold on power, Xi needs to control the PLA, and he has done so through a combination of purges, the promotion of loyal officers, and the institution of the Central Military Commission (CMC) Chairman Responsibility System, which made him the final arbiter on all important matters.58 Not surprisingly, the new CMC of the 20th Party Congress is filled with Xi loyalists.

However, while Xi has cemented his position as the undisputed commander-in-chief, he has only limited experience in military affairs. From 1979 to 1982, Xi served as one of three personal secretaries to CMC general secretary Geng Biao. Few details are available regarding this period of Xi’s career. He participated in high-level decision-making, inspected the armed forces, and visited the United States with a PLA delegation to fortify the Sino-U.S. anti-Soviet entente.59 He also might have learned about unconventional warfare due to Geng Biao’s involvement in China’s support of Thailand-based Cambodian insurgents devoted to expelling the Vietnamese presence from their homeland.60

In any case, Xi is not a bona fide military professional, yet he retains enormous power in dictating PLA affairs. Although everyday CMC responsibilities are left to the vice chairs, dictators tend to micromanage in times of military emergency.61 In the future, AI systems could assist in decision-making at the CMC level and potentially increase the efficiency and effectiveness of strategic planning. As a result, the PLA might institute reforms to limit the power of staff officers in favor of allowing AI systems a more prominent role. Yet, at the end of the day, Xi’s personal preference will overshadow not only the ideas of professional officers but also AI recommendations. As his political paramountcy becomes unassailable, Xi’s self-confidence will increase, especially under post–20th Party Congress

conditions, to the point where no elite dare oppose him. In both the civilian and military spheres, Xi’s *modus operandi* will become the official standard, contrasting opinions will be muffled, self-censorship will be normalized, and the decision-making system will be steadily rigidified, depending on the thoughts of one man. Such a restrictive decision-making environment is not conducive to an AI-enabled future and will handicap AI decision-making in a crisis scenario involving the PLA.

The quality and experience of PLA officers can present additional problems to AI systems. While in recent years the PLA has participated in skirmishes, it has not fought a war since the Sino-Vietnamese War in 1979. China has engaged in low-intensity conflicts on its periphery in recent years, but such experiences are quite different from a future Taiwan Strait scenario that might evolve into a full-blown war. Accordingly, China lacks both an officer corps tempered in war and the vital data from real combat to train its AI systems. To make matters worse, the PLA is a highly politicized military force interwoven with party politics, which encourages the rise of politically reliable officers who lack professional skill sets.

Since Xi became commander-in-chief, he has accelerated the PLA’s politicization. Propaganda, indoctrination, and political performances have frequently occurred with the goal of building support for Xi. Yet such events take precious time and energy away from the professional enrichment of officers. Generally speaking, the current environment in the PLA is detrimental to efforts to cultivate a professional officer corps that could work with AI systems and trained AI technology specialists for a future war. Additionally, politicization might even affect the design of AI decision-making algorithms. Creativity can be compromised to accommodate political sensitivities through the insistence on the commander-in-chief’s infallibility or the denial of an enemy’s actual capabilities and other facts that are politically unacceptable. Such suppression of machine intelligence can reduce an AI system’s effectiveness as a decision-making aid.

The military applications of AI technology will also be affected by the domestic political-economic situation influencing society and the technology industry. The turn toward personalism in recent years has reversed trends and expectations associated with the reform and opening-up era. The Chinese government increasingly has sought to impose further limits on individual rights, curb private sector dynamism, and clamp down on liberal undercurrents. In 2022 alone, the draconian “zero Covid” policy led to enormous human misery and economic costs, followed by Xi’s rise to an all-powerful position second only to Mao Zedong. With Xi’s reign further consolidated in March 2023, China’s political-economic outlook seems
increasingly dim. Combined with a shortage of semiconductors due to U.S. restrictions and the difficulty of recruiting new talent, the AI industry will face greater challenges ahead.

**Prospects**

China is closely watching the Russia-Ukraine war, a conflict determined to shape world affairs over the next decade. As early as March 2022, Chinese experts had already held workshops on the war and its implications for C2 in future wars, although the contents of the discussions have not been publicized. As with their examinations of the 2020 Nagorno-Karabakh war, Chinese experts probably concluded that AI technology will be critical in future military conflicts, judging by the Ukrainian military’s early success in utilizing unmanned technology against Russian forces. In fact, despite their pro-Russia sentiments, Chinese analysts have recognized Ukraine’s effective use of UAVs and expressed dismay at Russia’s inability to do the same from the outset. One year after the war began, Chinese analysts concluded that weak army units, the inability to integrate cutting-edge technology into combat, and a decrepit logistics network are the main reasons behind Russia’s failures. Hence, China must avoid similar mistakes if it finds itself in a comparable scenario, which means that the PLA will prioritize AI’s military applications.

Despite the aforementioned factors, AI development programs will receive adequate state funding and policy support due to AI’s status as a national priority. This has been confirmed with developments at the “two sessions” meeting in March 2023 that saw further state commitment to science and technology, especially AI research. The Chinese government recognizes that it can harness the power of AI for regime survival and thus has dedicated significant funding to related programs in recent years. In the military sphere, a PLA strengthened with AI technology will ensure that the
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regime is protected from external and internal threats. Consequently, despite economic pressure, state financial support for AI technology will proceed. In addition, private enterprises specializing in AI research will also continue to receive policy support. New schemes will encourage firms and research institutions to concentrate on AI technology that the state deems most important, such as military applications. Furthermore, new military-civil fusion policies will be introduced to harness the private sector’s innovation to benefit defense SOEs. Although in recent years the state has discriminated against private capital, those who fall in line with its AI development policies can profit in the years ahead, despite the distrust between state and nonstate entities. China’s mastery of industrial espionage, whether through cyber or traditional means, can provide a boost to state-linked entities working on AI technology.

In sum, China is unlikely to achieve its ambitious target of outmaneuvering the United States and becoming the world leader in AI technology by 2030, given the country’s current progress. Yet, because of the plan’s political nature, we should expect in 2030 that Chinese leaders will somehow proclaim the goal has been accomplished by certain metrics. Drawing on available evidence, the general military adoption of AI C2 and decision-making technology will not be realized in the short term (within five years), but achieving this goal is possible in the medium term (within ten years).

Looking ahead, the positive factors conducive to China’s AI technological advancement can be hindered by negative factors that slow progress and affect the quality of R&D. Meanwhile, human decision-making will take the lead as China tries to close these gaps, which will require the commitment of more time and resources. Major changes will first be experimented with at the tactical level, then at the campaign level, and finally at the strategic level. In the foreseeable future, AI might take on a staff position at the strategic level, possibly assuming the previously mentioned role of an “intelligent helper” that uses the human operator’s input to intelligently make decisions. At the campaign level, perhaps the aim is to make AI an “intelligent partner” that can connect to and obtain information from the human nervous system and subsequently make intelligent decisions. Last but not least, at the tactical level, AI can act as an “intelligent housekeeper” to which human operators can fully delegate missions and decision-making, with human intervention only when necessary, or even as an “intelligent supervisor” that can manage missions autonomously.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter examines China’s decision to escalate the 2012 Scarborough Shoal standoff and the role of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) in shaping the decision during the incident.

MAIN ARGUMENT
China’s crisis decisions in the South China Sea disputes should be understood as a result of Beijing weighing and making a tradeoff between its anticipated domestic and international costs because the two types of competing costs pull the Chinese decision in different directions. The potential domestic costs and backlash create incentive for escalation, whereas the potential international pushback and reputational damage create pressure on Beijing to de-escalate. The 2012 Scarborough Shoal standoff represents a case in which perceived low international costs and surging domestic costs led China to opt for escalation. China employed a multipronged nonmilitary escalation strategy against the Philippines during the standoff to signal its resolve while avoiding unintentionally militarizing the situation. Moreover, Chinese propaganda might have overstated the intensity of the escalation for domestic consumption.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

- While China has demonstrated a growing level of assertiveness when handling maritime disputes in the South China Sea, its management of these disputes is shaped by competing expectations and costs generated by multiple audiences that include, but are not limited to, the PLA.
- During a crisis such as the Scarborough Shoal standoff, the PLA is not necessarily as openly vocal as other hawkish actors in China’s maritime affairs system, but it is capable of shaping the broader context in its push to harden the Chinese approach toward sovereignty disputes.
- To the extent that China strives to credibly signal its resolve while maintaining an image of nonbelligerency among its smaller neighbors, stakeholders in the region still have the leverage to shape Chinese crisis behavior in the South China Sea by tipping China’s cost-benefit calculation toward the international end. External efforts, however, will be most effective when an unequivocal, strong U.S. response is combined with a unified voice from ASEAN.
China’s Decision to Escalate the 2012 Scarborough Shoal Standoff

Shuxian Luo

This chapter examines China’s decision to escalate the 2012 Scarborough Shoal standoff. It argues that the decision should be understood as a result of China weighing and making a tradeoff between anticipated domestic and international costs that pull the country’s decision in different directions.¹ At the outset of the standoff, Beijing was facing a domestic push to harden its posture on maritime disputes, on the one hand, and ambivalent responses from other stakeholders, especially the United States and members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), on the other hand. As the situation developed, the United States’ perceived reluctance to reaffirm its defense commitment to the Philippines and the lack of unity in ASEAN’s response led Beijing to believe that an assertive posture was unlikely to incur substantial diplomatic and geopolitical costs. This calculation incentivized China’s decision to escalate the incident.

With respect to the role of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) specifically, the PLA was not as openly vocal as other Chinese maritime security agencies during the Scarborough Shoal episode. Beyond this particular incident, however, the PLA is capable of shaping the broader discourse within China’s foreign policy establishment and public sphere through its push to harden the country’s approach toward sovereignty disputes.
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The Debate That Reformulated China’s Policy on Sovereignty Disputes

The Scarborough Shoal episode came at a time when China’s traditional foreign policy line and longtime approach to dealing with maritime disputes were undergoing an internal reformulation. With China emerging from the 2007–8 global financial crisis as the world’s economic powerhouse, Beijing’s traditional, moderate foreign policy confronted growing internal criticism. For most of 2010, advocates of a more assertive Chinese policy had “gone unchallenged publicly.” As the year drew to a close, the Chinese foreign policy community conducted a review in response to mounting international concerns about an increasingly assertive China. This review culminated in a long article penned by then state councilor Dai Bingguo in December, which reaffirmed China’s commitment to its traditional policy line.

Defending Deng Xiaoping’s policy of “keeping a low profile” (韬光养晦), which promotes caution and international engagement, Dai argued that China had benefitted tremendously from its adherence to peaceful development in terms of both domestic economic growth and its international emergence as a great power. As China grew stronger, Dai contended, it must refrain from arrogance and triumphalism while always bearing in mind that the country was still facing enormous socioeconomic difficulties at home. It could continue development by expanding international cooperation, whereas challenging the existing international order or countries as a way of seeking national development was neither necessary nor feasible. Dai’s article, which appears to have had Hu Jintao’s support, was perceived by foreign observers as an authoritative, strong, and sincere rebuttal to hard-liners and a return to the traditional, moderate policy line.

Dai’s argument, however, encountered immediate pushback from hard-liners, including in the military, maritime law-enforcement agencies, the energy sector, and propaganda interest groups that constitute what Susan Shirk calls the “control coalition.” On the maritime disputes specifically, hard-liners within the Chinese maritime affairs system also invoked Deng’s
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teachings but interpreted them in a way to support an assertive approach. They contended that “sovereignty belonging to China” (主权属于我) must be a precondition for—and therefore take precedence over—the principle of “shelving the disputes and pursuing joint development” (搁置争议，共同开发).

The hard-liners contended that understanding Deng’s policy merely as “shelving the disputes and pursuing joint development” while ignoring the basic premise of “sovereignty belonging to China” had led to a “serious deviation from the very essence of Deng’s thinking.” They criticized the fact that the traditional policy had been manipulated by the other claimants in such a way that the principle of “sovereignty belonging to China” had in effect been “abandoned.” Calling for a more “scientific” understanding of Deng’s guidance for resolving maritime disputes, they argued that “keeping a low profile” must not be used as justification for inaction on the issue of sovereignty and that some “dated ideas” on how to handle China’s maritime disputes “must be subject to a rethinking” and be given a “new meaning in the context of the era.” Some even argued that under “new historical circumstances,” once peaceful resolution cannot be achieved and other claimants attempt to escalate the situation, defending China’s sovereignty by force would be inevitable. As such, according to the hard-liners, the most important leg of “sovereignty belonging to China” must be prioritized and made a precondition for shelving disputes and pursuing joint development because it enables China to retain the right of using force as a last resort to resolve the disputes.7

The hard-line push started in late 2010, peaked in 2011 as more prominent PLA strategists and propagandists joined the endeavor, and continued into 2012.8 The influence of hawkish pressure found its way into China’s top leadership, which seemed to lack a consensus at the time with respect to how China should handle the flareups on its maritime periphery. At an August 2012 Chinese Communist Party leadership meeting in
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Beidaihe, Hu Jintao reportedly came under attack from hard-liners within the leadership for his weak handling of maritime disputes, especially Japan’s move to purchase the Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands. The impacts of leadership disunity were magnified by the party’s upcoming once-in-a-decade power transition. Although Hu would not officially leave office until November, his successor, Xi Jinping, was already in charge of China’s maritime affairs by the middle of 2012. For Xi, the growing tensions over maritime disputes represented an “important test” of his competence in defending national sovereignty as well as an opportunity to “project strength in contrast to Hu.”

The hard-liners eventually carried the day when Xi gave his endorsement to the three-legged formula of “sovereignty belonging to China, shelving disputes, and pursuing joint developments” at a Politburo study session in July 2013. Some scholars noted that Xi’s repetition of Deng’s guideline came as a sign that “Beijing may be reconsidering the merits of its most assertive actions in the East and South China Seas.” This line of argument seems to interpret the debate as being over whether Deng’s formula should be discarded as a whole, thus concluding that Xi’s repetition of Deng’s guideline represented a continuity with Deng’s policy. Nevertheless, as elaborated in the preceding paragraphs, the real focus of the internal debate appears to have been on whether the allegedly long-forgotten first leg, “sovereignty belonging to China,” should be re-emphasized, prioritized, and even made a precondition to the other two legs. Viewed in this light, Xi’s articulation of the three-legged guideline (as opposed to the traditional two-legged narrative), as well as the way the three legs were ordered, leads to a very different conclusion: it is a sign that the hard-liners had increasingly dominated and finally won the debate. This was the broad context in which the Scarborough Shoal standoff and Beijing’s decision to escalate took place.
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The Onset of the Standoff and Beijing’s Cost-Benefit Calculation

While China's bilateral relationship with the Philippines had shown signs of strain before President Benigno Aquino III assumed office in 2010, from Beijing's perceptive, the relationship was in its best state during the administration of President Gloria Pacapagal Arroyo, which persistently "strove to avoid provoking China." After 2010, however, the bilateral relationship witnessed a steadfast deterioration. Aquino was seen by Beijing as being more explicit in criticizing China's behavior in the South China Sea and as actively pushing for what Beijing called “internationalizing” the disputes—an approach clearly at odds with Beijing’s insistence that the disputes be resolved bilaterally. Starting in 2011, the Aquino administration proposed that the two countries submit their competing claims to the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea, which Beijing rejected.

Bilateral tensions steadily increased during the months leading up to the standoff. In March 2011, Manila accused Chinese patrol ships of harassing a survey vessel operating in the Reed Bank under a contract with the Philippine government. In April, the two countries submitted their respective notes verbales to the United Nations, staking competing claims to the Spratly Islands. In June, Manila claimed that Chinese ships had made at least seven major intrusions into Philippine-claimed waters in the first half of 2011. In March 2012, tensions heightened again after the Philippines built a loading ramp and renovated a runway on Thitu Island.

Against this backdrop, a standoff erupted on April 10 when the Philippine Armed Forces dispatched a frigate to inspect several Chinese fishing boats spotted in a Scarborough Shoal lagoon. Philippine sailors boarded the Chinese boats and found copious giant clams, corals, and live sharks inside one of the boats. China insisted that the Chinese fishers were taking shelter in the lagoon from harsh weather conditions. After receiving calls from the Chinese fishing ships, two China Marine Surveillance (CMS) patrol vessels in the vicinity, which were on routine patrol, responded after
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getting approval from CMS headquarters, the State Oceanic Administration (SOA), and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Upon arrival, the CMS ships interposed themselves between the Chinese fishing boats and the Philippine warship, preventing the arrest of the Chinese fishers. As neither side was willing to budge, a standoff ensued. Diplomatic negotiations for a quick de-escalation were likewise deadlocked.

The South China Sea has long been rife with fishing disputes between the claimants that have resulted in detentions of fishers and confiscation of catches. While encouraging Chinese fishers to operate in the contested waters as a way of asserting China’s sovereignty, Beijing had traditionally adopted a confrontation-averse approach. Chinese fishing boats operating in the contested areas were instructed to keep a minimum distance of three nautical miles from islets and reefs occupied by other countries as well as from foreign oil rigs. Catching endangered or protected marine species was prohibited, as this would “cause trouble for China’s diplomacy and damage China’s international image.” In the event of detention by foreign authorities, the Chinese fishers were instructed to “wait patiently” for Chinese diplomats to negotiate their release. Viewed in this light, China’s actions in the Scarborough Shoal episode marked a departure from its traditional practice in that the Chinese maritime law enforcement (MLE) ships intervened and blocked the detention of Chinese fishers by another claimant.

While the PLA was the major fighting force that China used to resolve maritime disputes in the twentieth century, China has gradually moved away from a navy-centric approach toward an approach that employs MLE agencies as first-response, front-line units and the PLA as a backstop force. The rationale for this transition is multipronged. First, it enables the PLA to invest in blue water capabilities to fulfill what the Chinese leadership envisioned in the early 2000s as the institution’s “new historic missions,” including conducting low-intensity and noncombatant operations to protect
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China’s strategic waterways and overseas interests beyond the country’s immediate periphery.23

Second, despite the PLA performing a supporting role, merely the display of its presence is sufficient to signal China’s resolve and ability to defend territorial claims by force.24 Deployed over the horizon, the PLA enables the MLE and other civilian actors, such as Chinese fishers and national oil companies, to expand the scope of their activities and establish a constant presence in contested areas. In the event of a confrontation, the PLA can weigh in as an ultimate security guarantor for these actors. This presence-without-interference approach is perceived by the PLA and China’s civilian researchers as having a stabilizing effect through deterrence.25

Third, China believes that the use of nominally civilian MLE agencies as a front-line force in contested waters lowers the risk of escalation in the event of a confrontation or clash with foreign vessels.26 By the time the standoff occurred, China’s major MLE agencies had established a constant presence in the South China Sea. The Fisheries Law Enforcement Command (FLEC) started active patrols in the South China Sea in 1998, and the CMS started patrols in 2007.27 However, as Geoffrey Till has cautioned, the perception that MLE vessels are less escalatory may have the paradoxical effect of emboldening governments to employ them more assertively.28

During the standoff, the PLA maintained a relatively measured tone in its official statements, which was consistent with its secondary role. Its first official response came on April 24, when Chinese minister of national defense Liang Guanglie said that he was confident in the co-management of the incident by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and other agencies charged with jurisdiction over maritime affairs and that he believed that the standoff
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could be resolved through diplomatic means. Two days later, defense ministry spokesperson Geng Yansheng stated that the military would work with the FLEC and CMS to collaboratively defend China’s maritime rights and interests. On May 12, a PLA Daily commentary stated that there was still room for resolving the standoff through diplomatic means and called for adherence to the principle of “on just grounds, to our advantage, and with restraint” (有理、有利、有节) to preserve China’s “strategic initiative.”

In late May, when attending the ASEAN Defense Ministers’ Meeting-Plus in Phnom Penh, Liang welcomed a sideline meeting with his Philippine counterpart. During the meeting, Liang urged Manila to “prioritize the broad interests” of the region. China’s relatively restrained official line notwithstanding, hard-liners within the PLA enjoyed plenty of liberty during the standoff, openly calling on Beijing to “show the sword” to deter further provocations by the Philippines and prevent other claimants from following suit.

Meanwhile, bureaucratic interests and interagency rivalry between MLE agencies played a role in hyping tensions and publicity surrounding the standoff. The fact that it was two CMS ships that first responded and intervened was used by CMS and the SOA to undergird the institution’s leading role in safeguarding China’s maritime rights. Competing to project a leading role, the FLEC invited a TV news crew to ride with its vessel deployed to Scarborough Shoal. The news company’s request for a media ride had been pending for two years before the FLEC extended the invitation. The FLEC used this publicity to showcase the process of resupplying Chinese fishing boats at the shoal and ritually planted the Chinese flag on a reef. The message was clearly articulated: “The FLEC represents the sovereignty of the Chinese government.”

SOA director Liu Cigui even complained during an interview with Xinhua on June 8 that media reports on the standoff often
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mistook CMS vessels for FLEC ships, although the former have “always been at the forefront in defending China’s maritime rights and interests.”

As details of Chinese decision-making processes during the standoff remain unavailable to external observers, it is difficult to determine the specific level of influence that each agency has on Beijing’s decisions. But a general observation is that the PLA, national oil companies, and Hainan’s provincial authorities were more powerful and had greater sway over decision-makers, whereas the CMS and FLEC were “not known as bureaucratic heavy hitters” and thus logrolled with the more powerful players in order to advance their own parochial institutional interests. This observation is consistent with the fact that strategists and scholars within the PLA played a major role in hardening China’s approach toward sovereignty issues.

Meanwhile, moves made by the Philippines in the early stage of the standoff enabled the hard-liners to justify a firm Chinese posture. First, it deployed a naval frigate to inspect and arrest the Chinese fishers. This deployment was portrayed by proponents of a firm Chinese response as indicating Manila’s hostile intention, even though the Philippine warship was an antiquated World War II-era cutter, whereas the Chinese MLE ships were newer, larger, and more modern. Second, Manila released a group of photos on April 11 that showed the Chinese fishing boats at Scarborough Shoal being inspected by armed Philippine soldiers and the Chinese fishers being held at gunpoint. Releasing such photos was not an unprecedented practice by the Philippines, but publicizing them during an ongoing standoff represented a key departure from past incidents and was conveniently used by China to justify an assertive response. An article penned by former senior Chinese government officials with firsthand involvement in the standoff claimed that the photos triggered “an outcry among the Chinese general public” that pushed Beijing to take countermeasures.

With respect to the international response, China perceived regional stakeholders as ambivalent at the onset of the standoff. The first source of ambivalence came from Washington on the critical question of how the United States would respond to a clash between China and the Philippines in
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the South China Sea. As tensions grew in the area, Manila began to regularly push Washington to reaffirm its commitment to honoring the 1951 U.S.-Philippines Mutual Defense Treaty. But Washington had been reluctant to clarify its treaty obligations to the Philippines on the South China Sea issue. In June 2011, when asked how the United States would respond in the event of a Chinese attack on Philippine forces in the Spratly Islands, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton declined to discuss "hypothetical events."40

A Congressional Research Service report on U.S.-Philippine relations released on April 5, 2012—three days prior to the outbreak of the standoff—acknowledged that the treaty “may leave room for different interpretations.”41 U.S. ambivalence led Manila to openly complain that there was “strategic ambiguity on the part of Washington.”42 Writings by Chinese analysts at the time indicate that Beijing was clearly aware of Washington’s ambivalence and its implications in a South China Sea scenario.43

Washington remained ambiguous during the incident. On April 30, the U.S.-Philippines 2+2 meeting ended without clarifying whether the mutual defense treaty covered the Philippines’ offshore claims.44 On May 3, a People’s Daily article described Washington’s attitude as a sign of “neutrality.”45 The importance that Beijing attached to this perception of Washington’s neutrality was also clear in a meeting on June 1 between Chinese vice foreign minister Fu Ying and U.S. assistant secretary of state Kurt Campbell to work out a solution to end the standoff. According to Fu, she explicitly asked Campbell what role Washington played, and his response that the United States did not play any role was “very important” because “it is related to China’s judgment of the incident.”46

The second source of ambivalence came from ASEAN. As tensions in the South China Sea escalated, Beijing seemed more worried about the prospect of ASEAN countries forming a “united front” against China
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than a strong U.S. reaction. Long before the Scarborough Shoal episode, Beijing had made it clear that it would “actively prevent ASEAN from forming a unified position ostensibly adverse to China’s interests.” But ASEAN’s muted response to the standoff mitigated Beijing’s worries about galvanizing regional counterbalancing efforts against China. More than a week into the standoff, the Philippines complained that ASEAN had not issued “even a resolution of concern or of sympathy.” Still, Beijing’s lingering unease about a united ASEAN position was reflected in a commentary published in the *People’s Daily* on the eve of the ASEAN Foreign Ministerial Meeting. The commentary urged the ministers to not allow the broad interests of ASEAN-China cooperation to be harmed by the South China Sea controversies. On July 13, the foreign ministers failed to issue a joint communiqué due to internal disagreement over whether to include a reference to the South China Sea. This failure, the first in ASEAN’s 45-year history, came as a clear sign of the organization’s inability to form a united front vis-à-vis China.

**A Multipronged Nonmilitary Escalation**

Incentivized by its cost-benefit calculation to take an escalatory posture, China’s goal was twofold: get the fishers back; and after their departure from the scene, “deter the Philippines from continuing to confront China.” Given the power asymmetry between the two countries, the Philippines obviously did not have the capabilities to alter the local power balance in its favor or militarily confront China. Manila’s repeated calls to submit the dispute to international arbitration, however, raised the prospect of fundamentally delegitimizing China’s claims in the legal and political dimensions. The nonmilitary and nonphysical nature of international arbitration introduced a need for a proportionate Chinese escalation strategy that would enable China to credibly signal its resolve without unduly militarizing the situation.
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Hence, Beijing engaged in a multipronged nonmilitary escalation that did not directly involve the PLA.

On May 2, China’s General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine announced that due to “bacteria problems,” bananas and pineapples imported from the Philippines were being held at Chinese ports.53 The Philippines’ top fruit exports to China in 2011 in terms of value were bananas, followed by pineapples,54 and China had been the second-largest importer of Philippine bananas.55 Quiet bilateral diplomacy ensued. On May 24, Manila announced that after a joint inspection of the fruits by Chinese and Philippine authorities, the uninfected fruits were cleared for entry to China, while those infested would be destroyed or shipped back to the Philippines.56 Given the nonessential nature of the targeted goods and the relatively short duration, the economic sanction seemed intended as a warning, as opposed to sanctions intended to inflict serious strategic costs, which would likely target essential goods and commodities such as rare earths, oil, or semiconductors.

Starting in mid-May, information about the suspension of China’s Philippines-bound tourism and flights began to surface.57 However, despite claims by Chinese media that over one million Chinese tourists travel to the Philippines every year and that the boycott would deal a “heavy blow” to the country’s tourism industry,58 data from Philippine sources reveals a different story (see Figure 1). The number of Chinese tourists to the Philippines was well below one million until 2017. The year-to-year changes demonstrate a clear trend of growth from 2005 to 2018, with only minor drops in 2009 and 2014. Notwithstanding the suspension of tourism, 2012 saw a modest 3% increase. To be sure, given the robust growth in Chinese tourism in 2010 and 2011, the Philippines could have seen a much larger increase in 2012 had there been no boycott. But a mere slowdown in growth—and no decrease in absolute terms—arguably had a limited effect as an economic punishment. Moreover, 2013 saw a 70% spike in inbound

Chinese tourists, which seems to suggest that the suspension of tourism during the standoff was intended more as a symbolic punitive measure than a substantive retaliatory one.

In addition, China imposed a fishing ban from May 16 to August 1 in waters encompassing Scarborough Shoal and warned that foreign fishing activities in the banned area would face punishments such as fines, confiscations, and even criminal charges.\(^59\) The Philippines reciprocated by imposing its own fishing ban in the area.\(^60\)

In June, the United States stepped in and proposed a mutual withdrawal of the Chinese and Philippine government ships from the shoal as a way to end the standoff. While the Philippines pulled out on June 16, China denied
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on June 18 the existence of any commitment to a mutual withdrawal. On July 18, five days after the ASEAN Foreign Ministerial Meeting failed to issue a joint statement, the Philippines Department of Foreign Affairs reported that China had opportunistically seized full control of Scarborough Shoal and blocked the entrance of the lagoon to prevent Philippine vessels from returning, presenting Manila with a *fait accompli*.62

Different accounts exist with respect to China’s refusal to withdraw and its decision to seize Scarborough Shoal. Conventional wisdom asserts that China acted in bad faith, reneging on what was believed to be a U.S.-brokered agreement to de-escalate.63 Some studies, however, conclude that China’s action was likely a result of crisis communication errors during the process of U.S. shuttle diplomacy and that the Philippines’ untimely disclosure and withdrawal during June 16–18 led China to backtrack to avoid being perceived domestically as compromising on national sovereignty.64 Without obtaining complete and accurate information from Chinese, U.S., and Philippine negotiators and doing a rigorous three-way information triangulation,65 one cannot rule out either explanation for China’s action. Each explanation points to a Chinese rationale that requires a tailored approach from the United States and its allies. If the conventional explanation is valid, the United States and its allies need to make clear to Beijing that negotiating in bad faith and reneging on agreements come with a substantial price. But if the explanation of poor communication has more validity, then a greater emphasis should be given not just to improving crisis communications between Washington and Beijing but also to strengthening coordination between the United States and its allies on crisis diplomacy and signaling.
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64 Green et al., *Countering Coercion in Maritime Asia*, 119.

Beijing’s Approach toward Crisis Decision-making

Chinese decision-makers underestimated the long-term geopolitical repercussions that China’s escalation of the Scarborough Shoal incident would generate. To compensate for their unprecedented failure to present a cohesive stance during the standoff, the ASEAN foreign ministers issued a statement in July 2012 stipulating six principles on the South China Sea issue. From Beijing’s perspective, this development came as an alarming pushback and suggested the surging reputational and geopolitical costs that China would face among ASEAN countries in the long run. A South China Sea expert at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences cautioned against employing the same tactics used during the standoff (dubbed the “Huangyan model”) to consolidate China’s position in the Spratly Islands because doing so would likely generate “high sensitivity and political spillovers” as “relevant disputants and countries outside of the region would make stronger reactions and probably form and strengthen a concerted position against China.” Indeed, a Chinese interviewee acknowledged that the Scarborough Shoal strategy is essentially “non-reusable” (不可复制).

However, Beijing’s awareness of the long-term costs and its decision to abstain from using similar tactics elsewhere did not bring an end to the Scarborough Shoal episode. In early 2016, U.S. intelligence found that China was moving toward reclamation at the shoal, which was reportedly advocated for by the PLA. China eventually refrained from making such a move after President Barack Obama warned Xi Jinping during a March meeting that any reclamation would cross a red line.

The Philippines pressed ahead with the international arbitration in 2013, and the award was issued in July 2016 shortly after its new president Rodrigo Duterte was inaugurated. Beijing rejected the ruling entirely, on the one hand, and utilized the change in Philippine leadership as an opportunity to co-opt the Duterte administration and dampen the effect of the arbitral ruling, on the other hand. In December of that year, Duterte announced

68 Author’s interview in Beijing, China, May 2019.
his decision to shelve the award after Beijing pledged development aid and investment (which would not materialize throughout Duterte's term).\(^7\)

For other claimants, the arbitration ruling provided a new potential course of action they could resort to in the face of a stronger China in the South China Sea. To be sure, delegitimizing China's claims in the legal dimension is far from adequate to effectively counter its expanding activities and control in the region. Nonetheless, the accumulated reputational damage could make Beijing think twice before pursuing escalatory measures akin to those it took during the Scarborough Shoal episode. In 2014, during its clash with China over the deployment of a Chinese oil rig to the Paracel Islands, Vietnam publicly considered the option of initiating arbitration, which likely contributed to China's decision to eventually back down and remove the rig.\(^7\) In 2019, Vietnam raised the legal option again amid flare-ups over China's deployment of a marine survey ship to prospect waters within Vietnam's claimed exclusive economic zone.\(^7\) Writings by some Chinese analysts revealed China's concerns that a Vietnam-initiated arbitration could seek to delegitimize China's claims not only in the Spratly Islands but also in the Paracel Islands.\(^7\)

China's decision-making is driven as much by power distribution as by Beijing's desire to be recognized and respected as a major power by both established powers and smaller states.\(^7\) This mentality was manifested when Chinese foreign minister Yang Jiechi asserted in 2010 that “China is a big country and other countries are small countries, and that is just a fact.”\(^76\) But this rationale does not translate into across-the-board assertiveness in China's dealings with weaker states in the South China Sea. Historically, China has a track record of compromising in territorial disputes with its smaller neighbors but confronting militarily more powerful adversaries, such as the Soviet Union and India during the Cold War.\(^77\) In the past two decades, China has demonstrated a more risk-acceptant and confrontational
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posture vis-à-vis Japan in the East China Sea than with claimants in the South China Sea.\(^78\) In addition, the accelerated economic integration between China and many Southeast Asian countries over the past few decades enables China to induce their accommodation to its interests by leveraging its economic heft.\(^79\) This approach can be summarized, in the words of a retired PLA major general, as “using both carrots and sticks, being both accommodating and assertive” (恩威并举, 软硬都有).\(^80\)

To the extent that China strives to credibly signal its resolve while maintaining an image of nonbelligerency among its smaller neighbors, stakeholders in the region still have the leverage to shape Chinese crisis behavior in the South China Sea by tipping China’s cost-benefit calculation toward the international end. External efforts, however, are most effective when an unequivocal, strong U.S. response is combined with a unified voice from ASEAN.

Regarding the United States, the country should continue to throw its weight behind ASEAN, bolster the credibility of collective counterbalancing efforts in the region, and strengthen other regional stakeholders’ resilience in their dealings with China, especially in the economic realm. Meanwhile, the United States should avoid approaching the South China Sea disputes in the region solely through a prism of great-power competition or by over-relying on major power–centric groupings in the area such as AUKUS (Australia, the United Kingdom, and the United States) and the Quad (Australia, India, Japan, and the United States). Doing so may backfire by marginalizing ASEAN, which should play a central role in managing the disputes. For ASEAN members, they need to leverage Beijing’s aversion to ASEAN unity as well as its desire to still project an image of nonbelligerency to constrain China more effectively when it oversteps.

---


EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter examines China’s decision-making process regarding the border conflict with India and considers the outlook for the bilateral relationship.

MAIN ARGUMENT
The China-India boundary dispute is significant in Xi Jinping’s decision-making calculus. The politico-military apparatus in China perceives India in increasingly antagonistic terms and chooses to create periodic tensions with India on the boundary dispute. This will continue to be the case in Xi’s third term, especially as the centennial goal of building a modern military by 2027 steadily approaches. At the same time, the China-India border dispute must be seen as a corollary of the wider geopolitics at play. In particular, Beijing’s decision-making is effectively controlled by the belief that India’s foreign policy choices vis-à-vis China are influenced by the U.S. and that India depends on the U.S. to counter China’s expanding regional dominance. In addition, as China’s modernization of its defense forces continues, the border dispute with India is playing a key role in decision-making about the requirements for engaging in and defending other contested regional theaters, such as the Taiwan Strait and the South China Sea. Finally, it is important to recognize that China views India concurrently through multiple lenses beyond merely their bilateral differences in the boundary dispute.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

- Given the larger geopolitical dynamics at play, China and India are unlikely to resolve their border disputes because of what Beijing sees as New Delhi’s backtracking on a tacit consensus of the post-1993 (and 1996) deal that favored strategic cooperation.

- There is widespread consensus in China that a rising, nationalistic, and assertive India is a key component of the regional (if not global) security architecture. At the same time, China is concerned about the growing collaboration among regional Indo-Pacific countries.

- Beijing appears to be increasing its efforts (as part of its global strategy) to encourage tactical cooperation with India in the economic and multilateral spheres, while simultaneously employing intimidation tactics (psychological and military) to prevent India from coalescing with the Western-led security architecture and, ultimately, to emphasize its overall superiority. There is little chance of a shift in strategy in the near future.
Chapter 6

China’s Decision-making and the Border Dispute with India

Jagannath Panda

The conflict between the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and India along their disputed border, the Line of Actual Control (LAC), has not completely de-escalated in the three years since the Galwan Valley clash of May 2020. After more than eighteen rounds of talks and negotiations with top military officials from both sides, any collaboration remains marked by deep mistrust. While the disengagement process has remained stalled, reports suggest that the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) has not completely withdrawn from its forward location in the Kongka La region in eastern Ladakh, and problems with patrols in Depsang and Demchok have not yet been fully resolved.1 A step toward ending the standoff was made when both India and China successfully withdrew from Patrolling Point 15 in the Gogra-Hotsprings region of eastern Ladakh; yet, complete disengagement is still far from being achieved.2 Moreover, the new skirmish along the mountainous border in the Tawang region of the Indian state of Arunachal Pradesh has further highlighted that the LAC remains highly sensitive and dangerous three years after the Galwan Valley skirmishes.

What factors have prevented the PRC and India from moving past the stalemate over the LAC and reaching a sustainable solution to the border conflict? Looking at the PRC’s decision-making process and outlook toward India (and the region at large), what are the prospects for successful negotiations between the two countries moving forward?

To answer these questions, it is imperative to understand the trajectory of both the China-India border confrontation and, broadly, their “developmental partnership.” This requires an examination of how the PRC perceives the issue within the Chinese government’s decision-making calculus on the matter. In other words, it is worth looking at the factors, particularly through the strategic lens of China, that led to a relatively sudden escalation of tensions between the two countries, so much so that it resulted in the deadliest clash between the two sides in over four decades. Although no guns were used—per the 1996 and 2005 agreements that disallowed the use of firearms (including “blast operations” or explosives) within two kilometers of the LAC—primitive weaponry like nail-studded iron rods was used to bloody effect. The Chinese side had admitted to injuries and casualties amid a “physical clash” between troops without mentioning crude weapons. Even three years after the incident, there is little clarity on the fundamental causes that led to the sudden escalation after years of stability at the border.

China’s actions at borders disputed with its neighbors—including its Galwan Valley clash with India in 2020 and its buildup of infrastructure in contentious areas near the LAC—are widely interpreted as unilateral acts of aggression. Looking at China’s domestic debates and its decision-making processes can help gain critical insight into Chinese perceptions on the issue and, therefore, help project the future of the boundary crisis.


Against this backdrop, this chapter attempts to demystify the PRC’s decision-making around the boundary conflict with India. It first outlines how India has factored into China’s calculus, with a focus on Xi Jinping’s consolidation of power through the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and the Central Military Commission (CMC). It then examines the executive role of the PLA under Xi and analyzes the recent shift in China’s policy toward India. Finally, the chapter considers the prospects of achieving realistic progress in border negotiations.

China’s Decision-making and the Sino-Indian Border Dispute

The CCP today, as in previous decades, considers the armed forces critical and integral to its survival. It holds absolute power over the PLA, not just in spirit but to the letter. Thus, the modernization and strengthening of the PLA as per “Xi Jinping Thought” are under the party’s command. One aim of the CCP constitution is to develop the PLA so as to enhance its loyalty to the party. Thus, the PLA, as a party-armed wing comprising soldiers that are also party members, is a “political actor” that influences state governance. As general secretary of the CCP for the past decade and chair of the CMC, Xi Jinping has held the top position in China’s decision-making infrastructure. To maintain and strengthen the CCP’s ability to dominate policymaking and enhance his authority over China’s policy agenda, Xi has augmented his influence and rigorously centralized decision-making power across all policy sectors, especially in the military dimension.

Xi’s Boundary-Plus Policy

The disputed China-India boundary is critical in Xi’s decision-making calculus, especially as India’s own regional and global power grows. Further, military centrality in foreign relations has shaped China’s decision-making, particularly regarding the Sino-Indian border dispute. Yet it is important to remember that Xi, in his initial years as leader, viewed India rather cordially. Beijing’s decision-making regarding the China-India boundary was shaped by the goal of cooperative engagement with India to chalk out a partnership under the Chinese umbrella of the Belt and Road Initiative.
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and to appease India as a hedge against the United States’ regional strategy and initiatives. These efforts were supported by China’s neighborhood diplomacy policy and the “developmental partnership” outlined by the Xi and Modi administrations in 2014. In addition, as its naval might and self-assurance grew, China perceived friendly ties with India as a prerequisite for extending its reach into the Indian Ocean, which could have resulted in peaceful progress and aid in establishing a Sino-centric regional order. Thus, improving relations with India was high on China’s foreign policy agenda. In 2014, Xi even authored an article in an Indian newspaper following his three-day state visit to India amid tensions in the Chumar valley, which argued that China and India must emerge as “cooperation partners” to take forward the “Asian century of prosperity.”

However, China’s outlook on its border conflict with India swung sharply later in the decade, as Beijing attempted to unilaterally impose its land claims, thereby raising tensions. This pivot can be attributed to two key factors: first, the changing security environment and great-power politics China faced; and second, China’s changing perception of India as India became an increasingly assertive voice in regional geopolitics as an Indo-Pacific power. Beijing’s perspective of India as a developmental partner had, if anything, been overshadowed by its assessment of India and the boundary dispute through the prism of the historical Tibet issue. Particularly under Xi, China’s Tibet policy to a great extent has been built on caution as well as assertion. This policy is underpinned by the Mao Zedong-era fears of India attempting to undermine Chinese influence in the region and desiring to weaken China’s hold on Tibet by leveraging the Dalai Lama’s ties with India. This wary perception toward India has been deep-seated in China’s decision-making process for decades and is bound to persist until the succession of the fourteenth Dalai Lama is settled. On Tibet as a territorial question, Xi, like Mao, has concentrated on the other “five fingers” of the Tibetan Plateau, which include the northeastern Indian states of Arunachal Pradesh and Sikkim, the Indian territory of Ladakh, and the countries of Bhutan and Nepal. As demonstrated by the December 2022 encounter between Indian and Chinese forces in Arunachal Pradesh, Xi wants to continue to solidify China’s authority in the area, with Tibet taking on more significance as a key concern, especially as potential Dalai Lama succession politics could unravel at any time.

In this context, Beijing has been investing heavily in the region through developmental projects and military means. In China’s perception, a stable, safe, and infrastructurally advanced border region (including in the Tibetan Plateau) would thwart India’s attempts to weaken China’s influence and power in the Himalayan valley. At the same time, demonstrating Beijing’s power and tactical advantage over New Delhi would effectively keep India’s fast-paced infrastructural development plan in the area under check. Though the Galwan Valley clash was more a military response to the Doklam clash of 2017, which the PLA perceived as a moral loss, it was equally perpetuated by India’s construction of the Daulat Beg Oldi (DBO) road. The connection between the December 2022 Tawang clash and India’s construction of the frontier highway in Arunachal Pradesh must be made along these lines.

Thus, Xi has paid distinct attention to the PLA Western Theater Command. This is the largest of China’s five theater commands, controlling the country’s frontiers with Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, Nepal, and Myanmar. The Chinese personnel and property along the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor are among the targets of its duties. Further, it is the same command that played an instrumental role in orchestrating the tensions in the Ladakh region in April 2020. The uniqueness of the Western Theater Command can be evaluated by reviewing the fact that it comprises two military districts: the Tibet Military District and the Xinjiang Military District, both of which fall under the direct control of the PLA Ground Force. Further, in contrast to other theater commands administered and led by the CMC, the Tibet and Xinjiang military districts have been upgraded to mini-theater or subset unit status. This signifies the influence of the Tibet and Xinjiang military districts, which might possess the charge of military and strategic planning during a conflict.

Additionally, China has been emphasizing the growth of the Western Theater Command, approving large-scale infrastructure projects to increase
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its capabilities. Military development has included providing it with cutting-edge hardware and the newest jet aircraft ahead of most of the other theater commands. Developmental initiatives, particularly under the 14th Five-Year Plan, also play a major role in restating the CCP’s priorities in developing the Tibet region. In particular, the Chinese government aims to finish building new railways, a new highway, and 30 additional airfields in the Tibet Autonomous Region and its environs by 2030–35.11

**Xi’s Political Choice and Political Brass on India**

The events of the 20th National Congress of the CCP, held in October 2022, further underscored the party’s heightened attention on the Sino-Indian border dispute and the importance of the Western Theater Command.12 As a part of the National Congress convened every five years, the CCP selected 2,296 delegates for the key meeting “in accordance with the party Constitution” and “under the guidance of Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era.”13 Significantly, this included the selection of 30 delegates from the Western Theater Command—nearly double that of the other four theater commands—to showcase its strategically prime position in Xi’s decision-making. Further, the CCP elected PLA commander Qi Fabao, who was reportedly injured in the skirmishes with Indian soldiers in the Galwan Valley clash in 2020, as one of the Western Theater Command’s delegates. The party also played a video clip from the clash at the meeting to showcase the victories of the PLA in the conflict,14 further signifying the growing importance of the role played by the boundary dispute in Xi’s strategic and political reckonings.

The 20th Party Congress points toward a renewed focus by Xi on South Asia, and particularly India. This has been demonstrated through Xi’s evident selection and elevation of candidates with robust experience in managing China-India relations. The most evident is Ding Xuexiang—selected as a member of the Politburo Standing Committee—who accompanied Xi during his visit to Mamallapuram in 2019, along with Yang Jiechi and
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He Lifeng. Term as Xi’s “most trusted aide,” Ding has experience in agenda planning, briefings, and foreign travel to India that could lead the CCP to strengthen its focus on Sino-Indian relations.

Apart from Ding, the connections to India of General He Weidong, who serves as vice chair of the CMC and a member of the current Politburo, are also rather interesting. Having dealt with border matters related to India, particularly as commander of the PLA Ground Force in the Western Theater Command from July 2016 to December 2019, General He would have been at the forefront of shaping China’s military posture during the Doklam standoff in 2017. He might have also played a prominent role in setting the decision-making stage during the Galwan Valley clashes in 2020. Promoting someone with such crucial on-the-ground experience is evidence of Xi’s commitment to bringing in those who are proficient with the military posturing of the Indian side and could lead the PLA successfully during another localized conflict with the Indian Army. Also picked to join the Central Committee were Li Fengbiao, who, as the political commissar of the Western Theater Command, will be tasked with ensuring the implementation of Xi’s political agenda in the region, and Xu Qiling, who currently serves on the Joint Staff Department of the CMC and was the commander of the Western Theater Command in 2020. As mentioned earlier, these appointments signify Xi’s changing tactical focus on the China-India boundary, while the Politburo and Central Committee appointments reiterate the robust current and future implications for India and its strategic relations with China.
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Apart from military appointments, it is worth examining the appointments to the Central Foreign Affairs Commission, which sets the foundation for China’s foreign policy planning and execution and concurrently influences Beijing’s ties with New Delhi. The most interesting appointment here remains that of state councilor and foreign minister Wang Yi, whose “wolf warrior” tactics, particularly during the Galwan Valley standoff, raised many eyebrows in India. More recently, Wang represented the PRC on March 25, 2022, during a surprise visit to India after stopovers in Pakistan and Afghanistan. He was the first high-level Chinese official to visit India since December 2019. The appointment can be considered a reiteration of China’s determination to showcase a firm attitude toward India, particularly at the border. Wang’s “four-pronged perseverance”—reaching strategic consensus, sidelining boundary issues, leveraging common strengths, and expanding “Oriental” multilateral cooperation—seems to be the direction in which the bilateral relationship will head if China controls the discourse.20

Furthermore, the United States is now permanently dominant in China’s strategic outlook toward India. The Arunachal Pradesh border clash in December 2022 took place only days after the conclusion of joint U.S.-India war games. Unlike in Galwan, disengagement following the clash was immediate in this case; however, it must be viewed as a sign of potentially increasing violence within the LAC commands.21 Significantly, China had not previously considered India a primary threat or an equal power22 but, judging New Delhi by its comprehensive national power, a secondary power.23 However, with the United States and India working together on defense, China faces a much more genuine and severe threat along its southern border and in the Indian Ocean. Cooperation of this sort not only would likely jeopardize the safety and stability of China’s western borderlands and weaken its strategic influence in South Asia, but it could...
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jeopardize China’s access to energy from the Middle East by impeding the country’s power-projection capabilities in the Indian Ocean. Moreover, the United States’ recognition of India’s leadership role in the Indian Ocean weakens (and even severely challenges) China’s influence in the region and the world at large, while encouraging Japan, Australia, and other Indo-Pacific countries to forge stronger ties with New Delhi.

In this light, the idea that outside factors play a major role in China’s tense relationship with India is troubling to Beijing. Many of its policies toward India have been influenced by the path that New Delhi and Washington have taken together. As a matter of fact, the PRC’s decision-making toward India is controlled by the belief that India’s decisions are influenced by the United States, and India requires the support of the United States to counter China’s expanding regional dominance. Beijing’s critical view toward India persists irrespective of India maintaining “strategic autonomy” and seeking diverse partnerships, including with Russia (a U.S. adversary and a strong partner of China). This hostility has increased since India has enhanced its strategic ties with the United States, along with participating in groupings like the Quad, involving the United States, Japan, and Australia, as well as having established strong defense ties through defense industry cooperation, arms sales, and information- and intelligence-sharing mechanisms.

Thus, several factors, including China’s ambition to secure its borders and core interests, along with its resolve to reject the growing U.S. influence, have likely influenced China’s decision-making in the boundary dispute with India. This case also sheds light on China’s views on other middle powers and great powers, revealing how the country’s behavior and stance in a conflict shift depending on the opponent’s level of global or regional influence.
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influence. In this context, China’s attitude toward middle powers is likely to possess an amalgamation of status quo and revisionist elements. Whereas the status quo attitude would have ensured a stable environment for China to rise peacefully, revisionist perceptions would lead China to expand its interests and respond assertively to secure its core strategic goals.

Judging from recent events, particularly during the Covid-19 pandemic, China has been gradually adopting an assertive, revisionist outlook toward many middle powers. If anything, China is demonstrating its unyielding nature and employing more aggressive measures toward countries it does not view as being on par with its power. For instance, it has been using assertive diplomacy and a belligerent stance at the LAC, while mobilizing resources to achieve a decisive victory on the battlefield just like it did during the border conflict of 1962.

The 2017 Doklam standoff was a turning point in how China viewed India strategically. Neither country used force, but India’s bold stance prompted Beijing to re-evaluate New Delhi’s geopolitical mettle. This re-evaluation contested China’s long-held bias against India as occupying a position of inferiority in the regional power hierarchy. Moreover, China’s increased military and developmental spending in the border region, as well as Xi’s carefully selected CCP appointments, has further confirmed this changing attitude toward India.

Exploring Drivers of LAC Escalation under Xi Jinping

The disputed territory between India and China spans several provinces and regions, from Ladakh (primarily per Chinese claim only) in the northwest to India’s northeastern state of Arunachal Pradesh (again per

29 The term “middle powers” is used to describe a broad coalition of similar, midsized countries that are traditionally considered U.S. democratic allies or partners, but that have strengthened their collaborations with one another and taken it upon themselves to advocate for multilateral solutions to various global and regional challenges in the absence of U.S. leadership. See Erik Brattberg, “Middle Power Diplomacy in an Age of U.S.-China Tensions,” Washington Quarterly 44, no.1 (2021): 219–38; and Yuan Sha, “China’s Dilemma toward Middle Powers in the Asia-Pacific Region” (paper presented at the 2019 U.S. Naval War College and East Asia Security Centre conference, July 2020), https://easc.scholasticahq.com/api/v1/articles/14476-china-s-dilemma-toward-middle-powers-in-the-asia-pacific-region.pdf.

Any potential delineation will have to encompass three key verticals: clarification of the boundary, alignment of the LAC, and implementation of the processes. The last major China-India conflict before Doklam that tilted on the verge of war but was defused without bloodshed was in 1987 in the Sumdorong Chu Valley. The other notable conflicts occurred in 1975, 1967, and 1962. However, as soon as Xi Jinping came to power, the frequency of border clashes rose—Depsang in 2013, Chumar in 2014 during Xi's India visit, Doklam in 2017, and Galwan Valley in 2020—with the intensity (and length) growing with each conflict. The media has reported a 75% increase in Chinese border crossings in Ladakh in 2022 over the contested boundary, and the conflict is exacerbated by the two countries' divergent views of the LAC.

From a wider perspective, the PLA may receive the most attention from Indian military experts and strategists, but, as shown, the CCP holds the real power. Xi is effectively in charge of the entire party-state, including the military, through the secretariat. China's increased use of force along its borders must be viewed in light of his unwavering commitment to total
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obedience; constant battle preparedness (which means renouncing “leisure hours” even in times of peace); a smaller, more streamlined military; and a worldwide power-projection system.37

Further, the Chinese military strategy reflects the changes in China’s national and global security environment in the domains of economics, technology, and security. The strategy has evolved from emphasizing the “immediate and potential threats of local wars” in 2015 to being combat ready for “Informationized Warfare, and [on-the-horizon] intelligent warfare” in 2019.38 Traditionally, China has relied greatly on “preemptive military action,” which it refers to as “defensive in nature”; however, no clear distinction exists between its defensive and offensive tactics.39 Beijing’s strategy toward India is naturally drawn from this overall trajectory of military and strategic outlook as a competing power.

For a long time, India neglected the roads along the LAC in an effort to block easy Chinese access into Indian territory and to delay large-scale invasion. This stance created hindrances in military transportation and mobilization for the Indian side amid smaller incursions and limited conflicts. However, as India sought to remedy its lack of border infrastructure, China grew uneasy, and its actions in the ensuing years have been tactical considerations undoubtedly approved by the top leadership.40 Naturally, these decisions were not made in silos but supported the wider diplomatic and military goals that Xi has been espousing. Criticism of China for its role in the emergence and spread of Covid-19, as well as concerted Western efforts to decouple from China, left the country increasingly isolated. Comments by
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the editor-in-chief of the state-media outlet *Global Times* terming isolation as “misperception” were rather telling.\(^4\)

Notwithstanding the wider politics, in the last ten years, several road and rail projects along the border have been announced by India and fast-tracked by the current Modi government, and multiple advanced landing grounds have been operationalized (and revived) near the LAC. One of the most important triggers has been the construction of the 255-kilometer-long, all-weather Darbuk-Shyok-DBO road, which played a key role in the Galwan Valley clash. The road took about twenty years to complete (2000–19) and gives military access to a section of the Tibet-Xinjiang region, inciting tensions since the conflict in nearby Depsang in 2013.\(^4\) This region is important to China in order to separate Tibet from Xinjiang, where disquiet has been growing in recent years. It is also strategically significant for its airstrip. The road runs parallel to the LAC in the China-occupied Aksai Chin region; it is strategically important for the overall monitoring of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor.\(^4\) Further, the opening of the Bailey Bridge in Ladakh in 2019 has added to contention, as it might be seen as a boost to military planning.\(^4\)

In addition, Indian policy has started shifting from a canvas of “deterrence denial” strategy to “deterrence to pressure and punishment” on China. Responding hard to the PLA’s aggressive posture has emerged as a “new normal” strategy for the Indian military. This is primarily due to China’s increasingly forward deployment, coupled with infrastructure development and rapid military modernization at the border and in the Indian Ocean, to gain a tactical advantage. Pangong Lake and the Galwan Valley region are old flashpoints that were reignited in 2020 for much of the same reasons influencing the broader regional and international dynamics. This has led India toward “expanding and escalating the conflict into new areas and avenues,” as well as creating specialized mechanized brigades, such
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as the Mountain Strike Corps (envisaged in the 2000s and sanctioned in 2013), and raising two mountain divisions in 2010.\textsuperscript{45}

Such decisions have invited criticism from the Chinese strategic community, which considered the Galwan Valley clash an “inevitable result of India’s tough foreign policy featuring high-risk, high-yield [ventures] pursued by the Modi administration toward China.”\textsuperscript{46} According to an article by Hu Shuisheng and Wang Jue, New Delhi’s main objective through this tactic was to overtake Beijing by taking advantage of India’s favorable external strategic environment.\textsuperscript{47} These decisions together have possibly prompted the Chinese side to test India and showcase its superiority. Chinese policy experts had noted the Indian decisions and reiterated China’s intention to strengthen its position in border areas (while emphasizing its self-defense and post-strike policies).\textsuperscript{48} PRC leaders have long asserted the need to sidestep the unresolved border issue in favor of pursuing bilateral ties—a priority that China’s state councilor and foreign minister Wang Yi has reiterated in the last couple of years.

Chinese experts have repeatedly referenced the 1962 war as evidence that India is unable to analyze the root cause of conflicts with China and uses these disputes to “curry favor” with the United States.\textsuperscript{49} Such psychological games were especially important before the Doklam standoff, when China aimed to crush the Indian spirit. In addition, China has time and again criticized India’s “frontier mentality,” which is likely a reference to the “forward policy” that New Delhi adopted prior to the 1962 war.\textsuperscript{50} India’s plans to construct several new posts along the border (which China worried


\textsuperscript{47} Ibid.


would cross the LAC) and for the border police to step up security have thus awakened the ghost of the 1962 war, for which China still blames India.51

Similar fears were in play in 2017 and 2020. Chinese military and diplomatic circles put the blame for the Doklam and Galwan clashes on “provocative and planned” military operations by Indian troops and highlighted India’s infrastructure buildup as a means to create new tensions.52 Some have explicitly described India’s construction of new roads as akin to inciting war, while delineating China’s motive as being to create wealth, by stating that “roads can be the path to wealth or the way to war.”53 The Doklam standoff was unusual in two ways. First, it took place in the middle sector, the less contentious and only delimited sector, where maps have been exchanged. Second, it openly displayed China’s intent to contain, or at the very least unsettle, India’s hold on South Asia, which is perceived as India’s historical bastion.

China has not denied that the building of the road was the cause, but instead has argued that the road was within Chinese territory (not Bhutanese, as claimed by India) and that India violated the 1890 treaty between China and Great Britain by entering.54 Again in 2020, China’s foreign and defense ministries blamed Indian border troops and the road and bridge construction at the LAC in the Galwan Valley for the altercation. According to China, the Indian side violated the June 5 corps commander–level agreement and again crossed into Chinese territory recognized by both countries, unilaterally provoking the Chinese side and then playing the blame game.55 Additionally, Chinese strategic discourse pointed to India’s need to divert attention from domestic inadequacies such as the worsening Covid-19 pandemic and the economic slump amid rising nationalism.56

However, one of the legitimate triggers for the clash in the Galwan Valley could be India changing the status of Ladakh into a union territory (and thus placing it under tighter central control) by amending
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its constitution. Beijing called the act a unilateral attempt to undermine “China’s territorial sovereignty.”

Though this decision, from the Indian perspective, revolves around the Kashmir issue, China viewed the domestic administrative decision as an “unlawful and void” move affecting areas under its control. A closed-door meeting at the UN Security Council held at China’s behest yielded no agreement. China may have anticipated this outcome, using the UN Security Council merely as a psychological tool, or the lack of support may have been interpreted as a failure and added to the border tensions.

The historical angle is of particular significance. The Chinese narrative after the 2020 Galwan Valley conflict, which resurrected the debates over the 1962 war on both sides of the border, highlighted the following similarities. First, the Chinese narrative accused India of taking advantage of China’s global isolationism. In the present era, the theories about China’s role in the origin and spread of Covid-19, the consequent decoupling actions by the rest of the world, and the damage to China’s image thus constitute a powerful trigger. Second, this narrative highlighted India’s policy assertiveness and aggressive rhetoric in public speeches. A third similarity is China’s confusion about what it regards as India’s strategic obsession toward China as a strategic concern and threat due to its far superior military capability (then and now). In 2020, the confusion was all the more pronounced because China is now economically leaps and bounds ahead of India as well.

Another point of contention for China is India’s proactive approach regarding Bhutan’s interests, as well as toward other South Asian states. Beijing has been trying to break into the traditional Indian sphere of influence in South Asia and the Indian Ocean through coercive and
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60 During this period, China was heading for a split with the Soviet Union, and the United States supported the Indian government in the war, almost being on the brink of war itself. See Bruce Riedel, “As India and China Clash, JFK’s ‘Forgotten Crisis’ Is Back,” Brookings Institution, June 17, 2020, https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2020/06/17/as-india-and-china-clash-jfks-forgotten-crisis-is-back.

61 During the 1962 war, China was just coming out of a drastic famine, but militarily it was still stronger than India.
cooperative tactics with other South Asian states.\textsuperscript{62} The Doklam incident, as well as the consequent halting of the “Three-Step Roadmap for Expediting the China-Bhutan Boundary Negotiation” at a critical juncture, was also meant to highlight to Bhutan, which notably does not have diplomatic relations with China, the inadequacy of having India as a security provider.\textsuperscript{63}

China’s strategy toward South Asia begs deeper examination. In particular, under Xi Jinping, China’s India policy has attempted to constrain New Delhi’s growing influence by developing ties with smaller countries in the region. Thus, China’s decision-making approach toward India, particularly along their border, has focused on expanding China’s emerging influence in South Asia, underpinned by its periphery or neighborhood diplomacy.\textsuperscript{64} Within this context, China has emphasized the Belt and Road Initiative to increase trade incentives and transport connectivity between itself and South Asian nations, expressed a desire to join the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation, and maintained an “all-weather friendship” with Pakistan.

Chinese analysts have admitted that India “stands in the way” of China’s outreach to Bhutan due to India’s long-standing historical, cultural, diplomatic, and defense ties with the country.\textsuperscript{65} In recent years, India’s ties with its traditionally favorable Himalayan neighbor states (Nepal, Bangladesh, and Bhutan) have become strained as these countries have shown a tilt toward China.\textsuperscript{66} At the same time, Chinese experts recognize that India’s concerns about its vulnerable “chicken’s neck,” or the Siliguri Corridor—control of which would allow China to isolate northeast India from the rest of the country in the event of a war—were a prime motive for the escalated reaction.\textsuperscript{67}
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China’s India Policy: A Shift in Perspective

Perhaps one of the most important geopolitical events in 2017–18 was the souring of ties between China and the United States, which deteriorated into a veritable trade war with massive global implications.68 As the U.S.-China relationship worsened, Beijing saw shoring up its posture and establishing itself as the foremost power in Asia as essential. In other words, China was keen to ensure that India would not be a party to the U.S. Indo-Pacific strategy and would instead possibly prefer to emerge as an important strategic node in Xi Jinping’s Belt and Road Initiative, as India partnered with China in the formation of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank.

However, India has continued to criticize the Belt and Road Initiative as being a threat to its national sovereignty and territorial integrity and has shown solidarity with Washington’s Indo-Pacific strategy by agreeing to take part in the Quad talks alongside the United States, Japan, and Australia. During this time, China’s strategy shifted to provoking India to push it into submission. Drawing on lessons learned from the 1962 war, China believed that the use of force could result in long-lasting peace. Considering the asymmetry in comprehensive national power, China also believed that the political cost of asserting its border claims and its dominant power would be negligible and that India would be unwilling to mount a major military operation in response to these provocations. To some extent, the standoff at Doklam reinforced these assumptions. Although India criticized the Belt and Road Initiative and adopted an Indo-Pacific focus in its foreign policy, it also refrained from explicitly calling out China on its encroachment and occupation of territory. This only gave Beijing further confidence to systematically carry out its “salami slicing” endeavors in Ladakh in a bid to achieve its tactical goals.69 These aggressive tactics included the construction of outposts and other infrastructure close to areas that Beijing’s interpretation of the LAC considers Chinese territory.

In sum, China’s India policy seemingly shifted from a charm offensive (inducing cooperation through incentives and concessions) to one of incrementally aggressive military tactics aimed at convincing India to move away from the United States. A year after the Galwan Valley skirmishes, the Chinese state media pushed a narrative that India had “repaid the capital
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with interest” because New Delhi overestimated its own strategic virtue. Ultimately, the PRC’s objective vis-à-vis India aligned with its overall neighborhood strategy to secure “a China-centred regional order with Beijing as the sole leader or rule-maker in the region.”

Equally important is China’s shift to a more belligerent attitude with respect to India, aimed at checking New Delhi’s quickly expanding presence on the regional and international stages. The PRC wants to put a halt to India’s rise by leveraging its greater economic and military strength. Beijing attests that India is looking to “force” China into settling the boundary dispute, with “China-U.S. strategic rivalry and Hindu nationalism” driving India’s behavior. Furthermore, the Chinese strategic community has presented the 2017 Doklam standoff as a “peaceful resolution” that has “emboldened” India.

Therefore, China views India concurrently through multiple lenses beyond merely their bilateral differences in the boundary dispute. Other factors include strategic competition between China and the United States, the broader geopolitical and security landscape in the Indo-Pacific (especially within South Asia), and China’s objectives in the region as it rises. Hence, to understand the factors responsible for the ongoing standoff at the LAC, it is vital to recognize that for Beijing the dispute is about much more than the boundary line between the two countries and is a step toward achieving its larger political goals regionally and globally.

Conclusion: Outlook for the Border Dispute

The China-India border dispute must be seen as a corollary of the wider geopolitics at play. The stalemate in border negotiations has persisted, even over three years after the Galwan Valley incident. Negotiations seem unlikely to bear fruit in the future as well, as is highlighted by Chinese foreign minister Wang Yi’s repeated appeals to sidestep the border issue and continue bilateral ties as they were before the 2020 standoff. China is
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unlikely to move past what it views as India's reversal of a tacit consensus in the 1990s on confidence-building measures that prioritized strategic cooperation while simultaneously working on the border issues without letting them hinder progress in other areas.74

Moreover, despite a full-scale war having been averted, the current level of distrust between China and India is abysmal.75 This is evidenced by the aforementioned increase in the number and intensity of conflicts in recent years, the military buildup along both sides of the border, and the lackluster progress toward a resolution of the dispute after several rounds of negotiations. The clash in Arunachal Pradesh in late 2022 is another testament to this growing mistrust, and the same can only be expected in the coming years, despite efforts to establish stabler ties. China's responses over the years have veered from invokingAsian solidarity and a sense of regional multilateral cooperation against what it regards as the U.S.-led Western fiefdom to warnings over India's "miscalculated" strategy.76 However, China's apparent fickleness and persistent threat calculus have pushed India to pursue a pointed multi-alignment policy focused on the United States, various European countries, Australia, Vietnam, and Japan, among other partners. Such gambits have shown a paradoxical side to China-India ties: without trust, they are unable to bring peace to their boundary dispute, and yet to gain trust, peace along the boundary is needed first.

In the early years of his first term, Xi Jinping agreed to proactively resolve the border dispute "as early as possible."77 Unfortunately, Xi’s ascent has coincided with that of Indian strongman Narendra Modi. Since the beginning of his term, Modi has worked to rewrite India’s diplomatic maneuvers by changing to a power-parity equation with China, rebuffing the Belt and Road Initiative, outlining the Security and Growth for All in the Region vision in an obvious tilt to the U.S.-led Indo-Pacific security architecture that endorses a “free and open Indo-Pacific,” and, importantly, contributing to the resurgence of the Quad, which China views as a post-
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Cold War U.S. containment tool. Moreover, India joined the U.S.-initiated Indo-Pacific Economic Framework while opting out (due to various reasons beyond China) of the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), which rankled China enough for the country to reiterate its open invitation to the RCEP.

Although the strategic discourse in China may diverge in some respects in its approach to India, there is an overwhelming consensus that a rising, nationalistic, and assertive India is becoming central to the global and regional security architecture and a fear of the increasing cooperation between regional Indo-Pacific states (including India) and the United States, particularly now that South Korea has joined the U.S.-led security architecture by implementing its own Indo-Pacific strategy under President Yoon Suk-yeol. China has been referencing India’s independent stance in the wake of the Ukraine war to highlight the need for the two countries to enhance cooperation based on common interests instead of undermining each other or letting border disputes overwhelm bilateral ties.

In sum, China seems to be increasingly promoting tactical cooperation in the economic sphere and multilateral forums while employing intimidation tactics (both psychological and military) to prevent India from coalescing with the Western-led security architecture. This strategy is unlikely to change in the near future. The CCP, CMC, and by default the PLA are poised to remain focused on the China-India border in Xi’s third term, especially as the centennial goal of building a modern military by 2027 steadily approaches. As the PRC’s modernization of its defense forces continues, the border dispute with India is playing a key role in decision-making about the requirements for engaging in and defending contested regions. New Delhi must similarly speed up efforts to acquire new equipment and gain a tactical advantage in order to ably protect Indian sovereignty.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter defines three types of cyber crisis that pose risks to China and assesses the agencies, authorities, and procedures that Chinese policymakers have developed to manage such crises.

MAIN ARGUMENT

China’s increasing dependence on and presence in cyberspace raises the risk of three types of cyber crisis for Beijing. First, like all modern states, China must defend, detect, contain, and respond to a domestic cyberattack that could have widespread destructive or disruptive effects on its economy and society. Second, it must prepare and respond to a potential diplomatic and foreign policy crisis created by reactions to Chinese cyberoperations that fall below the threshold for the use of force or armed attack. Third, during any border or maritime crisis, Chinese cyberoperations will be conducted to collect intelligence and possibly to signal, coerce, and deter adversaries. Chinese policymakers must manage the use of cyber tools during any military or diplomatic crisis and ensure that they do not inadvertently lead to escalation or loss of control. China has been developing institutions, regulations, and processes that should improve its ability to manage these three types of crisis.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

- While China has many new institutions and procedures to manage a domestic cyber crisis, the system’s effectiveness during a cyber crisis remains unknown. Analogous experiences of crisis management suggest that China will struggle with the informal information flows and the public-private partnerships essential in the first stages of response.

- The worsening of the Sino-U.S. relationship makes the management of a political crisis provoked by Chinese cyberindustrial espionage significantly more difficult to control, but also less likely to happen. Both sides can be expected to accept cyberespionage as a constant in the relationship and are therefore less likely to react to the other’s complaints or criticism of cyberoperations.

- China can be expected to conduct cyber intelligence operations during a crisis and may use more disruptive or destructive attacks for signaling, coercion, or deterrence. The nature of cyberspace and Chinese approaches to cyber complicate signaling and raise the risk that cyberoperations could exacerbate a crisis and provoke a kinetic response.
China’s Cyber Crisis Management

Adam Segal

Over the last decade, cyberspace and cybersecurity have become central to Chinese strategic, political, and economic interests. Chinese leaders at all levels describe cyberspace as a domain of ideological, political, and military conflict as well as a critical enabler of good governance, economic development, and technological innovation. General Secretary Xi Jinping has declared that “without cyberspace security, there is no national security,” and signaled his desire to move China from being a “large internet country” to a “cyber power” (wangluo qiangguo).1

As China has made this transition, it has come into greater contact and conflict with the United States in cyberspace. Chinese operators have hacked U.S. military, government, and civilian networks since the 1990s in order to collect intelligence, conduct industrial espionage, and prepare for more disruptive and destructive cyberattacks. The issue, however, is not simply that Chinese cyber capabilities have improved over time, though they certainly have. It is that these operations are occurring as Beijing tries to exert greater influence over the global internet.2 This behavior has led to tensions with Washington over technological competition and standards, the ability of governments to access data held by the private sector, and the norms of responsible state behavior in cyberspace.

The combination of greater contact and bilateral political mistrust raises the risk of three types of cyber crisis for Beijing. First, like all modern states,
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China must defend, detect, contain, and respond to a cyberattack that could have widespread destructive or disruptive effects on its economy and society. Chinese leaders, at all levels of governance, are likely to see cyberattacks that severely damage the economy or prevent the provision of critical services as a threat to regime legitimacy and domestic stability. The risks of such an attack, by either state or nonstate actors, have risen considerably. Chinese policymakers are aiming for 10% of China’s GDP to come from the digital economy by 2025, up from 7.8% in 2020. Growth in the digital economy’s share of GDP is expected to come from breakthroughs in big data, artificial intelligence, 5G, the Internet of Things, and other cutting-edge technologies. These economic and technological trends increase the target size and the potential for spillover. In addition, attacks from nonstate actors have become more disruptive. For example, a ransomware attack on Colonial Pipeline in May 2021 by a criminal group known as DarkSide resulted in the company shutting down its 5,500-mile pipeline and subsequent gas shortages on the U.S. eastern seaboard.

Second, Beijing must prepare and respond to a potential diplomatic and foreign policy crisis created by reactions to Chinese cyberoperations that fall below the threshold for the use of force or armed attack. Over the last decade, Washington, along with its friends and partners, has called out Chinese cyberindustrial espionage and sanctioned entities and individuals deemed responsible for the attacks. The most sustained pressure resulted in a joint statement in 2015 from China and the United States that neither side “will conduct or knowingly support cyber-enabled theft of intellectual property, including trade secrets or other confidential business information” for commercial advantage. Chinese hacking, however, has returned as a point of contention, and Beijing faces renewed pressure from the United States and its allies. As Xu Manshu and Lu Chuanying, researchers in the Center for International Cyberspace Governance at the Shanghai Institutes for International Studies, argue, Beijing’s goal is “managing the cyberspace differences and reducing the cyber risk that could trigger a deterioration of bilateral relations, or even a full-scale confrontation between the two countries.”
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Third, during any border or maritime crisis, Chinese cyberoperations will be conducted to collect intelligence and possibly to signal, coerce, and deter adversaries. In addition, Beijing will conduct information operations in support of its narrative of the crisis. Chinese leaders will need to manage the use of cyber tools during any military or diplomatic crisis and ensure that they do not inadvertently lead to escalation or loss of control.

China has been developing institutions, regulations, and processes that should improve its ability to manage these three types of crisis. Over the last decade, an amazing flurry of activity has led to new institutions, laws, and guidelines for the regulation, development, defense, control, and exploitation of cyberspace. On the civilian side, Xi assumed the chair of a central leading group on internet security and informatization, now known as the Central Cyberspace Affairs Commission. A new agency, the Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC), was also established with a mandate that includes controlling online content, bolstering cybersecurity, and developing the digital economy. China has rolled out overlapping and interlinked laws, regulations, and standards focused on critical infrastructure, data storage, security reviews, and the protection of personal data, including the Cybersecurity Law (2017), the Data Security Law (2021), and the Personal Information Protection Law (2021).

On the military side, in 2015 China created the Strategic Support Force (SSF), which integrated space, cyber, electronic, and psychological warfare capabilities into a single force. The SSF’s Network Systems Department is expected to conduct strategic, operational, and tactical cyberoperations in order to establish information dominance, support decision-making during joint operations, and defend national network security.

While all these developments should give the central leadership more information and control in cyberspace, Beijing’s ability to manage a cyber crisis remains deeply uncertain. A national response to widespread disruptive and destructive cyberattacks demands clear authorities, a high degree of bureaucratic coordination, and close cooperation with the private sector. Resolving an extended diplomatic crisis requires attention from the highest levels of leadership and a willingness to subsume cyber issues under the pursuit of larger shared interests in diplomatic relationships. Moreover, the nature of cyberspace and differing understandings of the use of cyberattacks make it likely that the use of cyberoperations as part of a border or maritime dispute will escalate any crisis.

The rest of this chapter introduces the risks to China of a major cyberattack and describes the institutions, regulations, and procedures developed in order to manage and contain a domestic cyber crisis.
It also describes the diplomatic crisis that was created by the United States’ response to China’s widespread and persistent cyberindustrial espionage campaign. The chapter concludes with a description of how China has used cyberoperations during border and maritime disputes and how these operations could be escalatory. It also presents options for Washington and Beijing to reduce the potential for escalation and cyberattacks spilling over into kinetic conflict.

Managing a Domestic Cyber Crisis

Chinese leaders may have initially believed that their country’s model of internet governance and low levels of dependence on digital technologies made China relatively immune from cyberattacks, but that confidence had evaporated by the mid-2010s. The disclosures by the National Security Agency (NSA) contractor Edward Snowden of U.S. intelligence collection activities highlighted not only U.S. capabilities in penetrating networks and gaining access to data but also the perceived risks of dependence on U.S. technology. Chinese analysts argued that the dominance of “core technologies” by U.S. companies gave the United States superior offensive cyber capabilities.

In addition, China suffered from low levels of cybersecurity awareness and underinvestment in cyberdefenses. WannaCry, a 2017 North Korean ransomware attack, spread to more than 30,000 organizations, including the China Securities Regulatory Commission, the China Banking Regulatory Commission, PetroChina, Tsinghua University, China Telecom, and Hainan Airlines. The spread of the malware, which exploited a tool called EternalBlue that was originally developed by the NSA, was helped in part by the large number of companies, universities, and local governments running pirated versions of Microsoft.

In order to address these vulnerabilities, Beijing has pushed to replace foreign software and hardware suppliers with domestic competitors. It also began developing the institutional and legal resources necessary for the management of cyberspace. Cyber policy had been highly fragmented among
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the Ministry of Public Security (MPS), the State Encryption Bureau, the State
Secrets Bureau, the Ministry of State Security (MSS), the Ministry of Industry
and Information Technology, and the People’s Liberation Army (PLA).
Xi Jinping made cyber policy one of his political priorities, consolidated
bureaucratic control, and drove change from the top. As mentioned previously,
he led the central leading group now known as the Central Commission for
Cybersecurity and Informatization and established the CAC.
Policymakers quickly rolled out a robust set of laws, measures,
regulations, and standards focused on critical infrastructure, data storage,
security reviews, and the protection of personal data as well as cyber crisis
management. Chapter 5 of the 2017 Cyber Security Law calls for the creation
of “Monitoring, Early Warning, and Emergency Response” and authorizes
security and informatization departments to complete mechanisms
for cybersecurity risk assessment and emergency response efforts and
to formulate emergency response plans for cybersecurity incidents.
“Departments responsible for critical information infrastructure security
protection” were to do the same for their industries and sectors.9

In 2017, China published its National Cyber Incident Response Plan.10
Under the plan, “cybersecurity incidents” refer to events that (1) are caused by
human-made reasons, or defects or malfunctions of hardware and software,
(2) cause damage to networks, information systems, or the data involved
therein, and (3) cause negative effects on society. There are four levels of
incidents—extraordinarily significant, significant, relatively significant, and
general—which are determined by the damages caused to critical networks
and information systems and the level of threats posed to national security
and the stability of society. The CAC is expected to coordinate with other
relevant government authorities, including the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology, the MPS, the National Administration for the
Protection of State Secrets, and the government authorities in charge of each
specific sector or industry, as well as their relevant local branches, to handle
cybersecurity incidents.

Also in 2017, the State Council issued draft regulations on critical
information infrastructure (CII) protections. The regulations guided the
establishment of an “early warning system” across a range of sectors to
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help operators anticipate threats. The draft was in part an effort by the CAC to assert authority over critical infrastructure, but it failed to resolve uncertainty about how the new regulations related to an earlier effort to protect critical infrastructure known as the Multi-Level Protection Scheme, which was administered by the MPS. After several years of bureaucratic infighting, by 2020 the MPS seemed to have wrested control back from the CAC. New guidelines appeared to place the Multi-Level Protection Scheme and CII protection rules under the MPS and Chinese Communist Party (CCP) leadership. As Rogier Creemers and his colleagues argue, the move suggests that the MPS displaced the CAC and “primarily owns” the CII protection issues.\(^\text{11}\) The CAC is supposed to continue playing a coordinating role between different agencies and ministries, overseeing an information-sharing mechanism.

How the system will actually work during a national cyber crisis remains unknown. Many countries, including the United States, have struggled over the decision about whether to anchor cyberdefense in the intelligence or defense agencies where significant capacities already exist or to build new capacities in civilian cyberdefense agencies. The emergence and growth of the CAC at first suggested that China was following the latter route. The MPS, however, still retains significant authorities and capacity, and it is unlikely that the most recent guidelines completely resolved the conflict between the CAC and the MPS. In addition, the responsibility for designating a cyber event as a crisis and implementing the response is divided across levels of government and agencies. As an attack unfolds, bureaucracies and agencies may demonstrate a high degree of autonomy in decision-making.

Moreover, the Chinese system may lack the flexibility and information flows necessary to quickly contain and respond to a cyber crisis. Case studies on how other states have responded to a cyber crisis stress the importance of public-private partnerships and networks for horizontal and vertical information flows. When Estonia faced a significant cyberattack campaign in 2007, for example, trusted contacts across agencies and sectors, informal information flows, and the ability to mobilize the private sector proved critical to responding to the crisis.\(^\text{12}\)


China has been building a cybersecurity ecosystem over the last three years that tightly links state and commercial actors. Cyber ranges host joint exercises among the PLA, civilian cybersecurity firms, and critical infrastructure operators that allow organizations to practice defense (and hackers to plan offense). The Guancheng City cyber range in Chengdu, for example, is the locale of an annual exercise developed by a state-owned enterprise (SOE) and the provincial branch of the CAC, where 30 teams compete for control over critical infrastructure industries such as electricity, transportation, water conservancy, and e-government.13

Yet it is difficult for outsiders to know how informal information flows and ad hoc groups will coexist with formal institutions and procedures. Analogous incidents of crisis management in China, however, suggest the prioritization of local politics, information control, and the suppression of bad news. During the early stages of the 2002–3 SARS outbreak, media gags were imposed, journalists were removed from their jobs, and local governments hid information from the central government. Despite reforms intended to prevent a repeat of these actions, China’s experience with the first stage of Covid-19 was characterized by bureaucratic decision-making that often prized political criteria over expert-based information and by the suppression of unauthorized communications.14 While a cyberattack that disrupts critical infrastructure is likely to attract the type of central government attention that would overcome local obstructionism, the early stages of a crisis could still replicate many of these pathologies, despite institutions and procedures meant to foster flexibility and information sharing.

Managing a Diplomatic Crisis

The second type of cyber crisis Beijing needs to manage is diplomatic and likely to be caused by Chinese cyberoperations below the threshold for the use of force or armed attack. These crises tend to be slow-moving. The risk is not widespread disruption or destruction but rather the undermining


of China’s international positions amid significant pressure from the United States and its partners. In part, these events can only become a crisis if the highest level of leadership interprets them as one and reacts accordingly.

The clearest example of this type of crisis was the U.S. effort to blunt Chinese cyberindustrial espionage through a campaign that combined public naming and shaming, indictments of Chinese hackers, and the threat of more targeted sanctions. China has long conducted cyberspionage operations against U.S. military and political networks in order to steal secrets to accelerate the modernization of the PLA and to gather political information on agencies, institutions, and individuals who might undermine Beijing’s foreign policy or threaten domestic stability.\(^\text{15}\) Chinese hackers, for example, took information from over two dozen U.S. Department of Defense programs, including the Patriot missile defense system and the F-35 fighter jet, and a Chinese group was also allegedly behind a cyberoperation targeting the presidential campaigns of John McCain and Barack Obama.\(^\text{16}\)

The Obama administration, however, argued that hacking companies to steal business secrets or intellectual property was an illegitimate form of hacking, in contrast to political-military espionage, which should be expected from all states. In order to enforce this distinction, Obama officials began calling out Chinese actors. In February 2013, the cybersecurity firm Mandiant released a report claiming that Unit 61398 of the PLA was behind cyberattacks on 141 companies, including 115 in the United States. Around the same time, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security released the internet addresses of hacking groups in China, including Unit 61398.\(^\text{17}\) In response to the Mandiant report, a statement on the Chinese Ministry of National Defense’s website questioned the evidence presented, noted that there was no universally accepted definition of what constitutes hacking, and claimed that China itself was in fact one of the world’s biggest victims of hacking. A Ministry of Foreign Affairs spokesperson echoed the uncertainty of attribution, arguing that “hacking


attacks are transnational and anonymous” and that “determining their origins is extremely difficult.”

The following month, Tom Donilon, President Obama’s national security adviser, spoke of the “serious concerns about sophisticated, targeted theft of confidential business information and proprietary technologies through cyber intrusions emanating from China on an unprecedented scale.”

Two months later, the U.S. Department of Defense, in a sharp break from the past, ascribed blame for cyberattacks to the Chinese government and military, stating that “numerous computer systems around the world, including those owned by the U.S. government, continued to be targeted for intrusions, some of which appear to be attributable directly to the Chinese government and military.”

When President Obama and President Xi Jinping met for a two-day summit in California in June 2013, Obama reportedly warned Xi that the hacking could severely damage the bilateral relationship. Soon after the summit, Snowden revealed himself in Hong Kong as the source of leaks on the NSA’s digital surveillance program and told the local press that the NSA had hacked mainland Chinese targets, including universities and telecommunications companies. The Chinese press and government officials quickly jumped on the allegations, highlighting the perceived hypocrisy of the U.S. government’s claims about China.

The public campaign against Beijing lost steam as the Obama administration responded to the Snowden disclosures. In May 2014, however, the U.S. Department of Justice charged five hackers from Unit 61398 with stealing the business plans, internal deliberations, and other intellectual property of Westinghouse Electric and the U.S. Steel Corporation. This watershed event, the first instance of charges against an alleged state cyber actor, provoked a more direct response from Beijing. In addition to the usual rhetorical responses of denying, diverting, and claiming victimhood, which were amplified by a slew of articles in the press, Chinese officials suspended
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the activities of the China-U.S. Cyber Working Group led by the U.S. State Department and China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Chinese officials also summoned the U.S. ambassador to China, Max Baucus, and protested to the U.S. deputy assistant secretary for East Asian and Pacific affairs, Kin Moy, during a visit. The National Computer Network Emergency Response Technical Team/Coordination Center of China released data that it claimed indicated that the United States was the “number one aggressor against Chinese networks.” In what may have also been retribution for the charges, China banned Microsoft’s Windows 8 operating system from government computers.21

Collectively, the indictments, the U.S. threats to sanction high-level CCP officials or SOEs that benefited from cyberindustrial espionage, and the immediate need to ensure that Xi’s September 2015 state visit to Washington was not overshadowed by the cyber issue appeared to get China’s attention. A month before the summit, a Politburo member was sent to Washington to reach a resolution, and during his state visit, Xi dampened the diplomatic crisis by agreeing to the joint statement.

The diplomatic crisis was resolved for at least three reasons. First, there were strong pressures within the system to reorganize and restructure China’s cyber capabilities, which led to a temporary downturn in Chinese activities. Before the indictments, it is possible that PLA operators had reassured central leaders that attribution was difficult. It is highly likely that the central leadership had little visibility into or control over the industrial espionage activities of PLA operators, many of whom were also conducting freelance hacking in pursuit of personal gain or at the behest of local governments or SOEs.22 The creation of the SSF and the transfer of cyberindustrial espionage operations to MSS operators brought PLA cyberoperations under greater civilian control and allowed the PLA to focus on the use of cyber tools in joint operations. It also reduced the number of unsophisticated, “noisy” attacks that were drawing the attention of Washington. According to the analysis of several cybersecurity firms, the tradecraft of MSS hacking groups is significantly better than that displayed by the PLA. Hackers within the MSS have made more use of encryption, deployed more zero-day attacks,
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and targeted cloud providers and other information technology services that would provide access to numerous victims.23

In short, Beijing saw an opportunity to gain diplomatic advantage in implementing changes it already planned to make.24 The pause in operations that occurred as hacking infrastructure was reoriented and responsibilities shifted from the PLA to the MSS would convince the United States that China intended to honor the agreement and reduce the threat of sanctions and other pressure. Moreover, James Mulvenon argues that Chinese policymakers may have believed they could reach a new equilibrium on cyberespionage operations with the United States. Deploying a higher level of tradecraft would create an equivalent of the hacking conducted by the NSA. Eliminating the relatively “noisy,” scattershot operations by the PLA and bringing the hacking more in line with what it believes the NSA conducts—a smaller number of operations that nevertheless give the United States large-scale access to Chinese assets—would, in Beijing’s view, resolve the issue.25

Second, Xi and Obama were involved in resolving the issue. Both leaders devoted significant attention to the problem and directed the diplomatic and security bureaucracies to reach an agreement. Third, and reflective of the high level of concern, both sides saw other issues in the bilateral relationship as having higher priority than cyberespionage. Neither Washington nor Beijing was willing to sacrifice the potential for cooperation on addressing climate change, the global economy, or regional hotspots like North Korea to further press their disagreements in cyberspace.

None of these conditions exist today. Chinese cyberindustrial espionage has returned as a source of conflict in the bilateral relationship. The United States indicted hackers associated with the MSS in 2017, 2018, 2020, and 2021, and in 2019 the U.S. Department of Justice charged four PLA hackers
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with the 2017 hack of Equifax. Moreover, the United States has mobilized friends and allies to participate in the joint attribution of Chinese operations. In July 2021, Australia, Canada, the European Union, Japan, NATO, and the United Kingdom attributed the hacks of Microsoft Exchange Server to the MSS and criticized China’s “malicious cyber activity.”

These actions have provoked denials and counterclaims from China, but they do not represent a crisis. The broad and deep technology competition between China and the United States and the entrenched ideological differences about the legitimate uses of cyberspace mean that cyberoperations are now a constant in the bilateral relationship. Xu and Lu argue, “To some degree, the ICT conflict between China and the United States is a crisis that is unlikely to be managed, because one side is determined to escalate the conflict.” Yet cyberoperations below the threshold are now regarded less as individual events that tip the bilateral relationship toward a crisis event and more as continual background noise.

The United States and China will not reach future agreements on cyberespionage or other operations below the threshold for the use of force or armed attack. The growing vulnerability of both countries to destructive cyberoperations does create, however, a shared interest in defining some norms of responsible state behavior in cyberspace and preventing cyberoperations from spilling over into kinetic conflict. These discussions, held between the PLA and the Pentagon, would include exchanges about cyber doctrine as well as identify points of contact for communication during
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a crisis. The absence of the second and third reasons listed above—high-level attention and a commitment from both sides to stability in the bilateral relationship—makes progress on these discussions difficult. Although the Trump administration held a dialogue between the U.S. Departments of Justice and Homeland Security and China’s MPS on cybercrime and law enforcement, and there were several Track 1.5 and 2 discussions on cybersecurity, the militaries of the two sides have not discussed these issues for years.

Using Cyberoperations during a Regional Crisis

Cyberoperations will play a role in any regional or maritime crisis. As the crisis develops, Chinese operators will target political and military networks to collect intelligence. The cybersecurity firm FireEye, for example, tracked a Chinese cyber group that targeted organizations in Bangladesh, India, Nepal, and Pakistan, seeking information on border disputes as well as general diplomatic intelligence. Cyberespionage operations against research organizations, militaries, governments, and shipping companies in the Philippines and Vietnam closely followed sovereignty disputes in the South China Sea. During the Russian invasion of Ukraine, Chinese hackers targeted both Moscow and Kyiv in order to learn more about the war.

The Chinese leadership may also use cyberoperations to signal, coerce, or deter during a crisis. Chinese hackers have a long history of disruptive nuisance attacks during times of political crisis and tension. In June 2011, after Hanoi accused a Chinese patrol of cutting the cables of a Vietnamese ship conducting seismic research, hackers from both countries defaced government websites. In 2012, Chinese hackers responded to the Japanese government’s purchase of three uninhabited islands in the Senkaku Islands by defacing the websites of at least nineteen Japanese entities, including the Ministry of Defense and the Ministry of Internal
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Affairs and Communications, as well as banking and utilities systems. After the Permanent Court of Arbitration found that China’s expansive claims of sovereignty in the South China Sea had no legal basis, hackers knocked local government websites offline in the Philippines and took over screens and sound systems at the Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City airports to broadcast anti-Vietnamese and anti-Philippine slogans.

There was also a cyber component to Chinese pressure in the wake of Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi’s August 2022 visit to Taiwan. Hackers launched distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks against Taiwan government websites, including the Ministry of National Defense, the Office of the President, and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as well as the Taoyuan International Airport, though it was unclear if all the attackers were state-backed. Hackers also posted messages such as “Warmonger Pelosi, get out of Taiwan!” on websites and display screens.

These nuisance attacks are a relatively nonescalatory method to signal Beijing’s displeasure with an adversary’s actions while providing the Chinese leadership plausible deniability. They may create anxiety in the victim country’s populace, undermining confidence that the government can defend important networks. While such attacks produce little to no tactical or strategic advantage, they distract defenders by consuming resources and time and perhaps allow attackers to spend more effort on exploiting more sensitive networks if necessary.

Chinese hackers may also make their presence known on critical networks in order to signal that China is willing to escalate if the other side does not back down or continues a particular course of action. According to the cybersecurity firm Recorded Future, in the wake of the 2020 conflict in the Galwan Valley, Chinese operators placed malware on a “dozen critical nodes across the Indian power generation and transmission infrastructure.” Claims about the malware causing a power outage in Mumbai remain unsubstantiated, but as an Indian military analyst said, “I think the signaling

is being done that we [China] can and we have the capability to do this in times of a crisis.\textsuperscript{36}

The creation of the SSF was designed to overcome bureaucratic and organizational barriers in network forces to fielding integrated capabilities and generating steady cyberactivity. The SSF unifies multiple operational units and organizations from the PLA’s former four “general departments”—the General Staff Department, the General Armaments Department, the General Political Department, and, in particular, cyberespionage forces previously contained within the General Staff Department’s technical reconnaissance-focused Third Department.\textsuperscript{37}

The consolidation of forces in the SSF should increase the central leadership’s control over cyberoperations. According to John Chen, Joe McReynolds, and Kieran Green, strategic cyberoperations designed to affect an adversary’s politics, economics, and foreign relations will require approval from the highest levels of the CCP leadership.\textsuperscript{38} Planning and guidance during peacetime rests with the CCP Central Committee’s Cybersecurity and Informatization Commission and the Central Military Command (CMC). During wartime, the CMC Joint Operations Command Center is responsible for planning and guidance. Operational-level activities meant to seize information dominance, support decision-making, and gain control over facilities and information will require control by the CMC and the theater command. In addition, the SSF’s closeness to the party center could improve coordination between the SSF and other cyber agencies within China.\textsuperscript{39}

There is, however, still a great deal of uncertainty about the relationship between SSF network forces and civilian and military authorities, on the one hand, and regional and central military commands, on the other. The SSF can augment its capabilities by mobilizing network forces located in the MSS, the MPS, and other departments, as well as cyber militias in civilian


government agencies, private entities, and institutions. MSS hackers conduct their own operations and are likely to be on many of the same networks as the SSF. How the two will coordinate operations is unclear.

There is also a high degree of likelihood that civilian hacking groups will conduct operations, complicating signaling and escalation control. Regional conflicts are now almost always accompanied by some form of “patriotic hacking”—individuals or groups engaged mainly in website defacement, the compromise of personal data, and DDoS attacks. During the Russian invasion of Ukraine, Kyiv stood up an “IT Army” that consists of both a global call to action that mobilizes anyone willing to participate in coordinated DDoS activity against Russian infrastructure and an “in house” team of Ukrainian intelligence and cyber groups that attack specific Russian targets.40 There is a long history of patriotic hacking in the U.S.-China relationship. When a U.S. EP-3E reconnaissance aircraft collided in midair with a Chinese fighter jet 70 miles off the southern coast of China on April 1, 2001, Chinese hackers from a group known as the Honkers Union launched a campaign to deface more than 1,000 U.S. websites, with U.S. hackers responding in kind.41

At the operational level, some SSF forces may report to the CMC, and others to the five theater commands. Chen, McReynolds, and Green conclude that the command-and-control mechanisms for the SSF are still being worked out, but that the party leadership intends to hold overall responsibility for cyberspace operations through the Central Cybersecurity and Informatization Commission and the CMC: “This arrangement ensures that top leaders will have final authority over the actual employment of the SSF and reduces its autonomy in carrying out cyberspace operations during both peacetime and wartime.”42 Still, given that the reforms are still a work in progress, visibility into operations is extremely limited, information must flow to central decision-makers from multiple levels from multiple operators, and technical details must be translated for decision-makers into strategic and policy implications, cyberoperations will likely retain a fair degree of autonomy.

The nature of cyberspace makes it challenging to ensure that a cyberoperation during a crisis meets its objectives and does not inadvertently

escalate the crisis. It is difficult, if not impossible, for the defender to know the attacker’s motives. An attack meant to collect intelligence will look similar to “prepping the battlefield” for a more destructive attack.\textsuperscript{43} Moreover, PLA writings see cyberspace as offensive dominant, advantaging a first strike (as do U.S. writings). As John Costello and Joe McReynolds note, Chinese writing emphasizes that a combination of cyber and kinetic strikes “can create a self-reinforcing cycle that paralyzes an adversary at the outset of conflict, cementing one’s own information dominance and quickly securing the adversary’s compliance.”\textsuperscript{44} Cyberattacks are likely to precede conventional strikes by hours or days. If both sides believe that the other will try to gain information dominance at the beginning of a conflict, computer-network operations in a crisis might be interpreted by the target as a more aggressive act than intended.\textsuperscript{45}

Moreover, the net effect of a successful attack on command-and-control infrastructure is the reduction of information available to the other side. This is a positive in the effort to limit conventional capabilities, but it also makes defense and civilian officials suspicious of their own information. This is likely to result in degraded control over operators, and thus weaken the ability of policymakers to limit conflict if they so choose.\textsuperscript{46}

In addition, Chinese views of the deterrent value of cyberoperations could be escalatory. Yuan Yi, a researcher at the Academy of Military Sciences, describes “deterrence by combat operations.”\textsuperscript{47} When one side believes the other is on the verge of initiating war, it may launch cyberattacks on critical defensive networks, thus conducting “preventive, restraining deterrence.” According to Yuan, a successful deterrence strategy requires preparation. Cyber forces must conduct comprehensive network reconnaissance and install backdoors and logic bombs to launch future attacks. Dean Cheng argues that Chinese writings about offensive cyberoperations stress the need “to remind an adversary of one’s ability to plant viruses or otherwise undertake information attacks (xinxi jingong) in order to warn them to cease
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their policies or otherwise coerce them.”

While China might view certain types of cyberattacks as the highest rung of a deterrence ladder, the defender might see them as crossing a threshold, signaling the possible beginning of a kinetic conflict.

In order to prevent these misperceptions from exacerbating a crisis, the two sides should, as argued above, discuss cyber doctrine and engage in confidence-building measures. Ideological differences on the legitimate uses of cyberspace, however, will make progress difficult. The United States, as it has in arms control negotiations, has tended to argue that mutual trust can be built on smaller, more technical measures such as sharing points of contact. In contrast, Chinese negotiators have often insisted that these more practical measures can only be addressed once there is agreement on larger, shared principles. The result is discussions where the two sides speak past each other.

Conclusion

In less than a decade, Beijing has made significant progress in developing civilian and military institutions and procedures to better manage cyber risks. Cyber policy is now overseen by Xi Jinping, and new institutions, such as the Central Cyberspace Affairs Commission and the CAC, have been created to direct cyber strategy. Policymakers have developed a sweeping set of laws, regulations, and standards protecting critical infrastructure and personal data, as well as measures for managing cyber crises. High-level attention, overlapping regulation, and a high degree of oversight of critical infrastructure may make it more likely that a cyber crisis is quickly controlled. The central, provincial, and local governments have held emergency exercises that bring government agencies, private cybersecurity firms, and critical infrastructure operators together to practice responding to wide-scale disruptive attacks.

Still, Beijing’s ability to detect, contain, and respond to a significant cyber event is uncertain. Oversight of critical infrastructure appears to be contested between the MPS and the CAC, and bureaucratic infighting could hamper information sharing and slow an effective response. Moreover, analogous experiences with crisis management in China suggest systemic

issues with informal information flows, bureaucratic inflexibility, and the ability to mobilize and coordinate with the private sector.

Paradoxically, the worsening of the Sino-U.S. bilateral relationship makes the management of a political crisis provoked by Chinese cyberindustrial espionage significantly more difficult to control but also much less likely to happen. The political tensions that occurred in 2014–15 reflected U.S. policymakers’ willingness to destabilize the bilateral relationship and put other interests at stake, as well as a sense that they had some leverage ahead of Xi’s planned visit to Washington. Chinese leaders considered the episode a crisis only because they had other interests at stake. In the end, they appear to have gone along with the agreement because they did not want the issue of cyberindustrial espionage to overshadow Xi’s first official summit with President Obama. Chinese leaders also expected a pause in operations as they redistributed cyberindustrial espionage from the PLA to MSS operators.

These conditions no longer exist. The broad downturn in U.S.-China relations means that both sides have higher expectations of competition in cyberspace, and policymakers may now view cyberespionage as nearly constant but essentially manageable. It is highly likely that Chinese policymakers believe the more sophisticated, “less noisy” cyberespionage that the MSS is now conducting is equivalent to NSA operations and that they are unwilling to accept that U.S. attribution of Chinese activity rises to the level of a diplomatic crisis.

The biggest risk for China, its neighbors, and the United States is the use of cyberattacks during a regional crisis. China can be expected to conduct cyber intelligence operations during a crisis and may use more disruptive or destructive attacks for signaling, coercion, or deterrence. It is highly likely that the creation of the SSF has strengthened central control over cyberoperations; yet the relationship between SSF forces and other military and civilian hacking groups remains opaque. Moreover, the nature of cyberspace and Chinese approaches to it complicate signaling and raise the risk that cyberoperations could cross a threshold, worsen a crisis, and provoke a kinetic response.

Yet, even though strategic competition and political mistrust make cyberspace an especially contested arena, Beijing and Washington still have a shared interest in ensuring that cyberoperations do not inadvertently exacerbate a crisis situation. It is important for the two sides to engage in official dialogue that could improve mutual understanding of each other’s cyberoperations and doctrine. Discussions could help clarify escalation
risks.49 The two sides will also want to discuss their command-and-control structures for cyber forces, since tight political control may keep cyberattacks more precisely targeted and the risks of collateral effects lower.

One significant obstacle is that Washington and Beijing lack a crisis communication mechanism specific to cyberspace. There was a hotline established between the Department of Homeland Security and the MPS, but it was focused on cybercrime and appears to have consisted only of a dedicated email address. The United States and Russia have a direct line in place for crisis communication as well as a mechanism for non-crisis information exchange between their nuclear risk reduction centers. A dedicated communication line with China could prove essential during a crisis in preventing miscalculation and escalation.50


EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter assesses the potential drivers of China’s nuclear expansion and modernization, examines Chinese views of nuclear weapons and their utility in peacetime and crises, and explores the role of non-nuclear strategic capabilities.

MAIN ARGUMENT
China is undergoing the most significant nuclear weapons expansion in its history. Chinese leaders have not publicly articulated a rationale or an end state, but these efforts appear to be driven by a perceived need to maintain a secure second-strike capability and bolster the country’s great-power status. A China with a larger and more secure nuclear deterrent will likely be less susceptible to U.S. nuclear threats and intimidation and more willing to initiate conventional conflict due to the perceived reduced risk of nuclear escalation. Deterring conflict will therefore be more influenced by the conventional balance of power at the local level. China may use its expanded nuclear arsenal to bolster its prestige, challenge U.S. extended deterrence commitments, and dissuade U.S. intervention in a crisis or conflict. China’s growing space and cyber capabilities, which are viewed as more usable weapons in a conflict, may interact with its nuclear capabilities in ways that create escalation risks.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

- If U.S. decision-makers conclude that maintaining nuclear superiority is both valuable and achievable, then the U.S. might forgo strategic nuclear arms control in pursuit of a nuclear advantage.
- If U.S. policymakers conclude that China’s quest for a robust second-strike capability cannot be stopped and that mutual assured destruction would maintain strategic stability, then the U.S. should work to manage nuclear competition with China instead of attempting to offset its buildup.
- Given that China’s nuclear buildup lowers the escalation risks of conventional military conflict and increases the importance of the local conventional balance, the U.S. may need to invest more in regional conventional forces.
- U.S. recognition of mutual nuclear vulnerability with China might decrease the risks of nuclear escalation in a crisis or conventional conflict as well as the incentives for a nuclear arms race. However, it could also reduce allied confidence in U.S. security guarantees and might encourage Chinese military action at lower levels of violence.
The Implications of the PLA’s Nuclear Expansion and Modernization for China’s Crisis Behavior

Phillip C. Saunders and David C. Logan

For decades, China had a relatively small nuclear arsenal consisting of about two hundred warheads deliverable by intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs), mobile intermediate-range and medium-range ballistic missiles, and a nascent nuclear submarine force. This modest arsenal was matched with a restrained nuclear doctrine consisting of an unconditional no-first-use policy, negative security assurances to non–nuclear weapon states, and a pledge not to engage in arms races.1 China is now in the midst of the most significant nuclear weapons expansion in its history. Recent revelations about the construction of more than three hundred new ICBM silos come amid the ongoing modernization of Chinese nuclear forces and efforts to develop a credible nuclear triad. Chinese leaders have not publicly articulated a rationale or an end state, but these efforts promise to transform China’s nuclear forces and the U.S.-China nuclear relationship. This chapter discusses the implications of China’s nuclear force development for its peacetime, crisis, and conflict behavior.

We begin with an overview of the changes to China’s nuclear and strategic forces. These include the expansion and modernization of the
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force, the development of a mature nuclear triad, and investment in other strategic capabilities such as ballistic missile defense, hypersonic boost-glide systems, anti-satellite weapons, and cyberattack capabilities. We briefly discuss several possible drivers for these changes, including the pursuit of a secure second-strike capability, a desire for great-power status, shifts in Chinese thinking about nuclear warfighting, personal intervention by Xi Jinping, and bureaucratic politics. Next, we identify assumptions about China’s nuclear expansion and modernization that ground our analysis and explore several ways in which China’s nuclear expansion may influence the country’s crisis and conflict behavior, including bolstering Chinese resistance to potential U.S. nuclear threats, increasing the likelihood of China initiating conflict, and strengthening the role of the local conventional balance in driving Chinese conflict decisions. We then examine the potential impact of China’s nuclear shifts on its behavior in the space and cyber domains and consider whether recent shifts in nuclear forces might indicate a greater willingness by China to be the first to use nuclear weapons in a conflict. Finally, we conclude with an overview, policy implications, and outstanding questions.

China’s Nuclear Expansion and Modernization

China’s nuclear expansion and modernization consist of both quantitative and qualitative enhancements to the force. China’s nuclear forces are becoming larger, more diversified, and more technologically sophisticated. These quantitative and qualitative changes so far do not appear to have been matched by policy, strategy, or operational doctrinal shifts in how China approaches nuclear weapons and their use. Some changes represent the continuation of ongoing trends, while others are new developments.

The most significant recent shift in China’s nuclear forces is the construction of more than three hundred new ICBM silos across three silo fields. These silos, which China began constructing sometime in 2020 or
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can house DF-31 and DF-41 ICBMs.\textsuperscript{3} If filled, they would represent the largest expansion of China's nuclear forces in history. The silo construction has been accompanied by the publication of scholarly articles assessing the operational choices involving silo-based missiles and the issuance of new patents for missile silo equipment, potentially indicating increased interest and investment in silo-based missiles.\textsuperscript{4} The new silos represent a significant shift in China's nuclear behavior and provide Beijing with a significantly larger strategic nuclear infrastructure.

In addition to expanding its strategic nuclear forces, China is also developing and deploying new nuclear-capable theater missile systems. These include the dual-capable DF-26 intermediate-range ballistic missile (IRBM), the nuclear DF-21E medium-range ballistic missile (MRBM), and the DF-17 hypersonic boost-glide MRBM, which some U.S. government sources have described as potentially being nuclear-capable.\textsuperscript{5} Despite this investment in theater nuclear systems, growth in the conventional theater force has outpaced that of the nuclear force, and the overall number of deployed theater nuclear systems appears to have even stagnated in the past decade.\textsuperscript{6} According to the U.S. Department of Defense, the “accelerating pace of the PRC’s nuclear expansion may enable the PRC to have up to 700 deliverable nuclear warheads by 2027. The PRC likely intends to have at least 1,000 warheads by 2030.”\textsuperscript{7}


Alongside the growth in size, China is diversifying its nuclear forces by developing a nuclear triad consisting of ground-, sea-, and air-based systems. For decades, China's only reliable nuclear delivery systems consisted of ground-based missiles. Today, China fields six nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines (SSBN), has reassigned the air force a nuclear role, and is developing a next-generation nuclear-capable strategic bomber.\(^8\)

China’s nuclear forces are also becoming more sophisticated. In the last decade, China has deployed a suite of advanced nuclear technologies, including multiple independently targetable reentry vehicles (MIRVs), advanced precision-strike systems, hot-swappable dual-capable missiles, mobile missile launchers with improved off-road capability, and hypersonic boost-glide systems. China is also working to develop and deploy the supporting command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) infrastructure necessary to support a larger, more diversified, and more advanced nuclear arsenal. This includes ground-based large phased array radars, geostationary satellites for detecting missile launches, extremely low-frequency radio communications, and an airborne communications system for SSBNs.\(^9\)

In addition to changes in its nuclear forces, China has expanded and developed new non-nuclear strategic systems, including advanced conventional ballistic missiles, anti-satellite weapons, offensive cyberattack capabilities, and ballistic missile defense systems.\(^10\) Although these systems are not nuclear, they can still generate strategic effects by deterring potential adversaries; forcing them to make significant changes to their doctrine, war plans, or force structure; producing decisive battlefield effects; or altering the nature of a conflict. For instance, China’s advanced conventional ballistic missiles, including its anti-ship ballistic missiles and those armed with hypersonic boost-glide vehicles, may enhance its strategic position in a Taiwan contingency by allowing it to impose significant costs on Taiwan through a blockade or joint fire-strike campaign, deterring or slowing U.S. intervention through anti-access/area denial strategies, or by attacking U.S.
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strategic assets such as aircraft carriers. Similarly, counterspace and offensive cyber weapons might undermine strategic nuclear deterrence by degrading important U.S. enabling capabilities such as early-warning satellites or nuclear command-and-control systems.

There are several possible drivers of China's nuclear modernization and expansion, and these explanations are not mutually exclusive. First, and most likely, is the desire to enhance the nuclear force's survivability and reliability in the face of perceived threats from new and emerging U.S. strategic capabilities and doctrine. The strongest form of this driver would focus on building a second-strike capability so secure that the United States would not even contemplate a first strike.

Second, China may be using its nuclear force as a means of bolstering its status as a great power. Military and popular reporting increasingly cites China's nuclear and strategic military capabilities as evidence of growing national prestige, with articles regularly boasting of the country's technological achievements in the nuclear domain and lauding scientists and organizations that have contributed to those achievements. China might attempt to distinguish itself from second-tier nuclear powers like India, Pakistan, and France by developing a nuclear force that clearly surpasses their nuclear arsenals in quantity and technological sophistication, thereby inviting comparisons with the U.S. and Russian nuclear forces.

Third, China might be expanding and modernizing its nuclear capabilities to support new theater deterrence or nuclear warfighting missions. Enhanced nuclear capabilities could be useful for either deterring possible U.S. nuclear first use or deterring U.S. or allied conventional intervention in a regional conflict. Chinese strategists have historically eschewed these types of theater and tactical nuclear capabilities, believing that nuclear weapons have limited military and political utility on the battlefield due to the difficulty of controlling escalation. We see relatively little evidence that these dynamics are driving Chinese nuclear force development, though analysts should continue to monitor for evidence.
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of moves in this direction. China could also be attempting to bolster its nuclear deterrence and warfighting capabilities against nuclear neighbors such as India and Russia.

Fourth, China’s nuclear buildup could represent a significant shift in the country’s nuclear strategy, particularly the desire to compete directly with the two leading nuclear powers, Russia and the United States. One possible reason is that Chinese nuclear thinking could now believe that nuclear weapons provide significant operational military benefits, though we find relatively little evidence of this view in Chinese sources.

Finally, recent changes to the country’s nuclear forces might be driven either by Xi Jinping’s individual views about the value of nuclear weapons or by shifts in the bureaucratic politics of nuclear weapons policy. These two factors are particularly opaque. The timing of recent developments suggests that shifts in China’s approach to nuclear weapons are, at best, weakly correlated with the start of Xi’s tenure as chair of the Central Military Commission. Similarly, public reporting on the country’s nuclear and strategic missile programs has not frequently linked them to Xi.

The Impact of Nuclear Expansion and Modernization on China’s Crisis and Conflict Behavior

The impact of the nuclear expansion and modernization on China’s crisis and conflict behavior depends in part on assumptions about the trajectory and rationale of those changes. The analysis in this section is based on several assumptions. First, we assume that Chinese leaders rationally evaluate the costs and risks of using military force against the potential benefits and will seek to maintain control of a crisis or conflict.

Second, we assume that Chinese leaders are particularly concerned about the costs and risks of nuclear use. Previous analysis of Chinese
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14 Conversations with Chinese civilian analysts and military officers in 2013–14 indicate that Xi requested competing analyses and recommendations about U.S.-China military-to-military relations and potential military communications and confidence-building measures from several Chinese civilian and military research institutes. He subsequently ordered the People’s Liberation Army to engage in the negotiations that produced the 2014 Memorandum of Understanding on Rules of Behavior for Safety of Air and Maritime Encounters.
thinking about escalation has found a strong desire to carefully control
the scope and intensity of conflicts as well as to avoid the use of nuclear
weapons.\textsuperscript{15} Xi’s November 2022 remarks that “nuclear weapons cannot be
used” and “nuclear wars must not be fought” reinforce this point.\textsuperscript{16}

Third, we assume that China’s quantitative and qualitative nuclear
expansion will generate important new political and military effects.
Regardless of whether China seeks or achieves nuclear parity with the
United States, ongoing changes promise that China will no longer be a
“lesser included case” alongside Russia.

Fourth, we assume that China’s nuclear expansion and modernization
will not be met, at least in the short term, by significant shifts in the U.S.
nuclear posture. Under the New START Treaty, the United States is limited
until early 2026 to deploying 1,550 nuclear warheads on ICBMs, SSBNs, and
heavy bombers. The United States does not currently have any permanently
deployed tactical nuclear weapons in the Asia-Pacific, and there would be
significant political and operational challenges in changing this posture.\textsuperscript{17}

Given U.S. Department of Defense estimates that China will have roughly
700 deliverable nuclear warheads by 2026, we assume that U.S. quantitative
nuclear superiority over China will decrease.

Finally, we assume that China’s nuclear expansion and modernization
are not accompanied by major shifts in policy, strategy, or doctrine about
when and how it would use nuclear weapons. Chinese leaders and strategists
have historically perceived a sharp division between the conventional and
nuclear domains and set a high threshold that envisions using nuclear
weapons only under limited, extreme situations. There are ongoing debates
in China about nuclear use, including the viability of its no-first-use policy,
the conditions under which China might use nuclear weapons, and the
definition of nuclear use.\textsuperscript{18}

However, there is little compelling evidence

\textsuperscript{15} Alison A. Kaufman and Daniel M. Hartnett, “Managing Conflict: Examining Recent PLA Writings
on Escalation Control,” CNA, February 11, 2016, \url{https://www.cna.org/reports/2016/examining-
recent-pla-writings}; and Fiona S. Cunningham and M. Taylor Fravel, “Dangerous Confidence?

\textsuperscript{16} “Update: Xi Meets German Chancellor Olaf Scholz,” Xinhua, November 5, 2022, \url{https://english.
news.cn/20221105/bdfaa606c7924d1aa9134c7dc700cfca/c.html}.

\textsuperscript{17} Jacob L. Heim, “Missiles for Asia? The Need for Operational Analysis of U.S. Theater Ballistic Missiles

\textsuperscript{18} For related analysis, see David C. Logan, “The Dangerous Myths about China’s Nuclear Weapons,” War
on the Rocks, September 18, 2020, \url{https://warontherocks.com/2020/09/the-dangerous-myths-about-
chinas-nuclear-weapons}; Austin Long, “Myths or Moving Targets? Continuity and Change in China’s
Nuclear Forces,” War on the Rocks, December 4, 2020, \url{https://warontherocks.com/2020/12/myths-or-
moving-targets-continuity-and-change-in-chinas-nuclear-forces}; and Christopher P. Twomey, “China’s
Nuclear Doctrine and Deterrence Concept,” in Smith and Bolt, \textit{China’s Strategic Arsenal}, 53–57.
that Chinese views about nuclear use have fundamentally shifted.\textsuperscript{19} At the end of the chapter, we relax this assumption by exploring how nuclear force modernization and expansion could either indicate or drive a shift in China’s approach to nuclear use and present hypotheses about how these second-order effects might influence Chinese military strategy and crisis and conflict behavior.

Based on these assumptions, we identify several implications of China’s nuclear expansion and modernization for its crisis and conflict behavior. The first implication is that a larger and more diversified nuclear force will make Chinese leaders more confident in their secure second-strike capability and, therefore, less susceptible to potential U.S. nuclear threats and intimidation. Chinese leaders have reportedly expressed concerns that the United States might resort to limited nuclear use against China to offset its own conventional inferiority in the western Pacific.\textsuperscript{20} However, a larger and more diversified Chinese arsenal would be more survivable, enhancing deterrence against a U.S. first strike and decreasing the feasibility of U.S. damage limitation strategies. Such a force could also enable China to increasingly match U.S. threats of limited nuclear strikes with its own theater nuclear forces (though Chinese nuclear forces would likely require significant shifts in doctrine, command and control, operational practices, and infrastructure to perform such missions).\textsuperscript{21}

Second, as the nuclear balance becomes increasingly stable, the likelihood of conflict at lower levels of intensity may increase. Scholars have long recognized an interaction between the probability of conflict at different rungs of the escalation ladder. The “stability-instability paradox” predicts that the greater the stability (or parity) at the strategic nuclear level, the lower the stability at the conventional level, or other lower levels, of conflict. If China’s current nuclear inferiority relative to the United States helps restrain Chinese conventional aggression, then a larger and more survivable arsenal that produces a nuclear balance perceived to be more favorable to China could serve as a nuclear shield that reduces the perceived escalation risks of a conflict. Scholars have shown how the mutual possession of nuclear


\textsuperscript{21} As scholars have noted, China’s nuclear arsenal is not currently postured or trained for limited nuclear strikes.
weapons may lead to an increase in lower-level conflicts, including both direct conventional conflicts and indirect proxy conflicts.22

Third, as the nuclear balance becomes more equal, the conventional balance may become more important.23 If Chinese and U.S. leaders perceive themselves as locked into a nuclear stalemate, then nuclear escalation will become an impractical tool for compensating for conventional weakness. This would help insulate the conventional balance from nuclear dynamics, increasing the likelihood that the conventional balance would influence the outbreak and course of conflict. This outcome depends in part on U.S. and Chinese beliefs about whether the two sides are locked in a stalemate at the nuclear level, how easily a conventional conflict could escalate to the nuclear level, and what kinds of risks leaders would be willing to take. The increasing prominence of the conventional balance may also raise the likelihood of conflict, given that the balance in the western Pacific has increasingly tilted toward China’s advantage, especially near the Taiwan Strait.24 Chinese nuclear thinking has traditionally viewed escalation to the nuclear level as unlikely due to the difficulty of controlling nuclear escalation and beliefs that limited nuclear use would escalate to widespread nuclear use.25

Significantly, these dynamics depend on Chinese and U.S. beliefs about the nuclear balance and its meaning, as well as about how the other side views the balance.26 Chinese analysts have expressed concerns about the vulnerability of their country’s nuclear deterrent to a potential disarming first strike by the United States, especially when coupled with U.S. ballistic


25 Cunningham and Fravel, “Dangerous Confidence?”

missile defense capabilities.\textsuperscript{27} If Chinese leaders believe that their nuclear expansion and modernization is simply maintaining the status quo in the face of advancing U.S. capabilities, then the effects of China’s nuclear evolution will be relatively modest. However, if Chinese leaders believe that a larger and more capable nuclear arsenal provides a qualitatively different nuclear deterrent, then they may be more likely to pursue more assertive policies. Similarly, the impact of the stability-instability paradox on the U.S.-China crisis and conflict behavior depends on how each side perceives the likelihood of nuclear escalation. If Chinese strategists continue to believe that nuclear escalation is unlikely, then China will perceive lower risks and costs in a conventional conflict.\textsuperscript{28} Conversely, U.S. beliefs that nuclear escalation is possible may increase the perceived risks and costs of U.S. intervention—and Chinese knowledge of these beliefs could, in turn, further embolden Beijing.

\section*{China’s Employment of Nuclear Weapons in Peacetime and Crises}

In addition to influencing China’s crisis and conflict behavior, nuclear expansion and modernization may affect how the country uses its nuclear weapons in several ways. First, China is increasingly likely to use its nuclear arsenal as a tool for bolstering its prestige. As discussed above, there is already evidence of Chinese media and officials highlighting the technological achievements and military capabilities of China’s nuclear and strategic forces as a marker of its enhanced status.\textsuperscript{29} Chinese leaders may believe that larger and more capable nuclear forces improve China’s status, particularly if they compare more favorably with those of Russia and the United States.

Second, China could use its nuclear forces during peacetime and crises to challenge U.S. extended deterrence commitments and reduce the likelihood of U.S. allies intervening in a regional crisis or conflict or allowing


\textsuperscript{29} For an early version of this argument, see Evan Feigenbaum, \textit{China’s Techno-Warriors: National Security and Strategic Competition from the Nuclear to the Information Age} (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2003).
U.S. forces to operate from bases within their territory. U.S. observers have highlighted the need for U.S.-Japan military cooperation for the success of any effort to deter or defeat aggression against Taiwan.\textsuperscript{30} Recently, Japanese officials have explicitly and strongly advocated for Japan intervening to defend Taiwan in the event of a conflict across the Taiwan Strait.\textsuperscript{31} Chinese officials have strongly criticized suggestions of Japanese support for Taiwan and the suggestion by some Japanese officials that Japan could host U.S. nuclear weapons.\textsuperscript{32} If China is able to erode U.S. nuclear superiority and undermine U.S. damage limitation options, this might make U.S. extended deterrence commitments to Japan less credible.\textsuperscript{33} Chinese officials could increase the pressure by suggesting either that Japan could be the target of Chinese nuclear weapons or that the shifting strategic nuclear balance might reduce U.S. willingness to intervene in regional conflicts and fulfill its alliance commitments. China could bolster these threats by shifting its nuclear posture to one that is more supportive of theater deterrence or nuclear warfighting missions, though this would represent a significant shift in its nuclear strategy. Uncertainty about U.S. extended deterrence commitments could, in turn, encourage regional nuclear proliferation if U.S. allies view independent nuclear capabilities as a more attractive alternative.

Third, nuclear expansion and modernization could change China’s nuclear signaling options and incentives. With a mature nuclear triad, China will enjoy new options such as shifting to a launch-on-warning posture, increasing nuclear alert status, and deploying forces to the field


China’s Military Decision-making in Times of Crisis and Conflict

• China can use nuclear deterrence in times of crisis and conflict by dispersing mobile missiles, flushing SSBNs from ports, and redeploying nuclear-capable bombers. A more survivable nuclear force would allow China to be more deliberate and strategic with its nuclear signaling, rather than using all available means to protect a vulnerable nuclear deterrent. Greater confidence in the survivability of China’s nuclear deterrent may also decrease the incentives to employ robust nuclear signaling to compensate for limited capabilities, reducing the risk of inadvertent escalation. Chinese military writings outline a range of nuclear signaling options, such as “raising the alert status of missile systems, dispersing road-mobile missiles toward preestablished launch sites, and conducting test launches of medium and long-range strategic missiles armed with conventional warheads for focused live fire intimidation” and “arm[ing] an ICBM with a conventional warhead and launch[ing] it at the adversary’s homeland,” all of which could be highly escalatory. China’s attempts to use its nuclear arsenal as a source of prestige could influence signaling dynamics. If nuclear forces are connected to notions of national identity, sovereignty, and status, the Chinese public and elites may be more likely to call on their leaders to brandish nuclear capabilities in a crisis.

Finally, as China’s nuclear force becomes larger, more sophisticated, and more prominent, the country may pay increasing political costs in the areas of nonproliferation, arms control, and disarmament. Chinese leaders have long attempted to portray their country as a responsible stakeholder on nuclear weapons by emphasizing a “lean” nuclear posture, highlighting the country’s participation in disarmament forums, claiming to never engage in arms races, and criticizing other nuclear weapon states for not adopting a no-first-use policy. However, China’s rapidly increasing nuclear arsenal and celebrations of its nuclear forces will make it harder for Beijing to portray itself as a more responsible nuclear power than the United States and Russia. Officials from Europe to Japan have already criticized China’s nuclear buildup. Non–nuclear weapon states may be more critical of China’s nuclear

policies and less supportive of Chinese arms control initiatives, making it difficult for Beijing to rally support. Other nuclear weapon states are likely to respond by maintaining and even expanding the size, sophistication, and importance of their own nuclear arsenals.37

The Impact of Nuclear Expansion and Modernization on China’s Behavior in the Space and Cyber Domains

This chapter has focused primarily on Chinese nuclear capabilities, with some attention to the relationship between the conventional and nuclear domains. The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) has traditionally thought about nuclear weapons in terms of deterring adversary nuclear attacks and nuclear intimidation rather than as warfighting tools; conversely, Chinese leaders have considered conventional weapons as warfighting tools that can also be used as instruments of deterrence and compellence. In addition to its implications for the conventional domain, China’s nuclear expansion may also affect dynamics in the space and cyber domains.

Research suggests that in recent years China has developed “a broad concept of strategic deterrence that encompasses a multidimensional set of military and nonmilitary capabilities that combine to constitute the ‘integrated strategic deterrence’ posture required to protect Chinese national security interests.”38 This approach includes nuclear, conventional, space, and cyber capabilities as essential components of a credible strategic deterrent.

The inclusion of space and cyber capabilities within integrated strategic deterrence raises important questions about their fungibility between support for conventional warfighting and contributions to strategic deterrence. Military space and cyber capabilities clearly can contribute to both areas. The key question is whether (or under what circumstances) they pose risks of escalation to unacceptable levels of destruction akin to those posed by nuclear weapons.39


38 Michael S. Chase and Arthur Chan, China’s Evolving Approach to “Integrated Strategic Deterrence” (Santa Monica: RAND Corporation, 2016), 3.

In terms of conventional warfighting, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has tasked the PLA with training to fight and win “informationized local wars.” The PLA plans to do so by conducting “integrated joint operations,” which involve close cooperation among all the PLA services at the strategic, operational, and tactical levels to produce success on the battlefield. The space and cyber domains are viewed as crucial in the competition for information dominance and are therefore critical for the PLA’s ability to conduct integrated joint operations and win informationized local wars. This high priority placed on the space and cyber domains is clearly set out in China’s 2015 white paper on military strategy. On space, the white paper states:

Outer space has become a commanding height in international strategic competition. Countries concerned are developing their space forces and instruments, and the first signs of weaponization of outer space have appeared. China has all along advocated the peaceful use of outer space, opposed the weaponization of and arms race in outer space, and taken an active part in international space cooperation. China will keep abreast of the dynamics of outer space, deal with security threats and challenges in that domain, and secure its space assets to serve its national economic and social development, and maintain outer space security.

The PLA views space as a critical domain for informationized warfighting. According to PLA writings, space capabilities are important for the surveillance of adversary forces and help locate and identify targets. Satellites provide timing and location information to improve the accuracy of precision-guided munitions. They also provide communications support for command-and-control systems, especially for mobile PLA units deployed out of reach of land-based systems.

In terms of cyberspace, the white paper reads:


43 Ibid.

Cyberspace has become a new pillar of economic and social development, and a new domain of national security. As international strategic competition in cyberspace has been turning increasingly fiercer, quite a few countries are developing their cyber military forces. Being one of the major victims of hacker attacks, China is confronted with grave security threats to its cyber infrastructure. As cyberspace weighs more in military security, China will expedite the development of a cyber force, and enhance its capabilities of cyberspace situation awareness, cyber defense, support for the country’s endeavors in cyberspace and participation in international cyber cooperation, so as to stem major cyber crises, ensure national network and information security, and maintain national security and social stability.45

The PLA views cyberspace and networked command-and-control systems as crucial for conducting integrated joint operations because they facilitate the flow of information across services and various levels of command. The speed of information flow and rapid decision-making are critical to gaining the initiative on the battlefield.46

The PLA thus sees the space and cyber domains as the “new commanding heights in strategic competition.”47 It has focused on two core tasks to strengthen China’s position in these domains. One is to prepare to conduct kinetic and nonkinetic attacks to degrade and deny an adversary’s use of cyber networks and space systems. The other is to protect against adversary attack by improving resilience and defensive measures to maintain the PLA’s own ability to employ space and cyber in support of joint operations.

Although offense and defense are important to the PLA in both domains, the emphasis between the two has shifted over time. In the late 1990s and early 2000s, the PLA emphasized offensive capabilities, especially the potential contributions of space and cyber to strategic deterrence. This flowed from the PLA’s assessment that the U.S. military was heavily dependent on highly vulnerable space assets and computer networks and that counter-space and offensive cyber capabilities could exploit this vulnerability. PLA experts advocated for investing in offensive capabilities and argued that anti-satellite (ASAT) weapons and offensive cyber capabilities could contribute to the PLA’s conventional capabilities and have independent strategic deterrent effects by threatening to destroy space and cyber capabilities critical to the U.S. military and economy. At a time when the PLA was seeking asymmetric means to overcome a superior U.S. military
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viewed as an increasingly dangerous threat, the potential contributions of counter-space and cyber capabilities to China’s overall strategic deterrent were attractive to Chinese military and civilian leaders.48

Yet the PLA also sought to exploit opportunities to use space-based assets and networked C4ISR to improve the capabilities of its own military forces. PLA theorists emphasized the importance of information in advanced warfighting and sought to emulate U.S. “network-centric warfare.” If accurate information about enemy forces could be passed quickly to commanders and field units, military forces could gain the initiative and reap operational synergies that would dramatically increase their effectiveness. The increasing emphasis on informationization in PLA doctrine was matched by efforts to develop advanced space-based satellites that could support PLA operations with intelligence and information support functions, as well as to develop networked command-and-control systems such as the Integrated Command Platform, which would allow PLA units to share information across service and organizational boundaries. These efforts culminated in 2016 with the PLA organizational reforms, which established true joint command-and-control structures and integrated space, cyber, electronic, and political warfare functions under the new Strategic Support Force.49 This doctrinal change implied a shift from emphasizing asymmetric offensive means to give a weaker PLA a chance to prevail against a more capable U.S. military toward a more symmetric approach where the PLA would attempt to replicate aspects of U.S. military concepts, systems, and organization to beat the United States at its own game.

As the PLA gradually developed and deployed more advanced space assets and networked command-and-control systems, its own dependence on these systems grew, shifting the balance of dependence (and thus the balance of vulnerability) from U.S. asymmetrical vulnerability toward U.S.-China mutual vulnerability to each other’s nuclear, ASAT, and offensive cyber weapons.50 This vulnerability is aggravated by the offense-dominant nature of the space and cyber domains and the fact that ASAT and offensive cyber weapons do not have the same counter-force potential as nuclear

and precision conventional missiles, constraining the potential for damage limitation strategies in these domains. For example, because kinetic ASAT attacks may generate extensive and persistent debris fields, attacks on adversary satellites can also damage one's own satellites. Beyond the military sphere, the broader Chinese government and economy have also become increasingly dependent on satellites and networks, creating additional vulnerabilities that are even more challenging to mitigate.

As the quotes from the 2015 defense white paper suggest, China is paying increasing attention to its vulnerabilities in space and cyberspace. It has made significant investments in redundant intelligence and communications systems that can substitute for satellites as well as in cyber defenses for critical military and government systems. Yet these investments cannot eliminate dependence on uniquely valuable space and cyber capabilities (such as China's new constellation of launch-detection satellites) and the vulnerability that accompanies them. Fiona Cunningham suggests that awareness of this mutual vulnerability has produced a shift in Chinese leadership thinking away from viewing destructive counter-space and offensive cyberattacks as a risk-free option and toward viewing likely U.S. retaliatory attacks and the resulting risk of escalation as a significant challenge to war control in a major conventional conflict. This has prompted the CCP leadership to tighten party control of ASAT and offensive cyber weapons, including through the creation of the Strategic Support Force.51

One way to think about the challenge of war control in the space and cyber domains is to consider whether Chinese views on the relationship between conventional and nuclear warfare can illuminate emerging Chinese thinking about using space and cyber weapons for both warfighting and strategic deterrence purposes. In the conventional-nuclear case, CCP awareness of China's vulnerability to nuclear attack produced strict political guidance on the legitimate uses of nuclear weapons (to deter nuclear attack and intimidate, and to retaliate if deterrence fails) that shaped PLA nuclear force development and operational doctrine. This produced a clear distinction between conventional and nuclear warfighting, with a high threshold for nuclear use in accordance with China's no-first-use policy. It also produced a reluctance to delegate decisions about nuclear use to military leaders, which may turn out to be a constraint on a potential Chinese shift to a launch-on-warning posture.

51 Cunningham, “Strategic Substitution.”
Are the potential damage and escalation risks associated with space and cyber warfare similar enough to those associated with nuclear warfare to make this comparison fruitful? Attacks on Chinese space assets are unlikely to produce mass casualties similar to a nuclear attack on a Chinese city, but they could have significant economic and military costs given China's increasing dependence on space for a wide range of military and civilian activities. Some aspects of cyber warfare are difficult to control, especially attacks on complex critical infrastructure where the precise impact of an attack may not be predictable. U.S. cyber experts tend to downplay the potential for cyberattacks to cause catastrophic damage, citing the ability to reconstitute cyber infrastructure, but Chinese experts appear to view these potential costs as higher.\(^52\) It does seem clear that successful ASAT and offensive cyberattacks have some potential for decisive effects in the context of a U.S.-China conventional military conflict, and that attacks on some target sets, such as nuclear command, control, and communication (C3) systems, could be highly destabilizing.

Both the United States and China have information warfare doctrine that involves efforts to target adversary sensors and command-and-control networks to disorient an adversary and force it to fight with individual weapons and units rather than as an integrated, networked force. Both emphasize the importance of seizing the initiative in a conflict to achieve a decisive impact. Both are highly likely to use at least some form of counter-space and offensive cyberattacks against the other's military forces early in a conflict. The question is whether such attacks will remain limited to specific military targets or are likely to escalate into unconstrained space and cyberwarfare against a broader set of military and civilian targets. In the 1990s, PLA counter-space and offensive cyber advocates described attacks on civilian infrastructure as having potentially decisive deterrent effects, but this view has become less prevalent as China's own vulnerabilities have been recognized.\(^53\) International reactions to Russian conventional and cyberattacks on Ukrainian civilian infrastructure may ultimately raise the political costs of broadening cyberattacks beyond military targets. The bottom line is that China's nuclear expansion makes a Sino-U.S. conventional conflict somewhat more likely. Such a conflict is likely to include counterspace and offensive cyberattacks, and there will be new escalation risks based on military actions in the space and cyber domains.


\(^{53}\) Ibid.
Can firebreaks be constructed that differentiate between legitimate military targets that are fair game in a conflict and other targets (e.g., critical infrastructure and nuclear C3) that should remain off limits? In the space domain, a common U.S. and Chinese interest in avoiding space debris could support a ban on kinetic ASAT weapons (while permitting ASAT weapons that rely on reversible means such as jamming or dazzling or that achieve “soft kill” of satellite functionality without generating debris). PLA writings suggest a preference for such measures, which are regarded as more usable than kinetic ASAT weapons.

Any such agreements would be difficult to negotiate and verify, especially given increasing strategic competition and mutual suspicion. A previous study suggested that such strategic restraint would have to rest on a foundation of deterrence based on each side’s possession of offensive weapons that would hold the other’s critical space and cyber assets at risk.54 To date, there has been little U.S.-China discussion on where the limits to space and cyber warfare should lie or what firebreaks might look like. It is possible that a more symmetric pattern of U.S. and Chinese dependence on the space and cyber domains for critical functions, such as strategic warning and nuclear C3, may incentivize further discussion. The CCP’s determination to preserve tight civilian control of PLA nuclear and non-nuclear strategic capabilities may also be a more positive factor than is generally appreciated.

Relaxing Assumptions about Chinese Views of Nuclear Weapons

In the preceding sections, we assessed the implications of a larger, more diversified, and more sophisticated Chinese nuclear force on China’s peacetime, crisis, and conflict behavior, assuming there were no parallel shifts in China’s views of nuclear use. In this section, however, we relax this assumption by exploring three potential ways that ongoing developments could influence how Chinese leaders perceive the threshold between the conventional and nuclear domains.

The first is conventional-nuclear entanglement. The geographic, operational, and technological overlap between China’s conventional and nuclear forces threatens to blur the lines between these domains and increases the risk of inadvertent nuclear escalation.55 Chinese entanglement

54 Gompert and Saunders, *The Paradox of Power*.
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can generate escalatory pressures in several ways. U.S. conventional strikes against entangled systems may inadvertently degrade China’s nuclear forces and increase anxiety that the United States intends to erode China’s deterrent. An adversary may also misperceive signaling attempts that use entangled forces. In the U.S.-China context, a more survivable Chinese strategic nuclear deterrent will likely reduce the escalation pressures on Beijing that may stem from nuclear-conventional entanglement. With a smaller, more vulnerable force, even a few inadvertent strikes against Chinese nuclear forces might raise concerns. With a larger, more survivable force, it would take significantly more inadvertent strikes to affect China’s deterrent.

The second potential way is cross-domain interaction. This is distinct from conventional-nuclear entanglement and refers to how conventional and nuclear systems of opposing states interact in ways that may increase escalation risks. For instance, a state may pursue ballistic missile defense capabilities for defense against conventional missiles, but those same systems may influence strategic nuclear dynamics. In the U.S.-China context, Chinese strategists worry that U.S. regional ballistic missile defense systems could threaten China’s nuclear deterrent, even though U.S. officials insist that the systems are intended only to address the nuclear threat from North Korea or to deal with conventional missile threats. Similarly, the United States and its regional allies have developed long-range precision-strike capabilities for purposes other than attacking China’s nuclear weapons.56 However, Chinese analysts have raised concerns that these capabilities might be used to threaten or attempt a disarming strike against China’s nuclear deterrent.57 As with entanglement risks, a larger and more survivable Chinese nuclear deterrent will likely decrease escalatory pressures by granting Chinese officials greater confidence in the survivability of their deterrent.

The third way is whether recent developments in China’s nuclear forces might indicate or encourage a shift in Chinese thinking about nuclear use. Greater Chinese investment in nuclear forces could indicate that Chinese strategists view these capabilities as more relevant and valuable than they did in the past. Scholars have illustrated how China’s relatively restrained nuclear posture stems from a belief that nuclear weapons have limited political and


military utility. According to these views, mutual vulnerability is easily obtained and maintained, and there are rapidly diminishing returns to expanding the size of a nuclear arsenal. Indeed, there is evidence that China’s missile forces have historically prioritized conventional over nuclear units. Even today, authoritative PLA texts consistently emphasize the value and capabilities of conventional forces over nuclear ones. However, the mere fact that China appears to be investing significantly more in its nuclear forces could be an indicator that its current leaders believe that nuclear weapons can do more than their predecessors believed. Chinese nuclear thinking could include a potential shift to theater deterrence or nuclear warfighting. As discussed above, China could develop the forces, policy, strategy, and doctrine to implement more flexible and limited theater nuclear threats and strikes to deter U.S. nuclear first use or to deter U.S. or allied conventional military actions. Even if the expansion and modernization are not driven by the Chinese leadership’s views about the greater utility of nuclear weapons, changes to the nuclear forces may still foster these views by empowering nuclear constituencies, easing technical constraints, and generating new operational pressures.

Conclusion

China’s ongoing nuclear expansion and modernization may significantly affect its crisis and conflict behavior. Assuming that these shifts make the country more confident in the survivability of its nuclear deterrent, Chinese leaders may be less susceptible to U.S. nuclear threats, perceive lower costs to conventional conflicts, focus more on the conventional balance of forces, and be less likely to escalate to nuclear use. Expanded nuclear forces will also give China new options during peacetime and crises, including brandishing nuclear weapons for great-power status, undermining U.S. extended deterrence commitments, shifting Chinese nuclear signaling behavior, and complicating efforts to gain support for Chinese arms control initiatives. In the space and cyber domains, both the U.S. and Chinese militaries are likely to employ counter-space and offensive cyberattacks against military

targets in a conflict. This may create new escalatory pressures, including the potential for attacks against strategic infrastructure, nuclear C3, and strategic warning systems.

There are several outstanding questions about how shifts in China’s nuclear forces might affect the country’s peacetime, crisis, and conflict behavior. First is the uncertainty over the drivers and aims of China’s nuclear expansion and modernization. As some experts have rightly observed, the evidence on shifts in China’s nuclear forces is consistent with both continuity and change in Chinese nuclear thinking. Given China’s lack of official information about its nuclear program and the silence of most Chinese nuclear experts on the country’s nuclear buildup and modernization, outside observers must infer Beijing’s ultimate goals. Our research elsewhere indicates that the most likely drivers are a desire to maintain the survivability of the deterrent, efforts to use a nuclear shield to deter U.S. intervention, and an attempt to bolster China’s great-power status. However, more research should be done to identify the underlying drivers and what they imply about alternative Chinese nuclear futures.

Second, and related to the uncertainty about China’s nuclear aims, is the uncertainty about whether shifts in the size, composition, and capabilities of China’s nuclear forces will be matched by shifts in the strategy, doctrine, training, and operational practices that apply to them. Despite the significant shifts in China’s nuclear forces, the most pressing nuclear risks in the U.S.-China relationship likely continue to stem not from greater quantitative parity but from inadvertent escalation in a crisis or conflict. The sources of these risks include conventional-nuclear entanglement, signaling and misperception, and the pressures of conventional military strategies. A key variable affecting these dynamics is how China views and postures its nuclear forces.

These findings have several implications for U.S. policy. First, U.S. policy responses to China’s nuclear buildup will depend on the feasibility of maintaining U.S. nuclear superiority and the perceived benefits of doing so. If U.S. decision-makers conclude that maintaining nuclear superiority is both valuable and achievable, then the United States might forgo strategic
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nuclear arms control in pursuit of nuclear advantage.\textsuperscript{64} The perceived benefits of U.S. nuclear superiority will depend on how much China’s nuclear buildup alters the nuclear dimension of the U.S.-China relationship. If U.S. officials believe that China, despite its nuclear inferiority, previously maintained a secure second-strike capability against the United States, then the consequences of a Chinese nuclear buildup may appear less severe. However, if U.S. policymakers believe that the United States had first-strike or damage limitation options, then the costs of losing nuclear superiority over China are higher.\textsuperscript{65} If U.S. policymakers conclude that China’s quest for a robust second-strike capability cannot be stopped and that mutual assured destruction would maintain strategic stability, then the United States should work to manage nuclear competition with China rather than attempt to offset China’s buildup. The right choice also depends on beliefs about how other nuclear-armed states are likely to react and whether the United States can win an arms race involving both China and Russia. Even if the United States is successful in maintaining a quantitative lead over China, an open-ended nuclear arms race would undermine nonproliferation objectives and divert resources that could help enhance U.S. conventional capabilities.

Second, given that China’s nuclear buildup lowers the perceived escalation risks of conventional military conflict and increases the importance of the local conventional balance, the United States may need to invest more in developing regional conventional forces. As the local conventional balance becomes a more important driver of potential crisis and conflict dynamics in the western Pacific, the United States may need to work harder to slow or reverse the shift in that balance in China’s favor.

Third, China’s nuclear modernization and expansion may soften the trade-offs involved in a potential U.S. recognition of mutual nuclear vulnerability with Beijing. Recognition of mutual vulnerability may decrease the risks of nuclear escalation in a crisis or conventional conflict by decreasing dangerous use-or-lose pressures on China (though these benefits may be limited if Chinese leaders are confident in the survivability of their nuclear

\textsuperscript{64} Throughout much of the Cold War, U.S. officials often believed that the nuclear balance was delicate or uncertain, which spurred attempts to escape nuclear stalemate or hedge against attempts by adversaries to do so. See Austin Long and Brendan Rittenhouse Green, “Stalking the Secure Second Strike: Intelligence, Counterforce, and Nuclear Strategy,” \textit{Journal of Strategic Studies} 38, no. 1–2 (2015): 38–73; and Brendan Rittenhouse Green, \textit{The Revolution that Failed: Nuclear Competition, Arms Control, and the Cold War} (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2020).

deterrent). Recognition of mutual vulnerability may also reduce incentives for nuclear arms racing. If China’s nuclear expansion is driven mainly by a desire for a secure second-strike capability and to bolster its international status, acknowledging mutual vulnerability could reduce incentives for further nuclear investments. On the other hand, acknowledging mutual vulnerability would reduce allied confidence in U.S. security guarantees and might also encourage Chinese military action at lower levels of violence by reducing China’s concerns about nuclear escalation and decreasing the effectiveness of U.S. nuclear coercion. To date, U.S. policy has emphasized the need to reassure allies about the credibility of the U.S. nuclear umbrella over efforts to forestall a Chinese nuclear buildup by assuring China that its nuclear deterrent is secure.
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